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Foreword 

This volume is the third of a series of three into which the 1957 edition 
of NBS Handbook H28 is divided. 

Part I, published in September 1957, includes standards for screw threads 
which are commonly applied to bolts, screws, nuts, and other similar fasteners. 
Such threads are variously designated as Unified, American, American National, 
and Unified Miniature threads. 

Part II, published in November 1959, includes standards for the follow¬ 
ing: pipe threads, including Dryseal pipe threads; gas cylinder valve outlet 
and inlet threads; hose coupling, including fire-hose coupling threads; and hose 
connections for welding equipment. 

Handbook H28 (1944) and the 1950 Supplement thereto are superseded 
by Parts I, II, and III of Handbook H28 (1957) and the Federal Specifications 
listed in appendix 6 of Part I of H28 (1957). 

A Supplement to the 1957 Handbook is in preparation, in order to make 
available revisions that have been developed subsequent to publication. These 
pertain primarily to the Unified thread standards. 
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As Approved 1960 

SECTION XII. ACME THREADS1 

1. GENERAL AND HISTORICAL 

When formulated prior to 1895, Acme threads 
were intended to replace square threads and a 
variety of threads of other forms used chiefly for 
the purpose of producing traversing motions on 
machines, tools, etc. Acme threads are now 
extensively used for a variety of purposes. This 
section provides for two general applications of 
Acme threads, namely, general purpose and 
centralizing.2 

The three classes of general purpose threads 
have clearances on all diameters for free movement 
and may be used in assemblies with the internal 
thread rigidly fixed and movement of the external 
thread in a direction perpendicular to its axis 
limited by its bearing or bearings. The five 
classes of centralizing threads have a limited 
clearance at the major diameters of the external 
and internal threads, so that a bearing at the major 
diameter maintains approximate alinement of the 
thread axis and prevents wedging on the flanks 
of the thread. For any combination of the 
five classes of threads covered in this section some 
end play or backlash will result. This is unavoid¬ 
able for interchangeable product. When backlash 
or end play is objectionable, some mechanical 
means should be provided to eliminate the con¬ 
dition. The following practices have been 
successfully used: 

(а) The internally threaded member is split 
parallel with the axis and adjusted and lapped to 
fit the externally threaded member; 

(б) the internally threaded member is tapped 
first and the externally threaded member is milled, 
ground, or otherwise machined to fit the internally 
threaded member; 

(c) the internally threaded member is split 
perpendicular to the axis, and the two parts are 
adjusted to bear on opposite flanks of the thread 
of the externally threaded member. 

In any case, sufficient end play must be left to 
provide a close running fit. 

In addition to limits of size for the standard 
series of diameters and pitches of Acme threads, 
tables of pitch diameter tolerances provide for 
a wide choice of diameters for a given standard 
pitch, and by use of the formulas for diameter 
and pitch increments shown in tables XII.6, XII.7, 
and XII.8, pp. 7, 8, and 9, the pitch diameter tol- 

1 This section is in substantial agreement with American Standards Associ¬ 
ation publication ASA B1.5, “Acme Screw Threads,” which is published by 
the ASME, 29 W. 39th St., New York 18, N.Y. The latest revision should 
be consulted when referring to this ASA document. 

2 Stub Acme threads are covered in section XIII, p. 18. 

ances for special diameters and pitches can be de¬ 
termined for each class. Formulas and data for 
use with special threads are also provided in table 
XII.5, p. 6, for pitch diameter allowances on 
external threads, and in table XII.4, p. 5, for 
major and minor diameter allowances and 
tolerances. 

Multiple threads should be considered when 
fast relative motion is required. 

While threads for valve operation may be made 
to this standard, this application is highly special¬ 
ized and these data should not be used without 
consultation with the valve manufacturer. 

2. SPECIFICATIONS FOR ACME 

FORM OF THREAD 

1. Angle of Thread.—The angle between the 
flanks of the thread measured in an axial plane 
shall be 29°. The line bisecting this 29° angle 
shall be perpendicular to the axis of the thread. 

2. Pitch of Thread.—The pitch of a thread is 
the distance, measured parallel to its axis, between 
corresponding points on adjacent thread forms. 

3. Height of Thread.—The basic height of the 
thread shall be equal to one-half of the pitch. 

4. Thickness of Thread.—The basic thickness 
of the thread at a diameter smaller by one-half 
the pitch than the basic major diameter shall be 
equal to one-half of the pitch. 

5. Allowance (Minimum Clearance) at 

Major and Minor Diameters.— (a) General 
'purpose threads.—A minimum diametrical clear¬ 
ance is provided at the minor diameter of all 
external threads by establishing the maximum 
minor diameter 0.020 in. below the basic minor 
diameter for 10 threads per inch (tpi) and coarser, 
and 0.010 in. for finer pitches. 

A minimum diametrical clearance at the major 
diameter is obtained by establishing the minimum 
major diameter of the internal thread 0.020 in. 
above the basic major diameter for 10 tpi and 
coarser, and 0.010 in. for finer pitches. 

(b) Centralizing threads.—A minimum dia¬ 
metrical clearance is provided at the minor 
diameter of all external threads by establishing the 
maximum minor diameter 0.020 in. below the basic, 
minor diameter for 10 tpi and coarser, and 0.010 
in. for finer pitches. A minimum diametrical 
clearance for the fillet is provided at the minor 
diameter by establishing the minimum minor 
diameter of the internal thread 0.1 p greater than 
the basic minor diameter. 

A minimum diametrical clearance at the major 
diameter is obtained by establishing the minimum 

major diameter of the internal thread 0.00l^D 
above the basic major diameter. 

1 



6. Chamfers and Fillets.— (a) General pur¬ 
pose threads.—External threads may have the 
crest corners chamfered at an angle of 45° with 
the axis to a maximum depth of 0.0667/). This 
corresponds to a maximum width of chamfer flat 
of 0.0945/). 

(b) Centralizing threads.—External threads 
shall have the crest corners chamfered at an angle 
of 45° with the axis to a minimum depth of 0.05/) 
and a maximum depth of 0.0667/). This corre¬ 
sponds to a minimum width of chamfer flat of 
0.0707/) and a maximum width of 0.0945/). (See 
table XII.2, cols. 6 and 7.) 

External threads for classes 2C, 3C, and 4C 
may have a fillet at the minor diameter not greater 
than 0.1/) and for classes 5C and 6C the minimum 
fillet shall be 0.07/), and the maximum fillet 0.1 p. 

Internal threads of all classes may have a fillet 
at the major diameter not greater than 0.06/). 

7. Basic Dimensions.—(a) General.—For gen¬ 
eral purpose threads, the basic thread form dimen¬ 
sions for the most generally used pitches are given 
in table XII. 1; the basic thread form is symmet¬ 
rical and is illustrated in figure XII. 1. 

For centralizing threads, the basic dimensions 
for the most generally used pitches are given in 

table XII.2; the basic thread form is symmetrical 
and is illustrated in figure XII.2. 

Table XII. 1—Basic dimensions, general purpose Acme 
threads 

Threads 
per 

inch, 
n 

Pitch, 
P 

Height of 
thread 
(basic), 
A=0.5p 

Total 
height of 
thread, 

hs=h 4-0.5 
allow¬ 
ance a 

Thread 
thick¬ 
ness 

(basic), 
t=0.5p 

Width of flat at: 

Crest of 
internal 
thread 
(basic), 
Fcn = 

0.3707p 

Root of 
internal 
thread, 
F,n= 

0.3707p— 
0.259X 

allowance a 

i 2 3 4 5 6 7 

in. in. in. in. in. in. 
16_ 0. 06250 0.03125 0.0362 0. 03125 0. 0232 0. 0206 
14_ .07143 .03571 . 0407 . 03571 . 0265 .0239 
12_ .08333 .04167 . 0467 .04167 . 0309 .0283 
10_ . 10000 . 05000 .0600 .05000 .0371 .0319 
8_ .12500 .06250 .0725 .06250 .0463 .0411 

6_ . 16667 .08333 .0933 .08333 .0618 . 0566 
5_ .20000 .10000 . 1100 . 10000 .0741 . 0689 
4_ .25000 .12500 . 1350 .12500 .0927 . 0875 
3_ . 33333 .16667 . 1767 . 16667 . 1236 .1184 
24- . 40000 . 20000 .2100 . 20000 . 1483 .1431 

2_ .50000 . 25000 .2600 . 25000 . 1853 .1802 
ih- . 66667 . 33333 . 3433 .33333 .2471 . 2419 
iy3- . 75000 . 37500 .3850 .37500 . 2780 .2728 
1_ 1. 00000 . 50000 .5100 . 50000 .3707 .3655 

“ For allowance, see table XII.4, col. 3. 

Figure XII.1.—General purpose Acme thread form. 

Notation 

2a = 29° 
a=14°30' 
p=pitch 
7i=number of threads per inch 

IV=number of turns per inch 
h=basic height of thread=0.5p 
f=thickness of thread=0.5p 

F„„=0.3707p=basic width of flat of crest of internal thread 
Fc„=0.3707p=basie width of flat of crest of external thread 
F,„=0.3707p—0.259X(major-diameter allowance on internal thread) 
Fr,=0.3707p—0.259X (minor-diameter allowance on external thread— 

pitch-diameter allowance on external thread). 
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Table XII.2—Basic dimensions, centralizing Acme threads 

Threads per 
inch,n Pitch,p 

Height of 
thread (basic), 

ft=0.5p 

Total height 
of thread 

(all external 
threads) 
ft,=ft+0.5 

allowance * 

Thread thick¬ 
ness (basic), 

f=0.5p 

45° chamfer crest of central¬ 
izing external threads Max fillet 

radius, root 
of centralizing 
tapped hole, 

0.06p 

Fillet radius at minor diameter 
of centralizing screws 

Min depth, 
0.05p 

Min width of 
chamfer flat, 

0.0707p 

Min (classes 
5 and 6 only), 

0.07p 

Max (all 
classes), 

O.lOp 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
16_ 0.06250 0. 03125 0. 0362 0.03125 0. 0031 0. 0044 0. 0040 0. 0044 0. 0062 
14_ .07143 . 03571 . 0407 .03571 .0036 .0050 .0040 . 0050 .0071 
12_ .08333 .04107 .0467 .04167 .0042 .0060 .0050 .0058 . 0083 
10_ . 10000 .05000 . 0600 . 05000 . 0050 .0070 . 0060 . 0070 . 0100 
8_ . 12500 .06250 .0725 . 06250 .0062 .0090 .0075 .0088 .0125 

6_ .16667 .08333 .0933 . 08333 .0083 .0120 .0100 .0117 .0167 
5_ . 20000 . 10000 . 1100 . 10000 .0100 .0140 . 0120 .0140 .0200 
4_ . 25000 . 12500 . 1350 . 12500 .0125 .0180 .0150 .0175 . 0250 
3_ . 33333 . 16667 . 1767 . 16667 .0167 .0240 .0200 .0233 .0333 
2 H-- . 40000 . 20000 .2100 . 20000 .0200 .0280 .0240 .0280 .0400 

2_ .50000 . 25000 .2600 . 25000 .0250 .0350 .0300 .0350 . 0500 
l'A_ .66667 . 33333 .3433 .33333 .0330 .0470 . 0400 .0467 . 0667 
l A_ . 75000 . 37500 .3850 .37500 .0380 .0530 .0450 .0525 .0750 
l_ 1.00000 . 50000 .5100 .50000 .0500 .0710 .0600 .0700 . 1000 

* For allowance, see table XII.4, col. 3. 

Figure XII.2.—Centralizing Acme thread form. 

Notation 

2a=29° 
a = 14°30' 
p=pitch 
n=number of threads per inch 

N=number of turns per inch 
ft=basic height of thread=0.5 p 
f=thickness of thread=0.5 p 

Fcn=0.3707p=basic width of flat of crest of internal thread 
Fc,=0.3707p=basic width of flat of crest of external thread 
Fm=0.3707p—0.259 X (major-diameter allowance on internal thread) 
.FVs=0.3707p—0.259X(minor-diameter allowance on external 

thread—pitch-diameter allowance on external thread). 
F,n and F„ are measured from the intersections of the straight flanks and roots. 
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(b) Special requirements (deviations from nomi¬ 
nal diameter).—Applications requiring special ma¬ 
chining processes resulting in a basic diameter 
other than the nominal diameters shown in table 
XII.3, column 1, shall have allowances and toler¬ 
ances in accordance with table XII.4, footnote a; 
table XII.5; and tabulated tolerances, tables 
XII.6, XII.7, and XII.8. 

(c) Special diameters.—Special diameters not 
shown in table XII.3 or not divisible by }{e, shall 
show the actual basic major diameter in decimals 
on drawings, specifications, and tools. 

These diameters and pitches have been carefully 
selected to meet the present needs with the few¬ 
est number of items, in order to reduce to a mini¬ 
mum the inventory of both tools and gages. 

4. CLASSIFICATION AND TOLERANCES, ACME 

THREADS 

There are established herein three classes of 
threads for general purpose and live classes for 
centralizing Acme threads, as follows: 

Type of thread Class of thread 

3. STANDARD ACME THREAD SERIES* 1 2 3 

There has been selected a series of diameters 
and associated pitches of Acme threads listed in 
table XII.3 which is recommended as preferred. 

3 When Acme centralizing threads are produced in single units or in very 
small quantities (and principally in sizes larger than the range of commercial 
taps and dies) where the manufacturing process employs cutting tools (such 
as lathe cutting), it may be economically advantageous and therefore desir¬ 
able to have the centralizing control of the mating threads located at the minor 
diameters. 

Particularly under the above-mentioned type of manufacturing, the ad¬ 
vantages cited for minor diameter centralizing control over centralizing con¬ 
trol at the major diameters of the mating threads are: 

(1) Greater ease and faster checking of machined thread dimensions. It 
is much easier to measure the minor diameter (root) of the external thread and 
the mating minor diameter (crest or bore.) of the internal thread than it is to 
determine the major diameter (root) of the internal thread and the major 
diameter (crest or turn) of the external thread; 

(2) better manufacturing control of the machined size due to greater ease 
of checking; 

(3) lower manufacturing costs. 

General purpose _ __ 2G 3G 4G 
Centralizing .. . ... 2C 3C 4C 5C 6C 

These classes, together with the accompanying 
specifications, are for the purpose of assuring the 
interchangeable manufacture of Acme threaded 
parts. Each user is free to select the classes best 
adapted to his particular needs. It is suggested 
that external and internal threads of the same class 
be used together for either general purpose or 
centralizing assemblies. If less backlash or end 
play than provided by class 2 is desired, classes 3 
and 4 are provided for both general purpose and 
centralizing threads, and classes 5C and 6C for 
centralizing threads only. 

Table XII.3—Acme thread series, basic diameters and thread data 

Identification Basic diameters Thread data 

Nomi¬ 
nal 

sizes 
(all 

classes) 

Threads 
per 

inch, n 

General purpose, all 
classes, and centralizing, 
classes 2C, 3C, and 4C 

Centralizing, classes 
5C and 6C 

Pitch, 
P 

Thread 
thick¬ 
ness at 
pitch 
line, 

t=0.5p 

Basic 
height 

of 
thread, 
ft=0.5 p 

Basie 
width 
of flat, 

F= 
0.3707p 

Lead ang 
pitch d 

General 
purpose, 

all 
classes, 
and cen¬ 
tralizing 
classes 
2C, 3C, 
and 4C, 

X 

e at basic 
lameter 

Central¬ 
izing 

classes 
5C and 

6C, 
X 

Shear 
area, 
class 
3G“ 

Stress 
area, 
class 
3Gb Major 

diam¬ 
eter, D 

Pitch 
diam¬ 

eter, E= 
(D-h) 

Minor 
diam¬ 

eter, K= 
(D-2h) 

Major 
diam¬ 

eter, B= 
(D —0.025 

Vx» 

Pitch 
diam¬ 

eter, E= 
(B-fc) 

Minor 
diam¬ 

eter, K= 
(B-2/l) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. deq min deg min sq in. sq in. 
14 16 0. 2500 0. 2188 0.1875 0. 06250 0. 03125 0. 03125 0. 0232 5 12 0. 350 0. 0285 

14 . 3125 . 2768 . 2411 .07143 .03571 .03571 . 0265 4 42 __ .451 .0474 
H 12 . 3750 . 3333 . 2917 . 08333 . 04167 . 04167 . 0309 4 33 . 545 .0699 
7/1 fi 12 . 4375 . 3958 . 3542 . 08333 .04167 . 04167 . 0309 3 50 . 660 . 1022 
y2_ 10 . 5000 . 4500 .4000 0. 4823 0. 4323 0. 3823 .10000 .05000 .05000 .0371 4 3 4 13 . 749 . 1287 

54_ 8 . 6250 . 5625 . 5000 .6052 . 5427 .4802 .12500 . 06250 . 06250 .0463 4 3 4 12 .941 .2043 
% _ 6 . 7500 . 6667 . 5833 . 7284 .6451 . 5617 .16667 .08333 .08333 . 0618 4 33 4 42 1. 108 .2848 

6 . 8750 . 7917 .7083 . 8516 . 7683 .6849 .16667 .08333 . 08333 . 0618 3 50 3 57 1. 339 .4150 
1 ._ 5 1. 0000 .9000 .8000 . 9750 .8750 . 7750 . 20000 .10000 .10000 .0741 4 3 4 10 1. 519 . 5354 

1V4_ 5 1.1250 1. 0250 .9250 1. 0985 .9985 . 8985 .20000 .10000 . 10000 .0741 3 33 3 39 1. 751 .709 
1)4_ 5 1. 2500 1.1500 1. 0500 1. 2220 1. 1220 1. 0220 .20000 . 10000 . 10000 . 0741 3 10 3 15 1. 983 . 907 
1%_ 4 1. 3750 1. 2500 1.1250 1.3457 1. 2207 1.0957 .25000 . 12500 .12500 . 0927 3 39 3 44 2. 139 1.059 
1 Vz_ 4 1. 5000 1. 3750 1. 2500 1. 4694 1.3444 1. 2194 .25000 . 12500 .12500 .0927 3 19 3 23 2. 372 1. 298 

m_ 4 1. 7500 1. 6250 1. 5000 1. 7169 1. 5919 1. 4669 . 25000 .12500 .12500 .0927 2 48 2 52 2. 837 1.851 
2_ 4 2. 0000 1. 8750 1. 7500 1. 9646 1. 8396 1. 7146 . 25000 . 12500 .12500 .0927 2 26 2 29 3. 301 2. 501 
2)4_ 3 2. 2500 2.0833 1. 9167 2. 2125 2. 0458 1.8792 .33333 . 16667 .16667 . 1236 2 55 2 58 3.643 3. 049 
21/2_ 3 2. 5000 2. 3333 2. 1667 2. 4605 2. 2938 2. 1272 . 33333 . 16667 . 16667 . 1236 2 36 2 39 4. 110 3. S70 
2%_ 3 2. 7500 2. 5833 2.4167 2. 7085 2. 5418 2. 3752 . 33333 .16667 . 16667 . 1236 2 21 2 23 4. 577 4. 788 

3_ 2 3. 0000 2. 7500 2. 5000 2. 9567 2. 7067 2. 4567 .50000 .25000 . 25000 . 1853 3 19 3 22 4. 786 5.27 
3)4_ 2 3. 5000 3. 2500 3. 0000 3. 4532 3. 2032 2. 9532 . 50000 .25000 . 25000 . 1853 2 48 2 51 5. 73 7. 50 
4.. 2 4. 0000 3. 7500 3. 5000 3.9500 3. 7000 3. 4500 . 50000 . 25000 . 25000 .1853 2 26 2 28 6. 67 10. 12 
4H_ 2 4. 5000 4. 2500 4. 0000 4. 4470 4. 1970 3. 9470 . 50000 . 25000 . 25000 . 1853 2 9 2 10 7.60 13. 13 
5_ 2 5.0000 4. 7500 4. 5000 4. 9441 4.6941 4. 4441 . 50000 . 25000 . 25000 . 1853 1 55 1 56 8. 54 16. 53 

“Per inch length of engagement of the external thread in line with the minor diameter crests of the internal thread. Computed from this formula: Shear 
area=jrir„[0.5-f n tan 14H° (E,—K„)]. Figures given are the minimum shear area based on max K„ and min Es. 

b Figures given are the minimum stress area based on the mean of the minimum minor and pitch diameters of the external thread. 
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All classes of general purpose external and in¬ 
ternal threads may be used interchangeably. The 
requirement for a centralizing fit is that the sum 
of the major-diameter tolerance plus the major- 
diameter allowance on the internal thread, and the 
major-diameter tolerance on the external thread, 
shall equal or be less than the pitch-diameter allow¬ 
ance on the external thread. A class 2C external 
thread, which has a larger pitch diameter allow¬ 
ance than either a class 3C or 4C external thread, 
can be used interchangeably with classes 2C, 3C, 
or 4C internal threads and fulfill this requirement. 
Similarly, a class 3C external thread can be used 
interchangeably with classes 3C or 4C internal 
threads, but only a class 4C internal thread can 
be used with a class 4C external thread. Classes 
5C and 6C external and internal threads can be 
used interchangeably. The average backlash for 
any cross combination will be between the values 
for backlash when both members are class 5C and 
when both members are class 6C. 

1. Basic Diameters.—The maximum major 
diameter of the external thread is basic and is 

the nominal major diameter for all classes except 
classes 5C and 6C. The maximum major diameter 
of all class 5C and 6C external threads is the basic 
major jdiameter, B, established by subtracting 

0.025VD from the nominal diameter, D. The 
minimum pitch diameter of the internal thread 
is basic for all classes and equal to the basic major 
diameter minus the basic depth of thread, 0.5p. 
The basic minor diameter is equal to the basic 
major diameter minus twice the basic thread 
depth, p. The minimum minor diameter of the 
general purpose internal thread is basic. The 
minimum minor diameter of the centralizing in¬ 
ternal thread is 0.1 p above basic. 

2. Length of Engagement.—The tolerances 
specified herein are applicable to lengths of en¬ 
gagement not exceeding twice the nominal major 
diameter. 

3. Tolerances.— (a) The tolerances specified 
represent the extreme variations allowed on the 
product. They are such as to produce inter¬ 
changeability and maintain a high grade of prod¬ 
uct. 

Table XII.4.—Tolerances and allowances (minimum clearances) for major and minor diameters, Acme thread series (max 
major diameter of external thread D, basic. Basic thread height, h — 0.5 p.) 

Allowances from basic major and minor 
diameters, all classes 

Tolerance on major diameter, plus on internal, minus on external threads 

All exter- Internal thread Tolerance General Purpose Centralizing 
nal threads on minor 

Threads diam, all 
per inch, internal 

n b General Centralizing threads, All classes Class 2C Classes 3C and 5C Classes 4C and 6C 
purpose plus 

Minor 0.05p * 1 
External 

Major Major Minor Externalf Internal and External Internal External Internal 
diameter, diameter/ diameter/ thread, thread c internal thread. thread, thread, thread, 

plus c plus plus 0.05p threads, 0.0015\/ D 0.0035V D o.ooio-Vd 0.0020 
o.ooiovTi O.lp 0.0035-\/Z> 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
16 0. 010 0. 010 0. 0050 0. 0050 o. oi n 
14 . 010 .010 . 0050 .0050 . 010 
12 . 010 . 010 .0050 . 0050 . 010 
12 . 010 .010 .0050 . 0050 . 010 
10 .020 .020 0.0007 0. 0100 .0050 .0050 .020 6. 0025 0. 0011 0. 0025 0. 0007 0.0014 

8 .020 .020 .0008 .0125 .0062 .0062 .020 .0028 . 0012 . 0028 .0008 . 0016 
6 .020 .020 . 0009 . 0167 .0083 . 0083 .020 . 0030 . 0013 . 0030 . 0009 .0017 
6 .020 .020 . 0009 .0167 . 0083 .0083 .020 . 0033 . 0014 . 0033 . 0009 . 0019 
5 .020 .020 .0010 .0200 .0100 .0100 .020 .0035 .0015 . 0035 .0010 .0020 

5 .020 .020 .0011 .0200 . 0100 .0100 .020 .0037 .0016 .0037 .0011 .0021 
5 .020 .020 .0011 . 0200 . 0100 .0100 .020 .0039 .0017 . 0039 .0011 . 0022 
4 .020 .020 . 0012 .0250 .0125 .0125 .020 .0041 . 0018 .0041 .0012 . 0023 
4 .020 .020 .0012 .0250 .0125 .0125 .020 .0043 .0018 .0043 .0012 .0024 

4 .020 .020 .0013 .0250 .0125 .0125 .020 .0046 .0020 .0046 .0013 .0026 
4 .020 .020 . 0014 .0250 .0125 .0125 . 020 .0049 .0021 . 0049 . 0014 . 0028 
3 .020 .020 .0015 .0333 .0167 .0167 .020 .0052 . 0022 .0052 .0015 . 0030 
3 .020 .020 .0016 .0333 .0167 .0167 . 020 . 0055 . 0024 .0055 . 0016 . 0032 
3 .020 .020 .0017 .0333 .0167 .0167 .020 .0058 .0025 .0058 .0017 .0033 

2 .020 .020 .0017 .0500 .0250 . 0250 .020 .0061 .0026 .0061 .0017 .0035 
2 .020 .020 . 0019 . 0500 . 0250 . 0250 .020 .0065 . 0028 .0065 .0019 .0037 
2 . 020 .020 . 0020 .0500 .0250 . 02.50 .020 .0070 .0030 .0070 .0020 .0040 
2 .020 .020 . 0021 .0500 .0250 . 0250 .020 . 0074 . 0032 . 0074 . 0021 .0042 
2 .020 .020 .0022 . 0500 .0250 .0250 .020 .0078 .0034 .0078 .0022 .0045 

Size' 

m. 
H— 
5/l6-- 
H — 
V,6- 
H— 

H— 
%— 
%— 
I.— 

1H-- 
1H-- 

1H-- 
V/2-- 

1%- 
2.... 

2 H- 
2H — 
23/4-- 

3—. 
3 H-- 
4 _ 
4M-- 
5 _ 

a Values for intermediate diameters should be calculated from the formulas in column headings, but ordinarily may be interpolated. 
b Intermediate pitches take the values of the next coarser pitch listed. 
0 Values are 0.020 in. for 10 tpi and coarser, and 0.010 in. for finer pitches. 
d The minimum clearance at the major diameter between the internal and external thread is equal to col. 5. 
e The minimum clearance at the minor diameter between the centralizing internal and external thread is the sum of the values in cols. 3 and 6. 
1 To avoid a complicated formula and still provide an adequate tolerance, the pitch factor is used as a base, with the minimum tolerance value set at 0.005 in. 

Note.—The maximum angular play of a centralizing internal thread, one diameter long, on its external thread for the maximum major diameter 
clearance is 1° or less. 

Tolerance on minor diameter of all external threads is 1.5 X pitch-diameter tolerance. 
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Table XII.5.—Pitch-diameter allowances for Acme threads 

Nominal size range » Pitch-diameter allowances on external e 
threads, general purpose and centralizing 

To and Classes 2G, Classes 3G, Classes 4G 
Above including 2C, and 5C; 

0.008-v/U 

3C, and 6C; 
0.006 V-D 

and 4C; 
0.004 Vu 

1 2 3 4 5 

in. in. in. in. in. 
0 _ M 6 0. 0024 0. 0018 0. 0012 
M 6-- M 6 . 0040 . 0030 . 0020 
V\6__ Me . 0049 . 0037 .0024 
Me_ Me .0057 . 0042 .0028 
Me_ me .0063 .0047 .0032 

me_ me . 0069 .0052 .0035 
1Me_-- - -- me . 0075 . 0056 .0037 
mo_ IMe .0080 .0060 . 0040 
IMe --- IMe . 0085 . 0064 .0042 
IMe_ IMe .0089 .0067 .0045 

IMe- IMe .0094 .0070 .0047 
IMe_ IMe .0098 .0073 . 0049 
IMe_ m . 0105 .0079 . 0052 
m_ 2J4 .0113 .0085 .0057 

2H_ 224 .0120 .0090 . 0060 
244_ 224 .0126 .0095 .0063 
254_ 2% .0133 .0099 . 0066 
2M_ 3}4 .0140 .0105 .0070 

3!4_ 3% .0150 .0112 .0075 
324_ 4M .0160 .0120 . 0080 
414_ 424 .0170 .0127 .0085 
m_ 5 34 .0181 .0136 .0091 

a The values in columns 3, 4, and 5 are to be used for any size within the 
corresponding range shown in columns 1 and 2. These values are calculated 
from the mean of columns 1 and 2. It is recommended that the sizes given 
in table XII.3 be used whenever possible. 

s An increase of 10 percent in the allowance is recommended for each inch, 
or fraction thereof, that the length of engagement exceeds two diameters. 

(b) The tolerances on diameters of the internal 
threads shall be applied plus from the minimum 
sizes to above the minimum sizes. 

(c) The tolerances on diameters of the external 
threads shall be applied minus from the maximum 
sizes to below the maximum sizes. 

(d) The pitch-diameter tolerances (which con¬ 
trol thread thickness) for an external or internal 
thread of a given class are the same. The pitch- 
diameter tolerances for the product include lead 
and angle deviations. 

Pitch diameter tolerances for all classes and for 
various practicable combinations of diameter and 
pitch, are given in tables XII.6, XII.7, and XII.8. 
The relative proportions of the pitch diameter 
tolerances are: class 2, 3.0; classes 3 and 5, 1.4; 
and classes 4 and 6, 1.0. 

(e) The tolerances on the major and minor 
diameters of the external and internal threads 
are listed in table XII.4 and are based on the 
following formulas, which are to be used for special 
threads: 

4. Allowances (Minimum Clearances).—Al¬ 
lowances applied to the pitch diameter of the ex¬ 
ternal thread for all classes, general purpose and 
centralizing, are given in table XII.5. These 
pitch diameter allowances are equal to the sum 
of the allowance on major diameter, column 4, 
table XII.4, and the sum of the tolerances on ex¬ 
ternal and internal threads, columns 10 to 14, 
inclusive, table XII.4, for general purpose and 

centralizing, plus an additional amount of 0.002\D 
in. for classes 5C and 6C. This is the minimum 
pitch diameter allowance that is required to main¬ 
tain the centralizing fit and minimum end play of 

0.0005y75 in. for classes 5C and 6C. 
For centralizing fits, when the product has a 

length of engagement greater than the standard 
length of the thread ring gage as shown in table 
XI 1.14, column 3, p. 17, and lead deviations not 
exceeding the values shown at the bottom of that 
table, and when “go” thread ring gages of these 
lengths are to be used, the maximum pitch diam¬ 
eter of the external thread shall be decreased by 
the amount shown in table XII. 14, column 5. If 
the lead deviations in the product are greater than 
indicated, the allowance for the ring gage stated in 
column 5 should be increased proportionately. 
However, if methods of gaging the external thread 
are to be used which will detect angle deviation 
and cumulative lead deviation, the pitch diameter 
of the external thread shall be below the tabular 
maximum pitch diameter of the external thread 
by an amount sufficient to compensate for the 
measured d eviations. 

An increase of 10 percent in the allowance is 
recommended for each inch, or fraction thereof, 
that the length of engagement exceeds two di¬ 
ameters. 

5. Formulas for Diameters.—The formulas 
for the major, pitch, and minor diameters are 
given in table XII.9. 

5. LIMITS OF SIZE, ACME THREADS 

Limits of size for general purpose Acme threads 
of the preferred series of diameters and pitches are 
given in table XII.10. The application of these 
limits is illustrated in figure XII.3. 

Limits of size for centralizing Acme threads of 
the preferred series of diameters and pitches are 
given in tables XII.11 and XII.12. The applica¬ 
tion of these limits is illustrated in figures XII.4 
and XII.5. 

Tolerances on major and minor diameters of external and internal threads 

Type of thread 
Major diameter Minor diameter 

External thread Internal thread External thread Internal thread 

General purpose (all classes) _ 

[Class 2C_ ___ 
Centralizing^ Classes 3C and 5C __ 

(Classes 4C and 6C .. 

0.05p a (Min= 
0.005 in.) 

0.0035 V-£)_ 
0.0015 yu_ 

0.0010 V-» 

(0.020 in. for 10 tpi and 
< coarser; 0.010 in. for finer 
l pitches 
0.0035 /D_ 
0.0035 ifb... 
0.0020 (/U 

ll.5Xpitch diameter toler- 
| ance 

>1.5Xpitch diameter toler- 
) ance 

j.0.05p a (Min= 
) 0.005 in.) 

|o.05p a (Min = 
j 0.005 in.) 

» To avoid a complicated formula and stiU provide an adequate tolerance, the pitch factor is used as a base, with the minimum tolerance value set at 
0.005 in. 
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6. THREAD DESIGNATIONS 

The following abbreviations are recommended 
for use on drawings and in specifications, and on 
tools and gages: 

ACME = Acme threads, 
G = general purpose, 
C = centralizing, 

LH=left-hand. 

Examples of designations: 

Right-hand Acme threads: 

1%—4 ACME—2G = General purpose class 
2G Acme threads; major diameter 1% in., 
pitch 0.2500 in., single, right-hand. 

2/—0.4p—0.8L—ACME—3G=General pur¬ 
pose class 3G Acme threads; major diam¬ 
eter 2% in., pitch 0.4 in., lead 0.8 in., double, 
right-hand. 

1%—6 ACME—4C=Centralizing class 4C Ac¬ 
me threads; major diameter 1% in., pitch 
0.1667 in., single, right-hand. 

2%—OAp—0.8L—ACME—3C=_Centralizing 
class 3C Acme threads; major diameter 
27/s in., pitch 0.4 in., lead 0.8 in., double, 
right-hand. 

2Y2—0.3333p—0.6667L—ACME—5C=C e n - 
tralizing class 5C Acme threads; nominal 
major diameter 2)4 in. (basic major diam¬ 
eter 2.4605 in.), pitch 0.3333 in., lead 0.6667 
in., double, right-hand. 

Left-hand Acme threads: 

\%—4 ACME 2G--LII 
2 %—0 Ap—0.8L— ACME—3 G—LH 
1%—6 ACME—4C—LH 
2 %—0 Ap—0.8L—ACME—3C—LH 
2 %—0.333 3p—0.6667L— AC ME—5C—LH 

Table XII.6.—Pitch diameter tolerances for Acme screw threads, classes 2G and 2C 

Threads 
pel- 

inch, 
n 

Pitch 
increment, 

Pitch diameter tolerances for nominal diameters of: » 

0.030 -yjlln 
!4 in. Me in. % in. Vi6 in. in. H in. 3A in. 7A in. 1 in. 1 \i in. IVi in. 

16 
in. 

0. 00750 
in. 

0. 0105 
in. 

0. 0109 
in. 

0. 0112 
in. 

0. 0115 
in. 

0.0117 
in. 

0. 0122 
in. 

0. 0127 
in. in. in. in. 

14 .00802 .0114 .0117 .0120 . 0123 .0128 .0132 0. 0136 0. 0140 
12 . 00866 .0123 .0126 .0129 .0134 . 0139 . 0143 .0147 0. 0150 0.0154 
10 .00949 .0132 .0135 .0137 .0142 .0147 .0151 .0155 .0158 .0162 

8 . . 01061 .0148 .0154 .0158 .0162 .0166 .0170 .0173 
6 . 01225 .0174 .0179 .0182 .0186 .0190 
5_ .01342 .0190 .0194 .0198 .0201 
4 __ .01500 .0214 .0217 

3_ .01732 
2^_ . 01897 
2_ . 02121 

114_ . 02449 
1H_ .02598 
1_ .03000 

Diameter incre¬ 
ment, 0.006 -yId.. 0.00300 0.00335 0. 00367 0.00397 0. 00424 0.00474 0. 00520 0. 00561 0.00600 0.00636 0.00671 

Threads Pitch Pitch diameter tolerances for nominal diameters of: 

inch, 
n 

0.030 Vl In 
13A in. 1]4 in. 1?4 in. 2 in. 2J4 in. 2H in. 23A in. 3 in. 3H in. 4 in. 4J^ in. 5 in. 

16_ 
in. 

0. 00750 
in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 

14_ . 00802 
12_ . 00866 
10_ .00949 0. 0165 0. 0168 0. 0174 

8_ . 01061 .0176 .0180 .0185 0.0191 
6_ . 01225 .0193 .0196 .0202 .0207 0. 0212 
5_ . 01342 .0205 .0208 .0214 .0219 .0224 0. 0229 
4_ .01500 .0220 .0223 . 0229 .0235 .0240 .0245 0. 0249 0. 0254 0. 0262 0. 0270 

3__. .01732 .0247 .0253 .0258 .0263 .0268 .0273 .0277 .0285 .0293 0. 0300 0. 0307 
2J4_ .01897 .0269 .0275 .0280 .0285 . 0289 .0294 . 0302 . 0310 . 0317 . 0324 
2_ .02121 .0297 .0302 .0307 .0312 .0316 .0324 .0332 . 0339 . 0346 

m_ .02449 .0349 .0357 .0365 . 0372 . 0379 
1H_ .02598 .0364 .0372 .0380 . 0387 .0394 
i_ . 03000 .0412 .0420 .0427 .0434 

Diameter incre¬ 
ment, 0.006 -y/D... 0.00704 0. 00735 0. 00794 0. 00849 0.00900 0. 00949 0. 00995 0.01039 0.01122 0. 01200 0. 01273 0.01342 

a The equivalent tolerance on thread thickness is 0.259 times the pitch diameter tolerance. For an intermediate nominal diameter, apply the pitch diameter 
tolerance for the next larger nominal diameter given in this table. 

Note.—The pitch diameter tolerances shown equal the sum of the pitch increment and the diameter increment. 
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Table XII.7.—Pitch diameter tolerances for Acme screw threads, classes 3G, 3C, and 5C 

Threads Pitch Pitch diameter tolerances for nominal diameters of: 

inch, 
n 

0.014 flln 
H in. Me in. in. Ji6 in. Vi in. H in. Vi in. 7/i in. 1 in. 1J4 in. 1!4 in. 

16_ 
in. 

0.00350 
. 00374 
. 00404 
. 00443 

. 00495 

. 00572 

.00620 

.00700 

. 00808 

. 00885 

. 00990 

. 01143 

.01212 

. 01400 

in. 
0. 0049 

in. 
0. 0051 
.0053 

in. 
0. 0052 

.0055 

.0058 

.0061 

in. 
0. 0054 

.0056 

.0059 

.0063 

in. 
0. 0055 

. 0057 

.0060 

.0064 

.0069 

in. 
0.0057 

.0060 

. 0062 

.0066 

.0072 

in. 
0. 0059 

.0062 

. 0065 
. 0068 

.0074 

.0081 

in. in. in. in. 

14_ 0. 0064 
.0067 
.0070 

.0076 

.0083 

.0089 

0. 0065 
.0068 
.0072 

.0078 

.0085 

.0091 

12.__ 0.0070 
.0074 

.0079 

.0087 

.0092 

.0100 

0. 0072 
.0076 

.0081 

. 0088 

.0094 

.0101 

10-_- 

8 
6 . 
5_ 
4_ 

3_ 
2J4_ 
2_ 

V/2_ 
1H_ 
1 _ 

Diameter incre¬ 

ment, 0.0028-^-0.. 0.00140 0.00157 0. 00171 0. 00185 0.00198 0. 00221 0. 00242 0.00262 0. 00280 0. 00297 0. 00313 

Threads Pitch Pitch diameter tolerances for nominal diameters of: 

inch, 
n 0.014 V1 In 

126 in. m in. \3/i in. 2 in. 2J4 in. 2H in. 2Vi in. 3 in. 3J4 in. 4 in. 4Vi in. 5 in. 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
16 0. 00350 
14 . 00374 
12_ . 00404 
10 . 00443 0. 0077 0. 0079 0. 0081 

8_ . 00495 .0082 .0084 . 0086 0. 0089 
6-__ . 00572 . 0090 . 0091 . 0094 .0097 0. 0099 
5_ . 00626 . 0095 . 0097 .0100 . 0102 . 0104 0. 0107 
4 . 00700 .0103 . 0104 0107 0110 0112 . 0114 0. 0116 0. 0118 0. 0122 0. 0126 

3_ . 00808 .0115 . 0118 . 0120 . 0123 . 0125 . 0127 .0129 . 0133 . 0137 0. 0140 0. 0143 
2 Yi_ . 00885 .0126 . 0128 . 0131 .0133 . 0135 .0137 .0141 . 0145 .0148 .0151 
2. _ . 00990 . 0139 .0141 .0143 .0145 .0147 . 0151 .0155 .0158 .0162 

\Vi 01143 . 0163 . 0167 .0170 . 0174 .0177 
V/i_ __ .01212 . 0170 .0174 .0177 .0181 .0184 
1 .01400 .0192 .0196 .0199 .0203 

Diameter incre- 
ment., 0.0028-fZ).. 0.00328 0.00343 0.00370 0. 00396 0. 00420 0.00443 0. 00464 0.00485 0. 00524 0. 00560 0. 00594 0. 00626 

a The equivalent tolerance on thread thickness is 0.259 times the pitch diameter tolerance. For an intermediate nominal diameter, apply the pitch diameter 
tolerance for the next larger nominal diameter given in this table. 

Note.—The pitch diameter tolerances shown equal the sum of the pitch increment and the diameter increment. 
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Table XII.8.—Pitch diameter tolerances for Acme screw threads, classes ^G, 4C, and 6C 

Threads 
per 

inch, 
n 

Pitch 
increment, 

0.010 ViM 

Pitch diameter tolerances for nominal diameters of: » 

34 in. Me in. in. 34 o in. 34 in. 54 in. ZA in- 54 in. 1 in. 134 in. 134 in. 

16_ 
14_ 
12_ 
10 

in. 
0. 00250 

. 00267 

. 00289 
. 00316 

. 00354 

. 00408 

. 00447 

.00500 

. 00577 

. 00632 

. 00707 

. 00816 

. 00866 

. 01000 

in. 
0. 0035 

in. 
0. 0036 
.0038 

in. 
0. 0037 

.0039 

.0041 

.0044 

in. 
0.0038 
.0040 
.0042 
.0045 

in. 
0. 0039 
.0041 
.0043 
.0046 

.0050 

in. 
0. 0041 

.0042 

.0045 

.0047 

.0051 

in. 
0.0042 

.0044 

.0046 

.0049 

.0053 

.0058 

in. in. in. in. 

0. 0045 
.0048 
.0050 

.0054 

.0060 

.0063 

0. 0047 
.0049 
.0052 

.0055 

.0061 

.0065 

— 0. 0050 
.0053 

.0057 

.0062 

.0066 

.0071 

0. 0051 
.0054 

.0058 

.0063 

.0067 

.0072 

8 
6 
5 
4 

3 
2H 
2 

VA 
lj4 
1 

Diameter incre¬ 

ment, 0.002 f D. _ 0. 00100 0.00112 0. 00122 0. 00132 0. 00141 0.00158 0. 00173 0. 00187 0.00200 0.00212 0. 00224 

Threads 
per 

Pitch 
increment, 

Pitch diameter tolerances for nominal diameters of a 

inch, 
n 0.010 VIM 1?4 in. 1}4 in. 1?4 in. 2 in. 234 in. 234 in. 2?4 in. 3 in. 334 in. 4 in. 434 in. 5 in. 

16 . 
in. 

0. 00250 
in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 

14 .00267 
12 .00289 
10 . .00316 0. 0055 0. 0056 0.0058 

8_ .00354 .0059 . 0060 . 0062 0. 0064 
6_ .00408 . 0064 .0065 . 0067 .0069 0. 0071 
5_ .00447 .0068 .0069 .0071 .0073 .0075 0. 0076 
4_ .00500 .0073 .0074 .0076 .0078 .0080 .0082 0. 0083 0. 0085 0. 0087 0. 0090 

3_ .00577 .0084 .0086 .0088 .0089 . 0091 .0092 .0095 .0098 0. 0100 0. 0102 
2}A_ . 00632 .0090 .0092 .0093 .0095 .0096 .0098 .0101 . 0103 .0106 .0108 
2_ . 00707 .0099 .0101 .0102 .0104 .0105 .0108 .0111 .0113 .0115 

134_ .00816 .0116 .0119 .0122 .0124 .0126 
134_ . 00866 .0121 0124 .0127 .0129 .0131 
1_ . 01000 .0137 .0140 .0142 .0145 

Diameter incre¬ 
ment, 0.002 f D... 0. 00235 0. 00245 0. 00265 0.00283 0.00300 0. 00316 0. 00332 0.00346 0.00374 0. 00400 0. 00424 0. 00447 

a The equivalent tolerance on thread thickness is 0.259 times the pitch diameter tolerance. For an intermediate nominal diameter, apply the pitch diameter 
tolerance for the next larger nominal diameter given in this table. 

Note.—The pitch diameter tolerances shown equal the sum of the pitch increment and the diameter increment. 
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Table XII.9.—Formulas for diameters, Acme thread classes 

Classes 2G, 3G, 4G 
Classes 2C, 3C, 4C 

Classes 5C, 6C 

1 2 3 

EXTERNAL THREADS 

Major dia: 
Basic (max) = D B(=D-0.025 AD) 
Min = D—tollrom tableXII.4, eols 

8, 10, 11, or 13 
B— tol from table XII.4, cols 

11 or 13 

Pitch dia: 
Max = Int min pitch dia—allow 

from table XII.5, eols 3, 
4, or 5 

Int min pitch dia—allow 
from table XII.5, cols 3 or 
4 

Min = Ext max pitch dia—tol from 
tables XII.6, XII.7, or 
XII.8 

Ext max pitch dia—tol from 
tables XII.7 or XII.8 

Minor dia: 
Max = D—p—allow from table 

XII.4, col 3 
B—p—allow from table 

XII.4, col 3 
Min Ext max minor dia—1.5X 

pitch dia tol from tables 
XII.6, XII.7, or XII.8 

Ext max minor dia—1.5X 
pitch dia tol from tables 
XII.7 or XII.8 

INTERNAL THREADS 

Major dia: 
Min = D+allow from table XII.4, 

cols 4 or 5 
U+allow from table XII.4, 

col 5 
Max = Int min major dia+tol from 

table XII.4, cols 9, 10,12, 
or 14 

Int min major dia+tol from 
table XII.4, cols 12 or 14 

Pitch dia: 
Basic (min) = D-0.5p B—0.5p 
Max = Int min pitch dia+tol from 

tables XII.6, XII.7, or 
XII.8 

Int min pitch dia+tol from 
table XII.7 or XII.8 

Minor dia: 
Basic — D—p B—p 
Min = D—p (for classes 2G, 3G, 

4G) 
D—p+O.lp (for classes 2C, 

3C,4C) 

B—p+O.lp 

Max Int min minor dia+tol from 
table XII.4, col 7 

Int min minor dia+tol from 
table XII.4, col 7 

D=Nominal size or diameter. 
B=Basie diameter (for classes 5C and 6C) 
p = Pitch 

7. GAGES FOR ACME THREADS 

Gages representing both product limits, or 
adequate gaging instruments for thread elements, 
are necessary for the proper inspection of Acme 
threads. The dimensions of “go” and “not go” 
gages should be in accordance with the principles: 
(a) that the maximum-metal limit or “go” gage 
should check simultaneously as many elements as 
possible, and that a minimum-metal limit or “not 
go” thread gage can effectively check but one 
element; and (b) that- permissible variations in 
the gages be kept within the extreme product- 
limits. 

(a) GAGE TOLERANCES 

Tolerances for the thread elements of “go” and 
“not go” thread gages for Acme threads are as 
specified below. 

1. Tolerances on Pitch Diameter.—The 
pitch diameter tolerances for gages for classes 2G 
and 2C external and internal threads are given 
in table XII. 13, column 2, and for gages for 
classes 3G, 3C, 4G, 4C, 5C, and 6C external and 
internal threads in table XII.13, column 3. 

2. Tolerances on Major and Minor Diam¬ 

eters.—The major and minor diameter tolerances 
for Acme thread gages are given in table XII. 13, 
column 4. 

3. Tolerances on Lead.—The variation in 
lead of all Acme thread gages for classes 3, 4, 5, 
and 6 product shall not exceed 0.0002 inch between 
any two threads not farther apart than one inch. 
However, the cumulative error in lead shall not 
exceed 0.0003 in. for gages with a length over 1 
to 3 in., inclusive; or 0.0004 in. for gages with a 
length over 3 to 5 in., inclusive; or 0.0006 in. for 
gages with a length over 5 to 10 in., inclusive. 
For gages for class 2 product, 0.0001 in. shall be 
added to the above values. For multiple threads, 
the cumulative tolerance for pitch and lead shall 
be multiplied by 1.5. 

4. Tolerances on Angle of Thread.—The 
tolerances on angle of thread, as specified in table 
XII. 13, column 5, for the various pitches are 
tolerances on one-half the included angle. This 
insures that the bisector of the included angle 
will be perpendicular to the axis of the thread 
within proper limits. The equivalent deviation 
from the true thread form caused by such irregu¬ 
larities as convex or concave sides of thread, or 
slight projections on the thread form, should not 
exceed the tolerances permitted on angle of thread. 

(b) GAGES FOR EXTERNAL THREADS 

1. “Go” Thread Ring or Thread Snap 

Gage.— (a) Major diameter.—The major diameter 
of the “go” thread ring or thread snap gage shall 
clear a diameter greater by 0.01 in. than the maxi¬ 
mum major diameter of the external thread. 

(b) Pitch diameter.—The pitch diameter shall 
fit the maximum-metal limit thread setting plug 
gage. 

(c) Minor diameter.—For general purpose ex¬ 
ternal threads, the minor diameter of the “go” 
thread ring gage shall be the same as the maximum 
minor diameter of the external thread plus 0.005 
in. for pitches finer than 10 t-pi, and plus 0.010 in. 
for 10 tpi and coarser, t-o allow for possible devi¬ 
ations in concentricity of the pitch and minor 
diameters of the product. The tolerance shall be 
applied minus. 

For centralizing external threads, the minor 
diameter of the “go” thread ring gage shall be 
less than the minimum minor diameter of the 
internal thread by the amount of the allowance 
on pitch diameter, table XII.5, columns 3 to 5. 
The tolerance (table XII. 13, col. 4) shall be applied 
minus. 

(d) Length.—The length of the “go” thread 
ring or thread snap gage should approximate the 
length of engagement (see footnote to table 
XII. 14) but should not exceed the length specified 
in table XII.14, col. 3. 

2. Maximum-Metal Limit Thread Setting 

Plug for “Go” Thread Ring or Snap Gages.—• 

(a) Major diameter.—The major diameter of the 
basic-crest maximum-metal limit thread setting 
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INTERNAL THREAD (NUT) 

£ 

EXTERNAL THREAD (SCREW) 

Figure XII.3.—Illustration of allowances, tolerances, and crest clearances, 
general purpose Acme threads, classes 2G, 8G, and J+G. 

Notation 

p=pitch, 
h=basic thread height. 

Heavy lines show basic size. 

plug gage shall be the same as the maximum 
major diameter of the external thread. The gage 
tolerance (table XII. 13, col. 4) shall be applied plus. 
The major diameter of the truncated maximum- 
metal limit thread setting plug gage shall be 
smaller by one-third of the basic thread depth 
(=p/6) than the maximum major diameter of 
the external thread. The gage tolerance (table 
XII. 13, col. 4) shall be applied minus. 

(b) Pitch diameter.—The pitch diameter of the 
maximum-metal limit thread setting plug for all 
external threads shall be the same as the maximum 
pitch diameter of the external thread. However, 
if the product length of engagement exceeds the 
length of the ring gage, table XII. 14, column 3, 
the pitch diameter of the maximum-metal limit 
thread setting plug shall be less than the maximum 
pitch diameter of the external thread by the 
amount stated in table XII. 14, column 5. The 
gage tolerance (table XII. 13, col. 2 and 3) shall be 

applied minus. 
(c) Minor diameter.—The minor diameter shall 

be cleared below the minimum minor diameter 
of the “go” thread ring gage. 

(d) Length.—The length of the maximum-metal 
limit thread setting plug gage should approximate 
the length of the “go” thread ring or thread snap 
gage. 

3. “Go” Plain Ring or Snap Gage for 

Major Diameter.-—The diameter of the “go” 
plain ring gage, or gaging dimension of the “go” 
plain snap gage, shall be the same as the maxi¬ 
mum major diameter of the external thread. 
The class Z tolerances given in footnote of table 
XII. 13 shall be applicable to gages for centralizing 
threads. Tolerances given in table XII.13, 
column 4, shall be applicable to gages for general 
purpose threads. The tolerances shall be applied 
minus. 

4. “Not Go” Thread Ring or Thread 
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INTERNAL THREAD (NUT) 

EXTERNAL THREAD (SCREW) 
Figure XII.4.—Illustration of allowances, tolerances, and crest clearances, centralizing 

Acme threads, classes 2C, SC, and fC. 
Notation 

p=pitch 
ft=basie thread height. 

Heavy lines show basic size. 

Snap Gage.-—(a) Major diameter.-—The major 
diameter of the “not go” thread ring or thread 
snap gage shall clear a diameter greater by 0.01 
in. than the maximum major diameter of the 
external thread. The clearance cut may have 
0.43op maximum width between intersections 
with the flanks of the thread. 

(b) Pitch diameter.-—The pitch diameter shall 
fit the minimum-metal limit thread setting plug 
gage. 

(c) Minor diameter.-—The minor diameter shall 
be the basic minor diameter of the internal 
thread plus p/4, with the tolerance (table XII.13, 

col. 4) applied plus. If the value for minimum 
minor diameter determined by the formula is 
greater than the minimum pitch diameter of 
the external thread, the minimum minor diameter 
of the gage shall be specified as the minimum 
pitch diameter of the external thread. 

(d) Length.-—The length of the “not go” 
thread ring or thread snap gage should approxi¬ 
mate 3 pitches (see footnote to table XII. 14). 
When a multiple thread is involved, the “not go” 
thread ring or snap gage shall be of such length 
as to provide at least 1 full turn of thread. 

5. Thread Setting Plug for “Not Go” 
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INTERNAL THREAD (NUT) 
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EXTERNAL THREAD (SCREW) 

Figuee XII.5.—Illustration of allowances, tolerances, and crest clearances, centralizing Acme 
threads, classes 5C and 6C. 

Notation 

p = pitch 
ft=basic thread height 

Heavy lines show basic form. 

Thread Ring or Thread Snap Gage.—(a) 

Major diameter.—The major diameter of the basic- 
crest minimum-metal limit thread setting plug 
gage shall be the same as the maximum major 
diameter of the external thread. The gage toler¬ 
ance (table XII. 13, col. 4) shall be applied plus. 
The major diameter of the truncated minimum- 
metal limit thread setting plug gage shall be 
truncated one-third basic thread depth (=pj6) 
smaller than the maximum major diameter of the 

16 

external thread. The gage tolerance (table 
XII.13, col. 4) shall be applied minus. 

(6) Pitch diameter.—The pitch diameter shall 
be the same as the minimum pitch diameter of 
the external thread, with the tolerance applied 

Plus- . , „ 
(c) Minor diameter.-—The minor diameter shall 

be cleared below the minimum minor diameter 
of the “not go” thread ring gage. 

(.d) Length.—The length shall be at least equal 



to the length of the “not go” thread ring or thread 
snap gage. 

6. “Not Go” Plain Snap Gage foe Major 
D iameter.—The gaging dimension of the “not 
go” plain snap gage shall be the same as the 
minimum major diameter of the external thread. 
Class Z tolerances given in footnote of table XII.13 
shall be applicable to gages for centralizing threads. 
Tolerances given in table XII. 13, column 4, shall 
be applicable to gages for general purpose threads. 
The gage tolerance shall be applied plus. 

(c) GAGES FOR INTERNAL THREADS 

1. “Go” Thread Plug Gage, General Pur¬ 
pose Threads.-—(a) Major diameter.-—The major 
diameter of the “go” thread plug gage for general 
purpose threads shall be equal to the minimum 
major diameter of the internal thread minus 
0.005 in. for pitches finer than 10 tpi, and minus 
0.010 in. for 10 tpi and coarser, to allow fox- 
possible deviations in concentricity of the pitch 
and major diameters of the product. The gage 
tolerance (table XII.13, col. 4) shall be applied 
plus. 

Table XII.13.—Tolerances for “go” and, “not go” thread 
and plain gages, Acme threads 

Threads per inch » 

Tolerance 
dian 

Classes 
2G and 

2C 

on pitch *> 
reter 

Classes 
3G, 3C, 
4G, 4C, 
5C,and 

6C 

Tolerance = 
on major 

and minor 
diameters 

Tolerance 
on half 
angle of 
thread 

1 2 3 4 5 

deg min 
in. in. in. ± 

16_ 0.0006 0.0005 0.001 0 10 
14_ . 0006 . 0005 .001 0 10 
12___ . 0006 . 0006 .001 0 10 
10_ . 0007 . 0006 .002 0 10 
8___ .0008 .0007 .002 0 8 

6_ .0009 .0007 .002 0 8 
5_ . 0010 . 0008 .002 0 8 
4_ .0011 . 0008 .002 0 8 
3_ .0013 . 0008 .002 0 6 
2)4- .0014 .0009 .002 0 6 

2_ .0015 .0010 .002 0 6 
1)4_ .0018 .0010 .002 0 5 
1)4_ .0018 .0010 .002 0 5 
1_ .0021 .0010 .002 0 5 

a Intermediate pitches take the tolerances of the next coarser pitch listed in 
the table. 

b These pitch diameter tolerances for thread gages are not cumulative; that 
is, they do not include tolerances on lead and on half angle. Lead tolerances 
are given in par. 7(a) 3, p. 10. 

c These tolerances are applicable to all gages except the “go” and “not go” 
thread plug gages for major diameter of all classes of centralizing internal 
threads, and for “go” and “not go” plain ring or snap gages for major diameter 
of centralizing external threads. For these gages the tolerances are class Z, 
as follows; 

Size range 
Class Z 

tolerance 
Above To and 

including 

in. in. in. 
0. 029 0. 825 0.00010 
0. 825 1.510 .00012 
1. 510 2. 510 .00016 
2. 510 4.510 .00020 
4. 510 6. 510 .00025 

(6) Pitch diameter.—The pitch diameter shall 
be equal to the minimum (basic) pitch diameter 
of the internal thread with the tolerance (table 
XII.13, col. 2 and 3) applied plus. 

(c) Minor diameter.—The minor diameter shall 
clear a diameter less by 0.01 in. than the minimum 
minor diameter of the internal thread. 

{d) Length.—The length of the “go” thread 
plug gage should approximate the length of 
engagement (see footnote to table XII. 14) but 
shall not exceed twice the nominal major diameter 
unless specifically requested. 

2. “Go” Thread Plug Gage, Centralizing 
Threads.—(a) Major diameter.—The major di¬ 
ameter of the “go” thread plug gage for centraliz¬ 
ing threads shall be the same as the minimum 

Table XII.14.—Pitch diameter compensation for adjusted 
lengths of “go” ring gages for general purpose and central¬ 
izing threads 

Nominal major 
external tl 

Above 

diameter of 
iread 

To and 
including 

Length of 
“go” ring 

gage 

Maximum 
amount 2 
diameters 
length of 

engagement 
exceeds length 

of gage 

Maximum 
amount pitch 
diameter of 
“go” ring 

shall be less 
than maxi¬ 
mum pitch 
diameter of 

external 
thread 

1 2 3 4 5 

in. in. in. in. 
0_ 1 2 diame- 0 0 

ters. 
1_ 1)4 2 in. _ _ _ H 0. 0012 
1)4—-- 1)4 2 in_ )4 .0012 
1H__ 1)4 2 in__ U . 0015 
i% . iy2 2 in_ 1 .0015 

1)4__ l u 2 in_ 1)4 .0015 
13A 2 2 in 2 .0019 
2_ 2 Vi 2)4 in .. 2 . 0019 
2J4_ 2 2)4 in_ 2)4 .0019 

2 y2_ 2¥i 2)4 in_ 3 .0019 
2 n_ 3 3 in_ __ 3 .0019 
3_ 4 3 in.. 5 .0027 
4 _ 5 3 in _ 7 .0039 

NOTE.—The above compensation is based on a length of engagement 
not exceeding two diameters and a lead deviation in the product not 
exceeding the following values (in inch): 

0.0003 in length of )4 in. or less. 
.0004 in length over )4 to 1)4 in. 
.0005 in length over 1)4 to 3 in. 
.0007 in length over 3 to 6 in. 
.0010 in length over 6 to 10 in. 

The principles have been established in the foregoing requirements that 
“go” gages should approximate the length of engagement, and “not go” 
gages should be three pitches long. For reasons of economy or limitations 
in gage manufacture or use, it may be desirable to modify these principles 
to; (1) Take advantage of the economies of using standard blanks, as listed 
in the latest issue of CS8, Gage Blanks, wherever they may be utilized success¬ 
fully. (2) Avoid too cumbersome ring gages as well as excessively expensive 
gages by limiting the length of “go” thread ring gages to maximum lengths 
given in col. 3 above. (3) Avoid excessively cumbersome thread plug gages 
by limiting maximum length to two diameters wherever possible. (4) Take 
full advantage of modern equipment for producing and checking accurate 
leads, particularly where long engagements are involved, thus permitting 
the use of standard or moderate length thread plug, thread ring, or thread 
snap gages. Alternatively, of course, instruments might be used for 
checking diameters and angles independently. 

Should a “go” gage shorter than the length of engagement be chosen, 
independent means should be used to measure lead deviation in product. 
The maximum metal condition must be reduced to assure free assembly 
of product, if the lead deviation in the length of engagement, 5p, so 
determined, exceeds 0.259 G, where O is the product pitch diameter 
allowance. The required amount of change in pitch diameter, AE, of 
the product (minus on external thread, plus on internal thread) accordingly 

is: AU=3.867 (l—jPj 6p, where Ls is the length of the gage and L. is the length 

of engagement. When instruments are used for checking diameter it is a 
simple matter to make this allowance. When thread plug and ring gages 
are used, the allowance is sometimes increased a fixed amount, as outlined 
in the above table. This arbitrarily reduces the tolerance on diameter. 
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major diameter of the internal thread with a 
plus tolerance (class Z, footnote of table XII.13). 
Both corners at the crest shall be chamfered 
equally at an angle of 45°, leaving a width of 
flat at crest of 0.28p, +0.00, —0.0221. 

(b) Pitch diameter, minor diameter, and length.-—- 
The pitch diameter, minor diameter, and length 
of gage shall be the same as those given in 1(b), 
1(c), and 1(d) above. 

3. “Not Go” Thread Plug Gage for Pitch 

Diameter of All Internal Threads.—(a,) 
Major diameter.—The major diameter of the 
“not go” thread plug gage shall be equal to the 
maximum (basic) major diameter of the external 
thread minus 2V+, with the tolerance (table 
XII.13, col. 4) applied minus. 

(b) Pitch diameter.—The pitch diameter shall 
be the same as the maximum pitch diameter of 
the internal thread, with the tolerance (table 
XII.13, col. 2 and 3) applied minus. 

(c) Minor diameter.—The minor diameter shall 
clear a diameter less by 0.01 in. than the minimum 
minor diameter of the internal thread. The 
clearance cut may have 0.435;? maximum width 
between intersections with the flanks of the thread. 

(d) Length.—The length of the “not go” thread 
plug gage should approximate 3 pitches (see foot¬ 
note to table XII. 14). When a multiple thread is 
involved, the “not go” thread plug gage shall be of 
such length as to provide at least 1 lull turn of the 
thread. 

4. “Not Go” Thread Plug Gage for Major 

Diameter of Centralizing Internal Thread.— 

The major diameter shall be equal to the maximum 
major diameter of the internal thread. The toler¬ 
ance shall be class Z (footnote of table XII. 13), 
applied minus. The included angle of the thread 
shall be 29°. The pitch diameter shall be the 
maximum pitch diameter of the class 4C central¬ 
izing external thread (for centralizing internal 
threads, classes 2C, 3C, and 4C) or the maximum 
pitch diameter of the class 6C centralizing external 
thread (for centralizing internal threads, classes 5C 
and 6C), with a minus tolerance of twice that 
given in table XII. 13, column 3. The crest 
corners shall be chamfered 45° equally to leave 
a central crest flat not more than 0.24p wide. 
The approximate depth of chamfer is 0.072?. The 
minor diameter shall clear a diameter less by 0.01 
in. than the minimum minor diameter of the in¬ 
ternal thread. The length should approximate 
32? (see footnote to table XII. 14). When a 
multiple thread is involved, the “not go” gage 
shall be of such length as to provide at least 1 full 
turn of thread. 

5. “Go” Plain Plug Gage for Minor Diam¬ 

eter of Internal Thread.—The diameter of 
the “go” plain plug gage shall be the same as the 
minimum minor diameter of the internal thread. 
The gage tolerance shall be class Z (footnote of 
table XII.13), applied plus. The gage length shall 
be in accordance with the latest revision of 
Commercial Standard CS8, Gage Blanks. 

6. “Not Go” Plain Plug for Minor Diam¬ 

eter of Internal Thread.—The diameter of 
the “not go” plain plug gage shall be the same as 
the maximum minor diameter of the internal 
thread. The gage tolerance shall be class Z 
(footnote of table XII.13), applied minus. The 
gage length shall be in accordance with the latest 
revision of CS8. 

(d) CONCENTRICITY 

Methods of securing concentricity between 
major and pitch diameters of external or internal 
threads must be determined for each individual 
application. 

SECTION XIII. STUB ACME THREADS1 

1. GENERAL AND HISTORICAL 

When formulated prior to 1895, regular Acme 
threads were intended to replace square threads 
and a variety of threads of other forms used 
chiefly for the purpose of producing traversing 
motions on machines, tools, etc. Acme threads 
are now extensively used for a variety of purposes. 

Section XII, p. 1, provides information and 
data pertaining to the use of the regular stand¬ 
ard Acme thread form. The Stub Acme thread 
came into being early in the 1900’s. Its use has 
been generally confined to those unusual applica¬ 
tions where a coarse-pitch thread of shallow depth 
is required due to mechanical or metallurgical 
considerations. 

While threads for valve operation may be made 
to this standard, this application is highly special¬ 
ized and these data should not be used without 
consultation with the valve manufacturer. 

2. SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE STUB ACME FORM 

OF THREAD 

1. Angle of Thread.—The angle between the 
flanks of the thread measured in an axial plane 
shall be 29°. The line bisecting this 29° angle 
shall be perpendicular to the axis of the thread. 

2. Pitch of Thread.—The pitch of a thread 
is the distance, measured parallel to its axis, 
between corresponding points on adjacent thread 
forms. 

3. Height of Thread.—The basic height of 
Stub Acme threads shall be as follows: 

Standard Stub Acme 0.32?, 
Modified Form 1 Stub Acme 0.3 752?, 
Modified Form 2 Stub Acme 0.25p. 

4. Thickness of Thread.—The basic thickness 
of the thread at a diameter smaller by the basic 
height of thread (for which see previous paragraph) 
than the basic major diameter, shall be 0.52?. 

5. Allowance (Minimum Clearance) at Ma¬ 

jor and Minor Diameters. A minimum dia¬ 
metrical clearance is provided at the minor diam¬ 
eter of all Stub Acme thread assemblies by 

4 This section is in substantial agreement with American Standards Asso¬ 
ciation publication ASA B1.8, “Stub Acme Screw Threads,” which is pub¬ 
lished by the ASME, 29 W. 39th St., New York 18, N.Y. The latest 
revision should be consulted when referring to this ASA document. 
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establishing the maximum minor diameter of 
external threads 0.020 in. below the basic minor 
diameter on 10 tpi and coarser, and 0.010 in. 
below the basic minor diameter for finer pitches. 

A minimum diametrical clearance at the major 
diameter is obtained by establishing the minimum 
major diameter of the internal thread 0.020 in. 
above the basic major diameter for 10 tpi and 
coarser, and 0.010 in. above the basic major 
diameter for finer pitches. 

6. Basic Thread Form Dimensions.—The 
basic dimensions of the standard Stub Acme 
thread form for the most generally used pitches 
are given in table XIII. 1. The basic thread form 
is symmetrical and is illustrated in figure XIII. 1. 

Table XIII. 1.—Standard Stub Acme thread form, basic 
dimensions 

Threads 
per inch,n 

Pitch, p 
Height 

of thread 
(basic), 
h—0.3p 

Total 
height of 
thread, 

Vi allow¬ 
ance a 

Thread 
thickness 
(basic), 
t=Pl 2 

Width 

Crest of 
internal 
thread 
(basic), 
F„„= 

0.4224p 

of flat at: 

Root of 
internal 
thread, 
F-„= 

0.4224p- 
0.259Xal- 
lowance a 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

in. in. in. in. in. in. 
16_ 0. 06250 0.01875 0. 0238 0. 03125 0. 0264 0. 0238 
14_ .07143 . 02143 . 0264 . 03571 . 0302 . 0276 
12_ . 08333 . 02500 . 0300 . 04167 .0352 . 0326 
10_ . 10000 . 03000 .0400 .05000 .0422 .0370 
9_ .11111 . 03333 .0433 .05556 .0469 .0417 
8.. . 12500 . 03750 .0475 .06250 .0528 .0476 

7.. . 14286 . 04285 .0529 .07143 . 0603 .0551 
6.. . 16667 . 05000 .0600 . 08333 .0704 . 0652 
5_ . 20000 . 06000 . 0700 . 10000 .0845 ,07y3 
4_ . 25000 . 07500 . 0850 .12500 . 1056 . 1004 
3!4_ . 28571 . 08571 . 0957 . 14286 . 1207 . 1155 
3_ . 33333 . 10000 . 1100 . 16667 . 1408 . 1356 

2H_ . 40000 . 12000 . 1300 . 20000 . 1690 . 1638 
2_ . 50000 . 15000 . 1600 . 25000 .2112 . 2060 
l’A_ . 66667 . 20000 .2100 . 33333 . 2816 . 2764 
1H- . 75000 . 22500 . 2350 .37500 .3168 . 3116 
1_ 1.00000 . 30000 .3100 . 50000 .4224 . 4172 

a Allowance is shown in table XIII.3, col. 3. 

(a) Special requirements, dentations from nominal 
diameter.—Applications requiring special machin¬ 
ing processes resulting in a basic diameter less 
than the nominal shown in table XI11.2, column 
1, shall have allowances and tolerances in accord¬ 
ance with footnote b, table XIII.3; table XIII.4; 
and tabulated tolerances, table XIII.5. 

(b) Special diameters.—Special diameters not 
shown in table XIII.2 and not divisible by 1/16 
shall show the actual basic major diameter in 
decimals on drawings, specifications, and tools. 

3. STANDARD STUB ACME THREAD SERIES 

There has been selected a series of diameters 
and associated pitches of standard Stub Acme 
threads listed in table XIII.2, which is recom¬ 

mended as preferred. These diameters and 
pitches have been carefully selected to meet the 
present needs with the fewest number of items, 
in order to reduce to a minimum the inventory 
of both tools and gages. 

4. CLASSIFICATION AND TOLERANCES, STAND¬ 

ARD STUB ACME THREADS 

There is established herein only one class of 
thread for general usage. This class corresponds 
to the class 2G (General Purpose) of section XII. 
If a fit having less backlash is required, the 
tolerances and allowances for general purpose 
threads shown in tables XII.3, XII.4, XII.5, 
XII.6, and XI1.8, pp. 4 to 9, may be used to 
determine the limits of size for mating threads. 

1. Basic Diameters.—The maximum major 
diameter of the external thread is the basic 
(nominal) major diameter. The minimum pitch 
diameter of the internal thread is basic and equal 
to the basic major diameter minus the basic 
height of thread. The basic minor diameter is 
the minimum minor diameter of the internal 
thread and is equal to the basic major diameter 
minus twice the basic thread height. 

2. Length of Engagement.—The tolerances 
specified herein are applicable to lengths of engage¬ 
ment not exceeding twice the nominal major 
diameter. 

3. Tolerances.—The tolerances specified are 
such as to assure interchangeability and maintain 
a high grade of product. 

The tolerances on diameters of internal threads 
shall be applied plus from the minimum sizes to 
above the minimum sizes. 

The tolerances on diameters of external threads 
shall be applied minus from the maximum sizes 
to below the maximum sizes. 

The pitch-diameter (or thread-thickness) toler¬ 
ances for an external or an internal thread are 
the same. Pitch diameter tolerances are the 
same as those given in table XII.6, p. 7. 

The pitch-diameter (or thread-thickness) toler¬ 
ances for the product include lead and angle 
deviations. 

The tolerances on the major and minor diameters 
of external and internal threads for use with 
special threads are listed in table XIII.3 and are 
based on the following formulas: 

Major diameter tolerance Minor diameter tolerance 

External thread Internal thread External thread Internal thread 

0.05 p. (Min=0.005 
in.).a 

l.OXpitch 
diameter 
tolerance.b 

l.OXpitch 
diameter 
tolerance.b 

0.05 p. (Min = 
0.005 in.).a 

a To avoid a complicated formula and still provide an adequate tolerance, 
the pitch factor is used as a base, with the minimum tolerance value set at 
0.005 in. 

b For use only where the major diameter of the internal thread and the 
minor diameter of the external thread must be controlled, such as on thin- 
walled components. Pitch-diameter tolerances for various practicable com¬ 
binations of diameter and pitch are given in table XII.6, p. 7. 
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Figure XIII. 1.—Standard Stub Acme form of thread. 

Notation 
2a=29° 
a = 14°30' 
p=pitch 
n=number of threads per inch 

Ar=number of turns per inch 
ft=0.3p=basie height of thread 

ILn=0.4224p=basic width of flat of crest of internal thread 
■Ft,=0.4224p=basic width of flat of crest of external thread 
J?I-n=0.4224p=0.259X(major diameter allowance on internal thread) 
.Fr.=0.4224p=0.259X(mmor diameter allowance on external thread) 

4. Allowances (Minimum Clearances).—Al¬ 
lowances applied to the pitch diameter of the 
external thread are based on the major diameter 
and are given in table XIII.4. 

When the product has a length of engagement 
greater than the standard length of thread ring 
gage as shown in table XII. 14, col. 3, p. 17, and 
lead deviations not exceeding values shown in the 
footnote to that table, and when “go” thread ring 
gages of these lengths are to be used, the maximum 
pitch diameter of the external thread shall be 
decreased by the amount shown in table XII.14, 
col. 5. If the lead deviations in the product are 
greater than indicated, the allowance for the ring 
gage stated in col. 5 should be increased propor¬ 
tionately. However, if methods of gaging the 
external thread are to be used that will detect 

angle deviation and cumulative lead deviation, 
the pitch diameter of the thread shall be below 
the tabular maximum pitch diameter by an amount 
sufficient to compensate for the measured devia¬ 
tions. 

An increase of 10 percent in the allowance is 
recommended for each inch, or fraction thereof, 
that the length of engagement exceeds two 
diameters. 

5. LIMITS OF SIZE, STANDARD STUB ACME 

THREADS 

Limits of size for Stub Acme threads of the 
preferred series of diameters and pitches are given 
in table XIII.5. The application of these limits 
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is illustrated in figure XIII.2. The values in 
table XIII.5 are based on the following formulas: 

External Threads (Screws) 

(Basic) Max major diam=Nominal size or 
diameter, D. 

Min major diam=Ext max major 
diam minus tolerance from table 
XIII.3, col 6. 

Max pitch diam=Int min pitch 
diam minus allowance from table 
XIII.4, col 3. 

Min pitch diam = Ext max pitch 
diam minus tolerance from table 
XII. 6, p. . 

Max minor diam=Int min minor 
diam minus allowance from table 
XIII. 3, col 4. 

Min minor diam = Ext max minor 
diam minus tolerance from table 
XIII.3, col 7. 

Internal Threads (Nuts) 
Min major diam = Ext max major 

diam plus allowance from table 
XIII.3, col 3. 

Max major diam=Int min major 
diam plus tolerance from table 
XIII.3, col 7. 

(Basic) Min pitch diam = Ext max major 
diam minus basic height of thread 
from table XIII.2, col 8. 

Max pitch diam=Int min pitch 
diam plus tolerance from table 
XII. 6, p. 7. 

(Basic) Min minor diam=Ext max major 
diam minus 2 times basic height 
of thread from table XIII.2, col 8. 

Max minor diam=Int min minor 
diam plus tolerance from table 
XIII. 3, col 5. 

6. THREAD DESIGNATIONS 

Standard Stub Acme threads shall be designated 
as shown below on drawings and in specifications, 
and on tools and gages: 

Right-hand thread: 
y2—20 STUB ACME 

I-Right hand 
(since desig¬ 
nation 
LH is not 
specified) 

-Thread series 
-Number of threads per inch 

-Nominal size in inches 

Left-hand thread: 
y2—20 STUB ACME—LH 

I—Left hand 
Thread series 

-Number of threads per inch 
-Nominal size in inches 

Table XIII.2.—Standard Stub Acme thread series, basic diameters and thread data 

Nominal sizes Threads per 
inch, n 

Basic diameters Thread data 

Major di¬ 
ameter, D 

Pitch di¬ 
ameter, 
E=D—h 

Minor di¬ 
ameter, 

K=D-2h 
Pitch, p 

Thread thick¬ 
ness at pitch 
line, t=pl2 

Basic height 
of thread, 
h=0.3p 

Basic width 
of flat, 

P=0.4224p 

Lead angle 
at basic pitch 

diameter, X 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. deg min 
54_ 16 0. 2500 0. 2312 0. 2125 0. 06250 0. 03125 0.01875 0.0264 4 54 
M 6  ______  14 . 3125 .2911 .2696 .07143 . 03572 .02143 . 0302 4 28 
H___ 12 . 3750 .3500 .3250 .08333 . 04167 .02500 .0352 4 20 
7/l6- 12 .4375 .4125 .3875 .08333 . 04167 .02500 .0352 3 41 
A-- 10 .5000 .4700 .4400 . 10000 . 05000 . 03000 . 0422 3 52 

5A___ 8 .6250 .5875 .5500 .12500 .06250 .03750 .0528 3 52 
U--- 6 . 7500 . 7000 . 6500 . 16667 . 08333 .05000 .0704 4 20 
%_ 6 . 8750 . 8250 .7750 . 16667 .08333 . 05000 . 0704 3 41 
1_ 5 1. 0000 .9400 .8800 . 20000 . 10000 . 06000 . 0845 3 52 

VA-—__ 5 1.1250 1. 0650 1. 0050 .20000 .10000 . 06000 .0845 3 25 
154_ 5 1. 2500 1. 1900 1.1300 . 20000 . 10000 . 06000 . 0845 3 4 
m___ 4 1. 3750 1. 3000 1. 2250 . 25000 . 12500 . 07500 . 1056 3 30 
VA- 4 1. 5000 1. 4250 1. 3500 . 25000 . 12500 . 07500 . 1056 3 12 

1%___ 4 1. 7500 1. 6750 1. 6000 . 25000 . 12500 . 07500 . 1056 2 43 
2... 4 2. 0000 1. 9250 1.8500 . 25000 . 12500 .07500 . 1056 2 22 
254... 3 2. 2500 2.1500 2. 0500 . 33333 . 16667 . 10000 . 1408 2 50 
252- 3 2. 5000 2. 4000 2. 3000 . 33333 . 16667 . 10000 . 1408 2 32 

2%___ 3 2. 7500 2. 6500 2. 5500 .33333 .16667 .10000 .1408 2 18 
3___ 2 3. 0000 2. 8500 2. 7000 .50000 . 25000 . 15000 . 2112 3 12 
3lA-.—- 2 3. 5000 3. 3500 3. 2000 .50000 . 25000 . 15000 . 2112 2 43 
4 _ 2 4. 0000 3. 8500 3. 7000 . 50000 . 25000 . 15000 .2112 2 22 
45$.. 2 4. 5000 4. 3500 4. 2000 . 50000 . 25000 . 15000 .2112 2 0 
5.__ 2 5. 0000 4. 8500 4. 7000 . 50000 . 25000 . 15000 .2112 1 53 
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7. ALTERNATIVE STUB ACME THREADS 

Recognizing the fact that the standard Stub 
Acme thread form may not provide a generally 
acceptable thread system to meet the requirements 
of all applications, basic data for two of the other 
commonly used forms are tabulated in tables 
XIII.6 and XIII.7. These threads are identified 
as Modified Form 1 Stub Acme Thread (shown on 
fig. XIII.3) and Modified Form 2 Stub Acme 
Thread (shown on fig. XIII.4). Wherever 
practicable, however, the standard Stub Acme 
Thread form should be used. 

In applying the foregoing data to special designs, 
the allowances and tolerances can be taken directly 
from tables XIII.3, XIII.4, and XII.6, p. 7 for 
standard Stub Acme threads. Therefore the 
major diameter and basic thread thickness at 
pitch line for both external and internal threads 
will be the same as for the standard form as shown 

Table XIII.3.—Tolerances and allowances for major and 
minor diameters, Stub Acme threads a 

Sizeb 
Threads 

per 
inch,n 

Allowances from 
basic major and 
minor diameters Tolerance0 

on minor 
diameter, 

all internal 
threads, 

plus 
0.05p 

Tolerance0 
on major 
diameter, 

all external 
threads, 
minus 
0.05p 

Tolerance on1 
major di¬ 

ameter, plus 
on all internal 
threads; also 
tolerance on 
minor diame¬ 
ter, minus on 
all external 

threads, 
= 1.0XP.D. 

tol. 

Major0 
diam, 
all in¬ 
ternal 

threads 
plus 

Minor d 
diam, 
all ex¬ 
ternal 

threads 
minus 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

in. in. in. in. in. in. 
H- 16 0.010 0.010 0. 0050 0. 0050 0. 0105 
Ms_ 14 . 010 .010 .0050 . 0050 .0114 
94_ 12 . 010 .010 . 0050 . 0050 . 0123 
M 6- 12 .010 .010 . 0050 .0050 .0126 
Vi---. 10 .020 .020 .0050 .0050 . 0137 

54_ 8 .020 .020 .0062 .0062 . 0154 
94_ 6 .020 .020 .0083 .0083 .0174 
54_ 6 .020 . 020 .0083 .0083 . (1179 
l_ 5 . 020 . 020 . 0100 . 0100 . 0194 
US_ 5 .020 .020 .0100 . 0100 .0198 

154_ 5 .020 .020 .0100 . 0100 .0201 
m_ 4 . 020 .020 . 0125 .0125 .0220 154_ 4 . 020 . 020 . 0125 . 0125 .0223 
m- 4 .020 . 020 . 0125 .0125 .0229 
2 4 .020 .020 .0125 .0125 .0235 

254_ 3 . 020 .020 .0167 .0167 . 0263 
254_ 3 . 020 .020 . 0167 .0167 . 0268 
294_ 3 .020 .020 . 0167 . 0167 .0273 
3_ 2 .020 .020 .0250 .0250 .0316 

3/2- 2 .020 .020 .0250 .0250 .0324 
4_ 2 .020 .020 . 0250 .0250 .0332 
454.__ 2 .020 .020 .0250 . 0250 .0339 
5_ 2 .020 .020 . 0250 .0250 .0346 

3 Pitch-diameter tolerances for various practicable combinations of diameter 
and pitch are given in table XII.6, p. 7. 

b For an intermediate size, the tolerances and deviations for the next larger 
size given in this table shall apply. 

3 The minimum clearance at the major diameter between the internal and 
external threads is equal to column 3. 

d The minimum clearance at the minor diameter between the internal and 
external threads is equal to column 4. 

c To avoid a complicated formula and still provide an adequate tolerance, 
the pitch factor is used as a base, with the minimum tolerance value set at 
0.005 in. 

f For use only where the major diameter of the internal thread and the minor 
diameter of the external thread must be controlled, such as on thin-walled 
components. 

in tables XIII.2 and XIII.5. The pitch diameter 
and minor diameter will vary from the data shown 
in tables XIII.2 and XIII.5; for modified form 1, 
the pitch and minor diameters will be smaller 
than similar values for the standard form, and for 
modified form 2 the pitch and minor diameters will 
be larger than those dimensions for the standard 
forms. 

These threads shall be designated as shown 
below on drawings and in specifications, and on 
tools and gages: 

Eight-hand thread: 

i-Modified Form 1 

K— 20 STUB ACME Ml 
K—20 STUB ACME M2 

^ Modified Form 2 

Left-hand thread: 

}{—20 STUB ACME Ml—LH 
20 STUB ACME M2—LH 

Table XIII.4.—Pitch diameter allowances for Stub Acme 
threads 

Nominal size range 3 Pitch diameter b 
allowances on ex¬ 

ternal threads, 
0.008-y/D Above To and including 

1 2 3 

in. in. in. 
0_ Me 0. 0024 
VlQ-- M 6 . 0040 
Me- --- 7/e .0049 
Ms___ Me .0057 
Ms-- 'Ms .0063 

'Ms- 'Ms .0069 
'Ms--- iyl6 . 0075 
'Ms- l’/is . 0080 
l'/is----- 194 s . 0085 
lMs--- IMe .0089 

lMs--- lMs .0094 
lMs-- lMs . 0098 
lMs___ 154 .0105 
m_ 2'/4 .0113 

214_ 294 .0120 
294__ 254 .0126 
254-- 254 . 0133 
254_ 3'/ . 0140 

314- 394 .0150 
354_ 454 . 0160 
4'4- 494 .0170 
494...-.. 5/2 .0181 

3 The values in column 3 are to be used for any nominal size within the range 
shown in cols 1 and 2. These values are calculated from the mean of the 
range. 

It is recommended that the nominal sizes given in table XIII.2 be used 
whenever possible. 

b An increase of 10 percent in the allowance is recommended for each inch, 
or fraction thereof, that the length of engagement exceeds two diameters. 
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INTERNAL THREAD (NUT) 

EXTERNAL THREAD (SCREW) 

Figure XIII.2.—Illustration of allowances, tolerances, and crest clearances for Stub 
Acme threads. 

Notation 

p=pitch 
h=basic thread height 



Table XIII.6.—Modified Form 1 Stub Acme thread form, 
basic dimensions 

Threads 
per 

inch, 

n 

Pitch, 

V 

Height ol 
thread 
(basic), 

A = 0.375/2 

Total 
height of 
thread, 

h.^h+Vi 
allowance* 

Thread 
thickness 
(basic), 

t=Pl2 

Width of 
flat at 
crest of 
internal 
thread 
(basic), 

Ee„=0.4030p 

i 2 3 4 5 6 

in. in. in. in. in. 
16_ 0. 06250 0. 02344 0.0284 0. 03125 0. 0252 
14_ . 07143 . 02679 . 0318 . 03572 .0288 
12_ . 08333 .03125 . 0363 . 04167 .0336 
10_ . 10000 .03750 .0475 .05000 .0403 
9... . mil .04167 .0517 . 05556 .0448 
8.---.- .12500 . 04688 .0569 . 06250 .0504 

7 .14286 . 05357 .0636 .07143 .0576 
6..... . 16667 . 06250 . 0725 .08333 .0672 
5_ .20000 . 07500 . 0850 .10000 .0806 
4 _ . 25000 . 09375 . 1038 . 12500 . 1008 
354_ . 28571 . 10714 .1171 . 14286 . 1151 
3_ . 33333 . 12500 . 1350 .16667 . 1343 

21/2_ . 40000 . 15000 .1600 . 20000 . 1612 
2_ . 50000 . 18750 . 1975 . 25000 . 2015 
U/2-.. . 66667 . 25000 . 2600 . 33333 .2687 
1H- . 75000 . 28125 . 2913 . 37500 . 3023 
1_ 1. 00000 . 37500 .3850 .50000 .4030 

a Allowance is shown in table XIII.3, column 4. 

Table XIII.7.—Modified Form 2 Stub Acme thread form, 
basic dimensions 

Threads 
per 

inch, 

n 

Pitch, 

V 

Height of 
thread 
(basic), 

A=0.250p 

Total 
height of 

thread, 

A„=A+34 
allowance* 

Thread 
thickness 

(basic), 

t=pl 2 

Width of 
flat at 
crest of 
internal 
thread 
(basic), 

E«„=0.4353p 

i 2 3 4 5 6 

in. in. in. in. in. 
16_ 0. 06250 0. 01563 0. 0200 0. 03125 0. 0272 
14_ . 07143 .01786 .0229 . 03571 .0311 
12_ . 08333 . 02083 .0258 . 04167 . 0363 
10_ . 10000 . 02500 . 0350 . 05000 .0435 
9_ . mil . 02778 .0378 . 05556 .0484 
8_ . 12500 .03125 .0413 . 06250 .0544 

7_ . 14286 . 03571 .0457 . 07143 .0622 
6_ . 16667 . 04167 .0517 08333 .0720 
5..--. . 20000 . 05000 .0600 .10000 .0871 
4_ . 25000 . 06250 . 0725 .12500 . 1088 
3H- . 28571 07143 .0814 .14286 . 1244 
3_ . 33333 . 08333 .0933 .16667 . 1451 

2M- . 40000 . 10000 . 1100 .20000 . 1741 
2_ . 50000 . 12500 . 1350 . 25000 .2177 
154_ . 66667 . 10667 . 1767 . 33333 .2902 
1/s- . 75000 . 18750 . 1975 . 37500 .3265 
1... 1.00000 . 25000 .2600 .50000 .4353 

a Allowance is shown in table XIII.3, column 4. 

8. GAGES FOR STUB ACME THREADS 

Gages representing both product limits, or ade¬ 
quate gaging instruments for thread elements, are 
necessary for the proper inspection of Stub Acme 
threads. The dimensions of “go” and “not go” 
gages should be in accordance with the principles: 

(a) that the maximum-metal limit, or “go,” gage 
should check simultaneously as many elements as 
possible, and that a minimum-metal limit or “not 
go” thread gage can effectively check but one ele¬ 
ment; and (b) that permissible variations in the 
gages be kept within the extreme product limits. 

(a) GAGE TOLERANCES 

Tolerances for the thread elements of “go” and 
“not go” thread gages for Stub Acme threads are 
as specified below. 

1. Tolerances on Pitch Diameter.—The 
pitch diameter tolerances for gages for external 
and internal threads are given in table XIII.8, 
col. 2. 

2. Tolerances on Major and Minor Di¬ 

ameters.—The major and minor diameter toler¬ 
ances for Stub Acme thread gages are given in 
table XIII.8, col. 3. 

3. Tolerances on Lead. - The variation in 
lead of all Stub Acme thread gages shall not exceed 
0.0003 in. between any 2 threads not farther apart 
than 1 in. However, the cumulative deviation in 
lead shall not exceed 0.0004 in. for gages with a 
length over 1 to 3 in., inclusive; or 0.0005 in., for 
gages with a length over 3 to 5 in., inclusive; or 
0.0007 in., for gages with a length over 5 to 10 in., 
inclusive. For multiple threads the cumulative 
tolerance for any length of gage shall be obtained 
by multiplying by 1.5 the above tolerance appli¬ 
cable to that length. 

Figure XIII.3.—Modified Form 1 Stub Acme thread with 
basic height of 0.375 pitch. 

Figure XIII.4.—Modified Form 2 Stub Acme thread with 
basic height of 0.25 pitch. 
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Table XIII.8.—Tolerances for “go” and “not go” thread 
gages, Stub Acme threads 

Threads per inch a 
Tolerances on 

pitch diameter b 
Tolerance on 

major and minor 
diameters 

Tolerance on 
half angle of 

thread 

1 2 3 4 

in. in. minutes 
16_ 0.0006 0. 001 10 
14_ . 0006 .001 10 
12_ .0006 .001 10 
10_ . 0007 . 002 10 
9_ . 0008 .002 10 
8_ .0008 .002 8 

7.__ .0009 .002 8 
6_ .0009 .002 8 
5_ .0010 .002 8 
4_ .0011 .002 8 
m- .0013 .002 8 
3_ .0013 .002 6 

VA_ .0014 .002 6 
2 .0015 .002 6 
1A_ .0018 .002 5 
i y3- .0018 .002 5 
1__ .0021 .002 5 

a Intermediate pitches take the tolerances of the next coarser pitch listed 
in this table. 

b These pitch diameter tolerances for thread gages are not cumulative, that 
is, they do not include tolerances on lead and on half angle. 

4. Tolerances on Angle of Threads.—The 
tolerances on angle of thread, as specified in table 
XIII.8, col. 4 for the various pitches, are toler¬ 
ances on one-half the included angle. This in¬ 
sures that the bisector of the included angle will 
be perpendicular to the axis of the thread within 
proper limits. The equivalent deviation from the 
true thread form caused by such irregularities as 
convex or concave sides of the thread, or slight 
projections on the thread form, should not exceed 
the tolerances permitted on angle of thread. 

(b) GAGES FOR EXTERNAL THREADS 

1. "GO” Thread Ring or Thread Snap 

Gage.—(a) Major diameter.-—The major diam¬ 
eter of the "go” thread ring or snap gage shall 
clear a diameter greater by 0.01 in. than the 
maximum major diameter of the external thread. 

(b) Pitch diameter.—The pitch diameter shall 
fit the maximum-metal limit thread setting plug 
gage. 

(c) Minor diameter.—The minor diameter shall 
be the same as the maximum minor diameter of 
the external thread plus 0.005 in. for pitches finer 
than 10 tpi and plus 0.010 in. for 10 tpi and 
coarser. The tolerance shall be applied minus. 

(d) Length.—The length shall approximate the 
length of engagement but shall not exceed the 
length specified in table XII.14, col. 3, p. 17. 

2. Maximum-Metal Limit Thread Setting 

Plug for "GO” Thread Ring or Snap Gages.— 

(a) Major diameter.—The major diameter of the 
maximum-metal limit thread setting plug shall be 
the same as the maximum major diameter of the 
external thread. The gage tolerance shall be 
applied plus. 

(b) Pitch diameter.—The pitch diameter shall 
be the same as the maximum pitch diameter of the 
external thread, except when modified in accord¬ 

ance with table XII. 14, p. 17. 
(c) Minor diameter.-—The minor diameter shall 

be cleared below the minimum minor diameter of 
the "go” thread ring or snap gage. 

0d) Length.—The length shall approximate the 
length of the "go” thread ring or snap gage. 

3. “GO” Plain Ring or Snap Gage for 

Major Diameter.—The diameter of the "go” 
plain ring gage, or the gaging dimension of the 
“go” plain snap gage, shall be the same as the 
maximum major diameter of the external thread. 
Tolerances are shown in table XIII.9, col. 4, and 
shall be applied minus. 

4. "NOT GO” Thread Ring or Thread Snap 

Gage. — (a) Major diameter.—The major diameter 
of the "not go” thread ring or thread snap gage 
shall clear a diameter greater by 0.010 in. than the 
maximum major diameter of the external thread. 

(b) Pitch diameter.—The pitch diameter shall 
fit the minimum-metal limit thread setting plug 
gage. 

(c) Minor diameter.—The minor diameter shall 
be the basic minor diameter of the internal thread 
plus 0.15p, with the tolerance applied plus. 

Table XIII.9.— Tolerances for -plain gages, Stub Acme 
threads 

Size 

Above 

range 

To and including 

Tolerances for 
plain plug gages 

Tolerances for 
plain ring and 

snap gages 

1 2 3 4 

in. in. in. in. 
0.500 0.825 0.00010 0. 00020 

.825 1. 510 .00012 .00024 
1.510 2.510 .00016 .00032 
2.510 4.510 .00020 . 00040 
4.510 5. 000 .00025 .00050 

(d) Length.—The length shall approximate three 
pitches except that, for multiple threads, the 
length shall provide at least one full turn of thread. 

5. Minimum-Metal Thread Setting Plug 

for “NOT GO” Thread Ring or Snap Gage.— 

(a) Major diameter.—The major diameter of the 
minimum-metal limit thread setting plug shall be 
the same as the maximum major diameter of the 
external thread. The gage tolerance shall be 
applied plus. 

(b) Pitch diameter.—The pitch diameter shall 
be the same as the minimum pitch diameter of the 
external thread, with the tolerance applied plus. 

(c) Minor diameter.—The minor diameter shall 
be cleared below the minimum minor diameter of 
the “not go” thread gage. 

(d) Length.—The length shall be at least equal 
to the length of the "not go” thread ring or snap 
gage. 

6. “NOT GO” Plain Snap Gage for Major 

Diameter.—The gaging dimension of the "not 
go” plain snap gage shall be the same as the mini¬ 
mum major diameter of the external thread. 
Tolerances are shown in table XIII.9, col. 4, and 
shall be applied plus. 
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(c) GAGES FOR INTERNAL THREADS 

1. “GO” Thread Plug Gage.—(a) Major 
diameter.—The major diameter of the “go” thread 
plug gage shall be equal to the minimum major 
diameter of the internal thread minus 0.005 in. 
for pitches finer than 10 tpi, and minus 0.010 in. 
for 10 tpi and coarser. The tolerance (table 
XIII .8, col. 3) shall be applied plus. 

(b) Pitch diameter.—The pitch diameter shall 
be equal to the minimum (basic) pitch diameter of 
the internal thread, with the tolerance (table 
XIII.8, col. 2) applied plus. 

(c) Minor diameter.—The minor diameter shall 
clear a diameter smaller by 0.010 in. than the 
minimum minor diameter of the internal thread. 

(d) Length. —The length shall approximate the 
length of engagement (see footnote to table XII.14, 
p. 17) but shall not exceed twice the nominal 
major diameter, unless otherwise specified. 

2. “NOT GO” Thread Plug Gage for Pitch 

Diameter of Internal Thread.—(a) Major 
diameter.—The major diameter of the “not go” 
thread plug gage shall be equal to the maximum 
(basic) major diameter of the external thread 
minus 0.15p with the tolerance (table XIII.8, 
col. 3) applied minus. 

(b) Pitch diameter.—The pitch diameter shall 
be the same as the maximum pitch diameter of 
the internal thread, with the tolerance (table 
XIII.8, col. 2) applied minus. 

(c) Minor diameter.—The minor diameter shall 
clear a diameter less by 0.01 in. than the minimum 
minor diameter of the internal thread. 

(d) Length. —The length shall approximate three 
pitches, except that for multiple threads the length 
shall provide at least one full turn of thread. 

3. “GO” Plain Plug Gage for Minor Diame¬ 

ter of Internal Thread.—The diameter of the 
“go” plain plug gage shall be the same as the 
minimum minor diameter of the internal thread. 
The gage tolerance shall be applied plus. (See table 
XIII.9, col. 3.) The gage length shall be in 
accordance with the latest revision of Commercial 
Standard CS8, Gage Blanks. 

4. “NOT GO” Plain Plug Gage for Minor 

Diameter of Internal Thread.—The diameter 
of the “not go” plain plug gage shall be the same 
as the maximum minor diameter of the internal 
thread. The gage tolerance shall be applied minus. 
(See table XIII.9, col. 3.) The gage length shall 
be in accordance with the latest revision of CS8, 
Gage Blanks. 

(d) CONCENTRICITY 

When a special check of the concentricity be¬ 
tween the major, pitch, and minor diameters of 
an external or internal thread is required, the 
method of checking this concentricity must be 
devised for each individual application. 

(e) GAGE DIMENSIONS 

It is recommended that wherever possible the 
general dimensions of the gages be in accordance 
with the latest revision of CS8, Gage Blanks. 

SECTION XIV. NATIONAL BUTTRESS 
THREADS5 

1. HISTORICAL 

Although the Buttress thread was described as 
early as March, 1888 in the Journal of The Frank¬ 
lin Institute, it was so little used that its national 
standardization was not undertaken until after 
the Combined Conservation Committee in early 
1942 reviewed the standardization status of items 
needed in the war effort. Formerly each applica¬ 
tion of the Buttress thread was treated individu¬ 
ally and the form it took depended on the experi¬ 
ence of the designer and the manufacturing 
equipment available. 

At the American-British-Canadian conference 
in New York, called by the Combined Conserva¬ 
tion Committee in November, 1943, Buttress 
threads were discussed and it was agreed that a 
basic profile should be established for this thread, 
that the Interdepartmental Screw Thread Com¬ 
mittee (ISTC) of the War, Navy, and Commerce 
Departments should collect data on current prac¬ 
tice of American producers, and that the American 
Standards Association should distribute the data 
for comment from industries using Buttress 
threads. As the Military Departments needed 
Buttress and other special types of threads, the 
War Production Board in February, 1944, ar¬ 
ranged with the ASA to establish a General War 
Committee on Screw Threads. 

In April 1944, F. E. Richardson, then with the 
Aeronautical Board and a member of the ASA 
War Committee on Screw Threads, collected 
information on Buttress threads and presented it 
at a joint meeting of the B1 Sectional Committee 
on the Standardization and Unification of Screw 
Threads, the Interdepartmental Screw Thread 
Committee, and the General ASA War Committee 
on Screw Threads. The data disclosed that the 
pressure flank angle, measured in an axial plane, 
ranged from 0 to more than 15° from the normal to 
the axis, and the clearance flank angle ranged 
from 30 to 55°. The ISTC decided to develop a 
proposed Buttress thread form having a pressure 
flank angle of 7°, which closely approaches the 
static angle of friction for well-lubricated steel 
surfaces in contact, and a clearance flank angle of 
45°. 

At the American-British-Canadian conference 
in London, August and September, 1944, sponsored 
by the Combined Production and Resources Board, 
the British proposed a Buttress thread of 7.5° 
pressure flank angle and a 45° clearance flank 
angle. The United States’ proposal was the 
ISTC’s recommendation of a 7° by 45° thread 
profile. The British agreed to prepare and circu¬ 
late a draft specification for a Buttress thread 
having a 7° pressure flank angle, a 45° clearance 

6 This section is in substantial agreement with American Standards Asso¬ 
ciation publication ASA B1.9, Buttress Screw Threads, which is published 
by the ASME, 29 W. 89th Street, New York 18, N.Y. The latest revision 
should be consulted when referring to this ASA document. 
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flank angle, and a basic depth of thread engage¬ 
ment of 0.4/). It was also agreed that the specifica¬ 
tion should include recommended relationship of 
pitch to diameter and appropriate tables of clear¬ 
ances and tolerances for such relationships. 

The 1944 edition of Handbook H28 published 
the ISTC’s recommendation of a basic Buttress 
thread form which had a crest flat in the internal 
thread (nut) twice that of the external thread 
(screw), and a thread engagement depth of approx¬ 
imately 0.56/). In November, 1944, the ASA War 
Subcommittee on Buttress Threads was estab¬ 
lished and after reviewing the British draft of 
April, 1945, this committee felt that because 
of the distortion tendency of thin wall tubing, a 
greater basic depth of thread engagement than 
0.4/> was desirable, especially since the minimum 
depth of thread engagement is necessarily less than 
0.4/) by one-half the sum of the allowance and the 
tolerances on minor diameter of internal thread 
and major diameter of external thread. There¬ 
fore, the July, 1945 draft of the War Standard 
was based on a basic depth of thread engagement 
of 0.5/). 

Another American-British-Canadian conference 
sponsored by the Combined Production and Re¬ 
sources Board was held in Ottawa, Canada, Sep¬ 
tember and October, 1945. Here the British 
proposal of April, 1945, with an alternate design 
of 0° pressure flank angle and a clearance flank 
angle of 52°, was reviewed and compared with the 
American proposal of July, 1945. Learning that 
the British had had considerable favorable expe¬ 
rience on thin wall tubing with Buttress threads 
having 0.4/) basic depth of thread engagement, it 
was decided that the American standard might 
adopt this basis. Accord was also reached on 
preferred diameters and pitches, thread dimension 
tolerances and allowances, and on having each 
standard include in its appendix an alternate 
thread of 0° pressure flank angle. Further, each 
country agreed to publish the standard in conform¬ 
ance with their respective formats. 

In April, 1946, buttress threads were assigned to 
Subcommittee No. 3 of the Sectional Committee 
on the Standardization and Unification of Screw 
Threads, B1, and the committee membership was 
enlarged. This committee prepared and circu¬ 
lated in 1948 to members of the B1 committee, a 
draft of a proposed standard based on the British 
proposal with a basic thread depth of 0.4/). The 
comments included so many objections to the 
shallow depth of thread that in 1949 the committee 
decided to base the next draft on a thread having 
0.6/) engagement depth. The committee also 
voted not to include in the appendix of the Ameri¬ 
can standard, data for a buttress thread having 
0° pressure flank angle as it was evident that this 
was only one of several modifications that might 
be needed for special applications. 

The next American-British-Canadian conference 
was called at the request of the Director of Defense 
Mobilization and held in New York in June, 1952. 
The British Standard 1657; 1950 for Buttress 

Threads which is based on a thread engagement 
depth of 0.4/) and the American draft of Septem¬ 
ber, 1951, based on thread engagement depth of 
0.6/> were reviewed. It was concluded that the 
applications for buttress threads are so varied that 
threads with either engagement depth (0.4/) or 
0.6/)) might be preferred for particular design re¬ 
quirements. It was recommended that the next 
printing of the British standard and the forth¬ 
coming American standard include the essential 
details of the other country’s standards in appen¬ 
dixes. ASA Bl.9-1953, Buttress Screw Threads, 
was issued in conformance with this recommenda¬ 
tion. 

2. GENERAL 

The Buttress form of thread has certain ad¬ 
vantages in applications involving exceptionally 
high stresses in one direction only, along the 
thread axis. As the thrust side of the thread is 
made very nearly perpendicular to the thread 
axis, the radial component of the thrust is reduced 
to a minimum. On account of the small radial 
thrust, this form of thread is particularly applic¬ 
able where tubular members are screwed together. 
Examples of actual applications are the breech 
mechanisms of large guns and airplane propeller 
hubs. 

As the use of buttress threads applies mainly 
to specially designed components, it has been 
considered that no useful purpose would be served 
by introducing a recommended diameter-pitch 
series. 

In selecting the form of thread recommended 
as standard, manufacture by the thread milling 
or grinding processes has been taken into consider¬ 
ation. Wherever possible it is recommended 
that the form of thread and tolerances contained 
in this section be used. 

3. SPECIFICATIONS 

1. Scope.—This section relates to threads of 
buttress form and provides: 

(a) a standard form of thread, 
(b) tables of preferred diameters and preferred 

pitches, 
(c) a formula for calculating pitch diameter 

tolerances, 
(d) tolerances for major and minor diameters, 
(e) a system of allowances between mating 

parts, and 
(/) recommended methods of gaging. 
2. Definitions.—The pressure flank is that 

which takes the thrust or load in an assembly. 
The clearance flank is that which does not take 
the thrust or load in an assembly. 

3. Basic Form of Thread.—The basic form 
of the buttress thread is shown in figure XIV. 1, 
and has the following characteristics: 

(а) a pressure flank angle, measured in an 
axial plane, of 7° from the normal to the axis; 

(б) a clearance flank angle, measured in an 
axial plane, of 45°; 
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(c) equal truncations at the crests of the in¬ 
ternal and external threads such that the basic 
depth of engagement (assuming no allowance) 
is equal to 0.6p; 

(d) equal radii at the roots of the internal and 
external threads tangential to the pressure flank 
and the clearance flank. 

4. Preferred Diameter Series.—It is recom¬ 
mended that the nominal major diameters of 
buttress threads be selected wherever possible 
from the following geometric (20) series: 

Inches 

H 1 % 9 6/2 5/2 12 
%6 Ui 

0 3/ 
Z/4 6 14 

% 1% 3 7 16 
Vie v/2 3 H 8 18 

% i% 4 9 20 

% 2 4 A 10 22 

2% 5 11 24 

5. Preferred Pitch Series.—It is recommend¬ 
ed that the pitches of buttress threads be selected 
from the following geometric (10) series: 

Threads per inch 

20 6 2 
i6 5 iy2 
12 4 VA 
10 3 1 
8 2){ 

The following suggestions are made regarding 
suitable associations of diameters and pitches: 

Diameter range Associated pitches 

in. tpi 
From H to 'Me. _ 20,16,12 
Over 'Me to 1 _ _ 16,12,10 
Over 1 to 1H__ 16, 12,10, 8,6 
Over 1M to 2M - .. 16,12,10, 8, 6, 5, 4 

Over 2M> to 4_ 16,12,10, 8, 6, 5, 4 
Over 4 to 6_ . _ _ 12, 10, 8. 6, 5, 4,3 
Over 6 to 10 _ _ 10, 8, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2K», 2 
Over 10 to 16_ _ 10, 8, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2Vi, 2, 1M, H4 

Over 16 to 24_ _ . _ 8, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2K», 2, 1M, 1M, 1 

Basic dimensions for each of the foregoing 
pitches are given in table XIV. 1. 

6. Tolerances.—Tolerances on external 
threads shall be minus, and on internal threads 
shall be plus. 

(a) Tolerances on pitch diameter.—The following 
formula is used for determining pitch diameter 
tolerances: 

Class 2 (medium) pitch diameter: 

PD tolerance=0.0023jD+0.00278+0.00854V? 

where 
D=major diameter of thread, 

Le=length of engagement, 

p=pitch of thread. 

It is to be borne in mind that this formula re¬ 
lates specifically to class 2 (medium) tolerances. 
Class 3 (close) tolerances are % of class 2 (medium) 
tolerances, and class 1 (free) tolerances are 1 }{ 
times class 2 (medium) tolerances. 

If the length of engagement is taken as 10/), 
the formula can be further simplified to: 

PD tolerance=0.002\JD + 0.0173-Vp. 

Using this formula, pitch diameter tolerances for 
various combinations of pitch and diameter are 
given in tables XIV.2, XIV.3, and XIV.4. 

(b) Tolerances on major diameter oj external 
thread and minor diameter oj internal thread.—As 
each of these diameters may be used as a datum 

INTERNAL THREAD (NUT) 

EXTERNAL THREAD (SCREW) 

Figure XIV. 1.—Form of Buttress thread having 7° -pressure 
flank and /5° clearance flank. 

Max material (basic) 
Notation 

Min material 

Nominal major diameter D 
Height of sharp-V thread H=0.89064p (see footnote) 
Basic height of thread A = 0.6p 
Root radius r=0.07141p Min r=0.0357p 
Root truncation s=0.08261p Min s=Max s/2=0.0413p 
Allowance G 
Depth of engagement h,=h—G/2 Min he= Max he— [M tol. 

Crest truncation /=0.14532p 

on major diam external 
thread (screw)+ M tol. 
on minor diam internal 
thread (nut).] 

Crest width F=0.16316p 
Major diameter of internal D„=Z>+0.12542p Max D„=Max pitch diam 

thread (nut) of internal thread (nut) 

M inor diameter of external K. = /)—1.32542/) 
+0.80803p. 

Min FL,=Min pitch diam 
thread (screw) — G of external thread 

Height of thread of inter¬ /l„ = 0.66271p 
(screw) —0.80803p. 

nal thread (nut) 
Height of thread of exter¬ A„=0.66271p 

nal thread (screw) 

Note: The formulas for “Min material” given above apply when an ade¬ 
quate wall thickness is provided beyond the roots of the threads. For But¬ 
tress threads on relatively thin-walled tubing the root truncation s=0.08261p 
may be taken as the minimum truncation and the maximum truncation rec¬ 
ommended is 0.08261 p+G/2. This will give max D„=max pitch diam of 
internal thread (nut)+0.72542p and min AT.=min pitch diam of external 
thread (screw)—0.72542p. In order to avoid contact between the crest 
corners of “go” thread gages and the maximum root radius, the crest comers 
on the pressure flank of “go” thread gages should be bevelled a radial 
distance approximately equal to G/2. 
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Table XIV.1.—Basic dimensions for Buttress threads 

Threads per inch 
Pitch, 

V 

Basic height 
of thread, 

A=0.6 p 

Height of 
sharp V 
thread, 

/f=0.89064p 

Crest 
truncation, 

/=0.14532p 

Height of 
thread, 

h, or ft„ = 
0.66271p 

Root 
truncation, 

s=0.08261p 

Root radius, 

r=0.07141p 

Width of 
flat at crest, 

F=0.16316p 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
21)_ 0. 0500 0. 0300 0. 0445 0. 0073 0. 0331 0. 0041 0. 0036 0. 0082 
16_ . 0625 . 0375 .0557 .0091 .0414 .0052 . 0045 . 0102 
12___ . 0833 . 0500 .0742 .0121 . 0552 .0069 .0059 . 0136 
10_ . 1000 . 0600 .0891 . 0145 . 0663 . 0083 .0071 . 0163 
8_ . 1250 .0750 . 1113 .0182 .0828 . 0103 .0089 .0204 

6_ . 1667 . 1000 . 1484 .0242 . 1105 .0138 .0119 .0271 
5_ . 2000 . 1200 . 1781 . 0291 .1325 . 0165 .0143 .0326 
4_ .2500 . 1500 . 2227 . 0363 . 1657 .0207 . 0179 . 0408 
3_ . 3333 .2000 .2969 . 0484 . 2209 .0275 .0238 . 0543 
2K... .4000 . 2400 .3563 .0581 .2651 .0330 .0286 .0653 

2 .5000 .3000 .4453 .0727 .3314 .0413 .0357 .0816 
l K---— . 6667 . 4000 .5938 .0969 .4418 .0551 .0476 .1088 
l H-- . 8000 . 4800 .7125 . 1163 .5302 . 0661 . 0572 . 1305 
1_ 1.0000 .6000 .8906 .1453 .6627 .0826 .0714 . 1632 

“ Symbols are shown on figure XIV 1. 

Table XIV.2.— Tolerances on Buttress threads, class 3 (close) 

Major diameter Preferred diameters 

Threads per inch Tol on 
major dia 

of ext 
thread 

and 
minor 

dia of int 
thread 

20 16 12 10 8 6 5 4 3 2H 2 1^ 1M 1 

Tolerance on pitch diameter, external and internal threads 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
y2 to 1M 6 . 0. 0037 0. 0040 0. 0044 0. 0030 
1 Vi 6 to 1 _ %, i .. . 0042 . 0046 0. 0049 . 0030 
i to iy> _ ik, ik, m, iy>_ . 0043 . 0048 . 0051 0. 0055 0. 0061 .0040 
1k to 2k _ 134, 2, 2J4, 2k_ . 0046 . 0050 .0053 .0058 . 0064 0. 0068 0. 0074 .0050 
2\<i to 4 23A, 3, 3k, 4_ . 0049 .0053 . 0056 .0061 .0067 . 0071 . 0077 .0050 

4 to 6 _ 41/., 5, 5'/>, 6_ . 0056 . 0059 . 0064 .0070 . 0074 . 0080 0. 0089 . 0060 
6 to 10 _ 7, 8, 9, 10_ . 0063 . 0067 . 0074 .0078 . 0084 . 0093 0. 0100 0. 0108 . 0060 
10 to 16 _ 11,12,14,16_ . 0068 . 0072 . 0078 . 0083 . 0089 . 0098 . 0104 . 0113 0. 0126 0. 0135 . 0070 
16 to 24_._ 18,20,22,24_ — — .0077 .0083 .0088 . 0094 .0103 .0109 .0118 .0130 .0139 0. 0152 .0080 

Table XIV.3.— Tolerances on Buttress threads, class 2 (medium) 

Major 
diameter 

Diam¬ 
eter 

incre¬ 
ment, 
0.002 
IfD 

Preferred 
diameters 

Threads per inch Tol on 
major dia 

of ext 
thread 

and 
minor 

dia of int 
thread 

20 16 12 10 8 6 5 4 3 2k 2 lk IK 1 

Tolerance on pitch diameter, external and internal threads 

in. 
Vi to 1M e- - - 
ll/l6 to l-.._ 
1 to l1/’- 

in. 
0. 00168 

.00189 

.00215 

.00252 

. 00296 

.00342 

.00400 

. 00470 

.00543 

in. 
k.Ke.k.’Ke-- 
H,%.1_ 

in. 
0. 0056 

in. 
0. 0060 
.0062 
. 0065 
.0068 
.0073 

in. 
0.0067 

. 0069 

.0071 

.0075 

.0080 

.0084 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
0.0040 
.0040 
.0050 
.0050 
.0050 

.0070 

.0080 

.0090 

.0100 

0. 0074 
.0076 
.0080 
. 0084 

.0089 

.0095 
. 0102 

l\'i, 1H, 1%, iy> 0. 0083 
.0086 
.0091 

.0095 

.0101 
. 0108 
.0115 

0. 0092 
.0096 
.0100 

.0105 

.0111 

. 0118 

.0125 

ik’ to 21/2--- 
2k to 4_ 

4 t.0 6 . - - 

lk,2, 0. 0103 
.0107 

.0112 

.0117 

.0124 

. 0132 

0. 0112 
.0116 

.0121 

.0127 

.0134 

.0141 

2%, 3,3k- 4_ 

41/2, 5, 5H, 6_ 0. 0134 
.0140 
.0147 
.0154 

6 to 10-. 7, 8, 9,10- '-_ 0. 0149 
. 0156 
.0164 

0.0162 
.0169 
.0177 

10 to 16_ 
16 to 24_ 

11,12,14,16_ 
18,20,22, 24_ 

— — — 0.0188 
.0196 

0.0202 
.0209 0. 0227 

Pitch increment 0.0173 Vp-- - ---- - . 00387 .00432 . 00499 .00547 .00612 . 00706 . 00774 . 00865 .00999 . 01094 . 01223 .01413 .01547 .01730 
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Table XIV.4.— Tolerances on Buttress threads, class 1 (free) 

Major diameter Preferred diameters 

Threads per inch Tol on 
major dia 

of ext 
thread 

and 
minor 

dia of ini 
thread 

20 16 12 10 8 6 5 4 3 2J4 2 VA 1M 1 

Tolerance on pitch diameter, external and internal threads 

in. 
Vi to iMe_ h, r,6, hXhb_ 

in. 
0. 0083 

in. 
0.0090 
.0093 

in. 
0. 0067 
.0104 
. 0107 
.0113 
.0119 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
0. 0050 

. 0050 

.0060 

.0060 

.0060 

. 0080 

.0100 

.0110 

.0130 

’yt6 to i_ •%, %, 1 . 0.0111 
.0114 
.0120 
.0126 

.0133 

.0142 

1 to 1H_ _ 0. 0124 
.0130 
.0136 

.0143 

.0152 

.0162 

.0173 

0. 0138 
.0144 
.0150 

.0157 

.0166 

.0176 

.0187 

into2)s _ 1%, 2, 2]4, 2\2_ 0.0154 
.0160 

. 0167 

.0176 

.0187 

.0197 

0. 0168 
.0174 

.0181 

.0190 

.0200 

.0211 

2l/i to 4 _ 2?4, 3,3J4,4_ 

4 to 6._ _ 4M,5,5H,6_ 
7, 8, 9,10_ 

— — 0. 0201 
.0210 
.0220 
.0231 

6 to 10 _ 0. 0224 
.0235 
.0246 

0. 0243 
. 0254 
. 0265 

10 to 16_ 
16 to 24_ _ _ 

11,12,14,16_ 
18, 20, 22, 24_ 

— — 0. 0282 
. 0293 

0. 0303 
.0314 0. 0341 

for measurement of thread angles and pitch they 
should be held to close limits; see tables XIV.2, 
XIV.3, and XIV.4. 

(c) Tolerances on minor diameter of external 
thread and major diameter of internal thread.—It 
will be sufficient in most instances to state only 
the maximum minor diameter of the external 
thread and the minimum major diameter of the 
internal thread with on t any tolerance. However, 
the root truncation from a sharp V should not be 
greater than 0.0826p or less than 0.0413p. 

7. Minimum Clearances for Easy Assem¬ 

bly.'—An allowance (clearance) should be pro¬ 
vided on all buttress external threads in order to 
secure easy assembly of parts. The amount of 
the allowance should be deducted from the nomi¬ 
nal major, pitch, and minor diameters of the 
external member in order to determine the maxi¬ 
mum metal condition. 

The minimum internal thread diameters will be 
basic. 

The recommended allowance is the same for all 
three classes of thread and is equal to the class 3 
(close) pitch diameter tolerance as calculated 
under par. 6(a), p. 29. The allowances for various 
combinations of pitch and diameter are given in 
table XIV.5. 

The disposition of allowances and tolerances is 
indicated in figure XIV.2. 

INTERNAL THREAD (NUT) 

EXTERNAL THREAD (SCREW) 

Figure XIV.2.—Illustration of tolerances, allowances, and 
root truncations, Buttress threads. 

G 1 
-=4-pitch diameter allowance on external thread 

s=root truncation 

Table XIV.5.—Allowances on external Buttress threads, all classes 

Major diameter Preferred diameters 

Threads per inch 

20 16 12 10 8 6 5 4 3 2 y2 2 1H 1H 1 

Allowance on major, minor, and pitch diameters 

in. 
Vi to iHe_ 

in. 
5A, 1Yi6_ 

in. 
0. 0037 

in. 
0. 0040 
.0042 
.0043 
. 0046 
.0049 

in. 
0. 0044 
.0046 
.0048 
.0050 
.0053 

.0056 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 

Mde to 1_ U.Ix. 1. . 0. 0049 
.0051 
.0053 
.0056 

.0059 
. 0063 
.0068 

1 to 1JA_ IPs, i%, 1%, i y>_ 0. 0055 
.0058 
.0061 

.0064 

.0067 

.0072 

.0077 

0. 0061 
.0064 
.0067 

.0070 

.0074 

. 0078 

.0083 

1 Vi to 2H_ , m, 2,2H, 2'y>_ 0. 0068 
.0071 

.0074 

.0078 

.0083 

.0088 

0. 0074 
.0077 

.0080 

.0084 

.0089 

.0094 

2J4 to 4_ 2-!i,3.3'/>. 4_ 

4 to 6_ tv, 5,5H, 6... _.. 0. 0089 
.0093 
.0098 
.0103 

6 to 10___ 7,8, 9,10_ 0. 0100 
.0104 
.0109 

0. 0108 
. 0113 
. 0118 

10 to 16_ 11,12,14,16_ 0.0126 
.0130 

0. 0135 
.0139 16 to 24_ 18, 20,22, 24_ 0. 0152 
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Example: 
2.080—4 class 2 Buttress thread (2.080 dia., 

4 tpi) 
li=Basic thread height=0.1500 (table XIV.1) 
hn=hs=Height of thread in internal thread 

(nut) and external thread (screw) = 
0.66271p = 0.1657 (table XIV.1) 

G= Pitch diameter allowance=0.0074 (table 
XIV.5) 

Tolerance on pitch diameter of both external 
and internal thread = 0.0112 (table XIV.3) 

Tolerance on major diameter of external and 
minor diameter of internal thread = 0.005 
(table XIV.3) 

Internal Thread (nut or tapped hole) 
Basic major diameter=Z)=2.0800 
Min pitch diameter=D—/i,= 1.9300 
Max pitch diameter=D —/t+PD tol.= 

1.9412 
Min minor diameter=Z?—2A= 1.7800 
Max minor diameter=Z)—2/i + minor di¬ 

ameter tol. = 1.7850 
Min major diameter=.D—2A+2Are=2.1114 

External Thread (screw) 
Max major diameter=Z>—(7=2.0726 
Min major diameter=Z>— G—major diam¬ 

eter tol. = 2.0676 
Max pitch diameter=Zl—h — G= 1.9226 
Min pitch diameter=Z)—h—G—PD tol.= 

1.9114 
Max minor diameter=Z)—G— 2hs= 1.7412 

8. Identification of Leading Flank.—In 
specifying or ordering product, threading tools, or 
gages with Buttress threads, it is important to 
clearly indicate whether the pressure flank (7°) 
or the clearance flank (45°) is the leading flank. 
The leading flank is the one which, when the thread 
is about to be assembled with a mating thread, 
faces the mating thread. If a Buttress screw is 
designed to push, the pressure flank will be the 
leading flank on both screw and nut, and if de¬ 
signed to pull, the clearance flank will be the 
leading flank. 

4. THREAD DESIGNATIONS 

The following abbreviations and symbols are 
recommended for use on drawings, tools, gages, 
and in specifications: 

N Butt= National Buttress form of thread 
specified in this section; 

(«— indicates that internal member 
(screw) is to push; pressure flank of 
thread the leading flank; 

<—( indicates that internal member 
(screw) is to pull; clearance flank of 
thread the leading flank; 

LH indicates a left-hand thread; no 
symbol is used to indicate a right- 
hand thread; 

p = pitch; 
L = leach 

The complete symbol for indicating a particular 
size of buttress thread shall consist of the nominal 
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diameter (basic major diameter of the internal 
thread), number of threads per inch, the symbol 
indicating whether screw is to push or pull, the 
abbreviation N BUTT, and finally the class 
number. 

If the thread is multiple start, both the lead 
and pitch should be shown instead of the number 
of threads per inch. 

Examples: 

%— 20 («- N BUTT- -1 I 
' *-Right-hand 

(since desig¬ 
nation LH 
isnotspecified) 

-Class 1 (free) thread 

-National Buttress form of 
thread 

-Internal member or screw to push 

-Threads per inch 

——Basic major diameter in inches 

4—8 <-( N BUTT—2 LH 

I-Left-hand 

—-Class 2 (medium) 
thread 

-National Buttress form of 
thread 

-Internal member or screw to pull 

-Threads per inch 

-Basic major diameter in inches 

10—0.1p-0.2L (<-N BUTT—1 

-Righ t- 
liand 

-Class 1 
(free) 
thread 

-National Buttress 
form of thread 

-Internal member or screw 
to push 

-0.2-in. lead (double thread) 

-0.1-in. pitch 

-Basic major diameter in inches 



5. GAGING 

1. General.—Buttress threads are employed 
for thrust purposes and it is essential to obtain as 
large a contact area as practicable between the 
pressure flanks of the threads of mating compo¬ 
nents. Therefore differences in the angle of the 
pressure flanks and of lead in the length of engage¬ 
ment of mating components should be kept as 
small as possible. The clearance flank at 45° 
will normally clear, and differences in the angles 
of the clearance flanks of the product is of lesser 
importance. However, measuring the pitch di¬ 
ameter of Buttress thread gages presents some 
difficulty because of the wide difference between 
the angle of the pressure flank and the angle of the 
clearance flank. The clearance flank at 45° has 
a greater effect on the pitch diameter measure¬ 
ments than the 7° pressure flank, therefore the 
clearance flank angle on thread gages must be 
held to a tolerance at least as close as the tolerance 
on the pressure flanks and best size wires should be 
used. Products that are a snug fit in or on “go” 
thread gages described below will interchange. 
If there is any difference in the thread angles or 
lead of the product and the mated “go” gages used, 
the diametrical clearance space between the as¬ 
sembled product threads will be greater than the 
minimum clearance (allowance) specified in table 
XIV.5. If excessive clearance (looseness) is ob¬ 
jectionable, then the angle of the clearance flank 
as well as the pressure flank must be held to close 
limits. 

If the quantities required are small and best size 
wires are used to determine the pitch diameter of 
taps and screws in lieu of thread gages, then the 
angle of the clearance flank as well as the pressure 
flank must be held within close limits to secure 
interchangeable product. 

2. Recommended Gaging Practice.— (a) For 
external threads: 

(1) “go” and “not go” snap or plain ring gages 
for major diameter; 

(2) “go” thread ring gage having pitch diam¬ 
eter equal to maximum pitch diameter of external 
thread, major diameter greater than maximum 
major diameter of external thread, and minor 
diameter equal to minimum minor diameter of 
internal thread; 

(3) “not go” thread ring or thread snap gage 
having pitch diameter equal to minimum pitch 
diameter of external thread, major diameter 
greater than maximum major diameter of external 
thread, and minor diameter 0.35/> less than mini¬ 
mum pitch diameter of external thread; 

(4) measurement of pitch by an accepted 
method, reading at intervals and over the whole 
length of engagement; 

(5) measurement of the angles of both flanks 
either by direct optical projection, or by means 
of suitable templates. 

(b) For internal threads: 
(1) “go” thread plug gage having pitch diam¬ 

eter equal to minimum pitch diameter of internal 

thread, major diameter equal to maximum major 
diameter of external thread, and minor diameter 
less than minimum minor diameter of internal 
thread; 

(2) “not go” thread plug gage having pitch 
diameter equal to maximum pitch diameter of 
internal thread, major diameter 0.35/) greater 
than maximum pitch diameter of internal thread, 
and minor diameter less than minimum minor 
diameter of internal thread; 

(3) measurement of pitch as for external 
threads; 

(4) measurement of the angles of both flanks 
by optical projection from casts of the thread; 

(5) “go” and “not go” plain plug gages for 
minor diameter. 

(c) Width of root relief: 
A width of relief at root of p/6 is recommended 

for “go” plugs and rings and p/4 for “not go” 
plugs and rings. This relief should be located 
so that the shoulders formed at intersection of 
relief and thread flanks will be approximately 
equidistant from the pitch line. 

3. Pitch Diameter Equivalents for Pitch 

and Angle Deviations.—(a) Pitch deviations.— 
A deviation in the pitch of a Buttress thread 
virtually increases the pitch diameter of an external 
thread and decreases the pitch diameter of an 
internal thread. 

If 8p represents the maximum deviation in the 
axial displacement (pitch deviation) between any 
two points on a Buttress thread within the length 
of engagement, the corresponding virtual increase 
in the pitch diameter of the external thread (or 
decrease for the internal thread) is given by the 
expression: 

Virtual change in pitch diameter equals 

A Ep= 
2 8p 

tan 45°+tan 
^5 = 1.781 8p 

(b) Flank angle deviations.—A deviation in one 
or both of the flank angles virtually increases the 
pitch diameter of an external thread and decreases 
the pitch diameter of an internal thread. 

If and da2 (in degrees) represent the deviations 
present in the two flanks (45° and 7°, respectively) 
of a Buttress thread, the corresponding virtual 
change in pitch diameter is given by the following 
formula: 

&Ea=0. 
„ I-A tan (7° ±5a2) A tan 7° 

L tan (7° ±6a2)+ tan 45° 

A tan (45° A 5m) A tan 45°~| 

^ tan (45° A 5m) A tun 7° J 

The values of AEa obtained by the above formula, 
do not differ greatly for plus and minus values 
for 8ax and 8a2, when Sai and 8a2 are one degree 
or less, and the following formula, in which the 
signs are disregarded, gives values closely approx- 
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imating the values obtained by the above formula: 

AEa=p [0.009 Sa2 + 0.019 5a,j 

where 5m and 8a2 are in degrees or fractions of a 
degree. 

6. BRITISH STANDARD BUTTRESS THREAD 

The Buttress thread covered in British Standard 
1657:1950 Buttress Threads, published by the 
British Standards Institution, has a basic depth 
of thread of 0.4p, instead of the 0.6p depth, which 
is the basis of the thread covered by this section. 
However, the two standards are in agreement as 
to the preferred pitch series and the preferred 
diameter series, except that this section includes 
diameters from ){ to % in. not included in the 
British Standard. Both standards use the same 
formulas for the pitch diameter tolerances and 
allowances for the three classes common to both 
standards. In the British Standard, the tolerance 
on major and minor diameters is the same as the 
pitch diameter tolerance (for the same class), but 
provision is made for smaller tolerances where the 
crest surfaces of screw or nut are used as datum 
surfaces, or the resulting reduction in depth of 
engagement has to be limited. 

The American Committee does not consider it 
advisable to encourage for regular use certain 
combinations of the larger diameters with fine 
pitches covered in the British Standard. How¬ 
ever, pitch diameter tolerances for such combina¬ 
tions when required can be determined by use of 
the diameter and pitch increments given in table 
XIV.3. With these exceptions, the tables for 
pitch diameter tolerances and allowances for sizes 
over one in. are in agreement with tables XIV.2, 
XIV.3, XIV.4, and XIV.5 in this section. The 
form of thread recommended in the British 
Standard is shown in figure XIV.3 and the 
numerical data for the British form in table XIV.6. 

Figure XIV.3.—British Standard form of Buttress thread. 

(Heavy line indicates basic form.) 

Notation 

Table XIV.6.—Numerical data for British Standard form 
Buttress thread 

(Basic depth of thread=0.4p. See fig. XIV.3) 

Threads 
per inch 

Pitch, 
P 

ft H / ft. 2ft d s r F 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
20_ 0. 0500 0. 0200 0. 0445 0. 0123 0. 0253 0. 0306 0. 0070 0. 0060 0. 0138 
10_ .0625 . 0250 . 0557 .0153 . 0316 .0382 .0087 . 0075 .0172 
12_ . 0833 .0333 . 0742 . 0204 . 0421 . 0510 .0116 . 0100 .0230 
10_ . 1000 . 0400 .0891 .0245 .0506 . 0612 .0140 .0121 .0275 
8_ . 1250 .0500 . 1113 .0307 .0632 .0765 .0174 .0151 .0344 

6_ . 1667 .0667 . 1484 . 0409 .0843 . 1020 .0233 . 0201 .0459 
5_ . 2000 . 0800 . 1781 . 0491 . 1012 . 1223 .0279 .0241 . 0551 
4_ . 2500 . 1000 . 2227 .0613 . 1265 . 1529 . 0349 . 0301 . 0689 
3_ .3333 . 1333 . 2969 . 0818 . 1686 . 2039 . 0465 . 0402 .0918 
2K- . 4000 . 1600 . 3563 .0981 .2023 .2447 .0558 .0482 . 1102 

2 . . 5000 . 2000 . 4453 . 1227 . 2529 . 3059 . 0697 . 0603 . 1377 
1J4_ . 6667 . 2667 . 5938 . 1635 . 3372 .4078 . 0930 . 0804 . 1836 
IK- . 8000 . 3200 .7125 . 1963 . 4047 . 4894 . 1116 . 0964 . 2204 
1_ 1. 0000 .4000 . 8906 . 2453 . 5059 . 6117 . 1395 . 1206 . 2754 

SECTION XV. AMERICAN STANDARD 
ROLLED THREADS FOR SCREW SHELLS 
OF ELECTRIC LAMP HOLDERS AND 
SCREW SHELLS OF UNASSEMBLED 
LAMP BASES6 

The specifications given herein for American 
Standard rolled threads for screw shells of electric 
lamp holders and for screw shells of unassembled 
lamp bases, with the exception of the more recently 
adopted intermediate size, were originally pub¬ 
lished in 1915 in Bulletin No. 1474 of The Ameri¬ 
can Society of Mechanical Engineers entitled 
“Rolled Threads for Screw Shells of Electric 
Sockets and Lamp Bases,” which was a report of 
the ASME Committee on Standardization of 
Special Threads for Fixtures and Fittings. 

1. FORM OF THREAD 

The thread form is composed of two circular 
segments tangent to each other and of equal 
radii, as shown in figure XV. 1. 

2. THREAD SERIES 

The sizes for which standard dimensions and 
tolerances have been adopted are designated as 
follows: “miniature, candelabra, intermediate, 
medium, and mogul.” 

The thread designations, threads per inch, radii 
of thread form, and diameter limits of size for 
these sizes of lamp base screw shells, which are 
used on lamp bases, fuse plugs, attachment plugs, 
and similar devices, are given in table XV. 1. 

The corresponding designations, dimensions, 
and limits of size for lamp holder screw shells, 
which are used in electric sockets, receptacles, 
and similar devices, are given in table XV.2. 

Height of sharp V thread.._H=0.89064p 
Basie height of thread_A=0.4p 
Height of external thread 

(screw)_ft,=0.50586p 
Height of addendum_A„=ft/2=0.2p 

Height of 
dedendum_Ad=0.30586p 

Root radius_r=0.12055p 
Root truncation_s=0.13946p 
Crest width_F=0.27544p 
Crest truncation_/=0.24532JJ 

» This standard, in substantially the same form, has been adopted by the 
American Standards Association. It is published as ASA C81.1, “Rolled 
Threads for Screw Shells of Electric Lamp Holders and for Screw Shells of 
Unassembled Lamp Bases,” by the ASME, 29 West 39th St., New York 
18, N.Y. The latest revision should be consulted when referring to this 
ASA document. 
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3. GAGES 

Gages are necessary to control dimensions in 
manufacture and to insure interchangeability 
and proper assembly. 

(а) Gaging of Lamp Base Screw Shells.—■ 
(1) Working gages.—For each size of lamp base 
screw shell there should be provided for control 
in manufacture, “go” and “not go” threaded 
ring gages to govern the minor diameter and 
thread form, and “go” and “not go” plain ring 
gages to govern major diameter. 

(2) Inspection gages.—For purposes of inspec¬ 
tion in the final acceptance of the product, a “go” 
thread ring gage governing minor diameter and 
thread form and a “not go” plain ring gage govern¬ 
ing major diameter are sufficient. 

(б) Gaging of Lamp FIolder Screw Shells.— 

(1) Working gages.—For each size of lamp holder 
screw shell there should be provided, for control 
in manufacture, “go” and “not go” thread plug 
gages to govern the major diameter and thread 
form, and “go” and “not go” plain plug gages to 
govern minor diameter. 

(2) Inspection gages.—For the final acceptance 
of the product, a “go” thread plug gage govern¬ 
ing the major diameter and thread form, and a 
“not go” plain plug gage governing minor diameter 
are sufficient. 

(c) Tolerances on Gages.—Manufacturing 
tolerances on inspection or working gages shall 
be as follows: 

LAMP BASE SCREW SHELL 

“Go” thread ring gage, maximum thread size 
to minus 0.0003 in. 

“Not go” thread ring gage, minimum thread 

INTERNAL THREAD 

EXTERNAL THREAD 

BASE SCREW SHELL 

Figure XV.1.—Illustration of thread form, allowance, and 
tolerances, American Standard rolled threads for screw 
shells of electric lamp holders and lamp bases. 

size to plus 0.0003 in. 
“Go” plain ring gage, maximum major diameter 

to minus 0.0002 in. 
“Not go” plain ring gage, minimum major diam¬ 

eter to plus 0.0002 in. 

LAMP HOLDER SCREW SHELL 

“Go” thread plug gage, minimum thread size 
to plus 0.0003 in. 

Table XV.1.—American Standard rolled threads for lamp base screw shells before assembly 

Thread designation Threads 
per inch 

Pitch Height of 
thread 

Radius 
Major diameter Minor diameter 

Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Miniature lamp base thd_ 14 
10 

9 
7 
4 

in. 
0.07143 

. 10000 

.11111 

.14286 

.25000 

in. 
0.020 

.025 

.027 

.033 

.050 

in. 
0.0210 

.0312 

.0353 

.0470 

.0906 

in. 
0. 375 

.465 

.651 
1.037 
1.555 

in. 
0. 370 

.400 

.645 
1.031 
1.545 

in. 
0.335 

.415 

.597 

.971 
1.455 

in. 
0. 330 
.410 
.591 
.965 

1.445 

Candelabra lamp base thd... ... 
Intermediate lamp base thd... ... _ .. __... 
Medium lamp base thd.... _____ _... 
Mogul lamp base thd___ _ _ _ ... 

Table XV.2.—American Standard rolled threads for lamp holder screw shells 

Thread designation Threads 
per inch 

Pitch Height of 
thread 

Radius 
Major diameter Minor diameter 

Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
Miniature lamp holder thd_ __ 14 0.07143 0. 020 0. 0210 0.3775 0. 3835 0.3375 0. 3435 
Candelabra lamp holder thd.. 10 . 10000 .025 .0312 .470 .476 .420 .426 
Intermediate lamp holder thd _____ 9 .11111 .027 . 0353 .657 .664 .603 . 610 
Medium lamp holder thd... 7 .14286 .033 .0470 1.045 1.053 .979 .987 
Mogul lamp holder thd_ _ __ __ 4 .25000 .050 .0906 1.565 1.577 1.465 1.477 
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“Not go” thread plug gage, maximum thread 
size to minus 0.0003 in. 

“Go” plain plug gage, minimum minor diameter 
to plus 0.0002 in. 

“Not go” plain plug gage, maximum minor 
diameter to minus 0.0002 in. 

CHECK GAGES FOR LAMP BASE SCREW SHELL GAGES 

Thread check plug for “go” thread ring gage, 
maximum thread size to minus 0.0003 in. 

Thread check plug for “not go” thread ring 
gage, minimum thread size to plus 0.0003 in. 

SECTION XVI. MICROSCOPE OBJECTIVE 
AND NOSEPIECE THREADS, 0.800— 
36AMO 7 

1. GENERAL AND HISTORICAL 

The standardization of the microscope objective 
and nosepiece threads is one of the projects toward 
unification of screw thread standards among inch¬ 
using countries. In Great Britain, the Royal 
Microscopical Society had established standards 
for microscope objective threads in 1858, based on 
the Whitworth screw thread system, which were 
subsequently used throughout the world. The 
history of this standard is in the Transactions of 
the Society: 1858, p. 39; 1859, p. 92; 1896, pp. 
389, 487; 1911, p. 175; 1915, p. 230; 1924, p. 266; 
and 1936, p. 377. 

In practice, American manufacturers of this 
thread have always employed modifications of the 
Whitworth form because of their preference for 
flat crests, such modified threads being completely 
interchangeable with the RMS threads. At the 
Conference on Unification of Engineering Stand¬ 
ards held in Ottawa in 1945, the American 
Delegation presented ASA Paper Bl/57 and A.O. 
Drawing ED-95 giving limits of size for a trun¬ 
cated Whitworth thread. Since a thread form 
with rounded crest is preferred in Great Britain 
for optical instruments, it was recommended that 
the title of this document be amended to read, 
“Proposed Permitted Truncation and Tolerances 
for RMS Thread.” 

On the basis of this proposal a draft of a pro¬ 
posed American Standard, dated April, 1948, was 
circulated to the Bl Sectional Committee member¬ 
ship for comment. In conformity with comments 
received, a revised draft, dated October, 1954, 
was approved by Subcommittee No. 4 on Instru¬ 
ment Screw Threads and subsequently submitted 
to the Sectional Committee for approval. Final 
approval as an American Standard was given on 
January 7, 1958, by ASA. 

This section covers the thread used for mounting 
the microscope objective to the nosepiece. A 
typical arrangement is shown in figure XVI. 1. 

7 This section is in substantial agreement with American Standards Associ¬ 
ation publication ASA Bl.ll, “Microscope Objective Threads,” which is 
published by the ASME, 29 W. 39th St., New York 18, N.Y. The latest 
revision should be consulted when referring to this ASA document. 
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NOSEPIECE 

Figure XVI.1.— Typical arrangement of microscope objec¬ 
tive and nosepiece. 

This thread is recommended also for other optical 
assemblies of microscopes and associated appara¬ 
tus, such as photomicrographic equipment. The 
thread is based on, and intended to be interchange¬ 
able with, the thread introduced and adopted 
many years ago by the Royal Microscopical 
Society of Great Britain and generally known as 
the “RMS thread.” This thread has become 
almost universally accepted as the basic standard 
for microscope objective and nosepiece threads. 
Formal recognition, however, has been extremely 
limited. 

Experience has established that the principal 
attributes of a good fit for microscope objective 
and nosepiece threads are: 

(a) Adequate clearance to afford protection 
against binding due to the presence of foreign 
particles or small thread crest damage. 

(b) Sufficient depth of thread engagement to 
assure security in the short lengths of engagement 
commonly encountered. 

(c) Allowances for limited eccentricities so that 
centralization and squareness of the objective are 
not influenced by such deviations in manufacture. 

The need for the above characteristics stems 
principally from the inherent longevity of optical 
equipment and t he repeated uses to which objectives 
and nosepiece threads are subjected. 

2. SPECIFICATIONS 

1. Form of Thread.—This section covers only 
one nominal size of thread which has a basic major 
diameter of 0.800 in. and 36 tpi. Because of its 
British origin, the basic thread possesses the 
British Standard Whitworth form, having an 
included angle of 55° and rounded crests and roots. 
The thread is of the single-start type. Symbols, 
formulas, and basic and design dimensions for the 
threads are given in table XVI. 1. 

2. Allowances.—Positive allowances (mini¬ 
mum clearances) are provided on the pitch, major, 



Table XVI.1.—Symbols, formulas, and basic and design 
dimensions, 0.800—36AMO 

Symbol Formula Dimension 

Basic thread form 

Half angle of thread__ 27°30' 
Included angle of thread._ __ _ 2a 55°00' 
Number of threads per inch_ n 36 
Pitch. ... _ .. . . V 1 In 0.027778 in. 
Height of fundamental triangle. H 0.960491p 

.640327p 
.026680 in. 

Height of basic thread... h„ .0178 in. 
Radius at crest and root of 

British Standard Whitworth 
basic thread (not used). 

r ,137329p .0038 in. 

Design thread form 

Height of truncated Whitworth 
thread. 

Width of flat at crest_ 

k ftt—tr=0.566410p 0.0157 in. 

F. 0.243624p .0068 in. 
Width of flat at root.. _ Fr .166667p .0046 in. 
Basic truncation of crest from 

basic Whitworth form. 
u ,073917p .00205 in. 

Basic and design sizes 

Major diameter, nominal and D 0.800 in. 
basic. 

Major diameter of internal D„ D .800 in. 
(nosepiece) thread. 

Major diameter of external D. D-2U-G .7941 in. 
(objective) thread.» 

Pitch diameter, basic... E D—hb .7822 in. 
Pitch diameter of internal E„ D—hb .7822 in. 

(nosepiece) thread. 
Pitch diameter of external E, D-hb-G .7804 in. 

(objective) thread.t> 
Minor diameter, basic. K D-2hb .7644 in. 
Minor diameter of internal Kn D-2K .7685 in. 

(nosepiece) thread. 
Minor diameter of external K, D—2hb—G .7626 in. 

(objective) thread.» 
Allowance at pitch diameter G .0018 in. 

a An allowance equal to that on the pitch diameter is also provided on the 
major and minor diameters of the external (objective) thread for additional 
clearance and centralizing. 

b Allowance (minimum clearance) on pitch diameter is the same as on 
British RMS thread. 

and minor diameters of the external (objective) 
thread. The allowance on the pitch diameter is 
0.0018 in., the value established by the British 
Royal Microscopical Society in 1924 and now 
widely regarded as a basic requirement. The 
same allowance is also applied on both the major 
and minor diameters. 

Where interchangeability with product having 
full-form Whitworth threads is not required the 
allowances on the major and minor diameters 
of the external (objective) thread are not necessary, 

since the forms at the root and crest of the 
truncated internal (nosepiece) thread provide 
the desired clearances. In such cases, either both 
limits or only the maximum limit of the major 
and minor diameters may be increased by the 
amount of the allowance. Benefits are derived 
principally from changes in the major diameter 
where increasing both limits improves the depth 
of thread engagement, and increasing only the 
maximum limit grants a larger manufacturing 
tolerance. 

However, unless such deviations are specifically 
covered in purchase negotiations, it is to be 
assumed that the threads will be supplied in 
accordance with the tables in this section. 

3. Tolerances.—In accordance with standard 
practice, tolerances on the internal (nosepiece) 
thread shall be applied plus from the basic 
(design) size and tolerances on the external 
(objective) thread shall be applied minus from its 
design (maximum material) size. 

Tlie pitch diameter tolerances for the external 
and internal thread are the same and include 
both lead and angle deviations. They are derived 
from the RMS standard of 1924 and are the same 
as for the current British RMS thread. 

The tolerance on the major diameter of the 
external thread and the tolerance on the minor 
diameter of the internal thread are the minimum 
values which experience has demonstrated to 
be practicable. Adequate depth of thread 
engagement is thereby assured. 

All tolerances are given in table XVI.2. 
4. Lengths of Engagement.—The tolerances 

specified herein are applicable to lengths of engage¬ 
ment ranging from % to % in. (approximately 
15 to 50 percent of the basic diameter). Lengths 
of engagement exceeding these limits are seldom 
employed and, consequently, are not provided for 
in this section. 

For microscope objective and nosepiece assem¬ 
blies, the length of engagement most generally 
employed is )% in. 

5. Pilot on Objective Thread.—A pilot 
(plain portion) shall be provided at the leading 
end of the objective thread for ease of assembly 
with the nosepiece thread. The diameter of the 
pilot shall not exceed 0.7626 in. (See fig. XVI. 1.) 

Table XVI.2.—Limits of size and tolerances, 0. 800—36AMO 

Diameter 
External (objective) thread Internal (nosepiece) thread 

Maximum Minimum Tolerance Minimum Maximum Tolerance 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

in. 
0. 7941 
.7804 
.7626 

mm 
20.170 
19. 822 
19. 370 

in. 
0. 7911 

.7774 
«. 7552 

mm 
20. 094 
19. 746 

a 19.182 

in. 
0. 0030 

.0030 

in. 
0. 8000 

.7822 

.7685 

mm 
20. 320 
19.868 
19. 520 

in. 
b 0.8092 

.7852 

.7715 

mm 
b 20. 554 

19. 944 
19. 596 

in. 

Pitch .. ... 0. 0030 
.0030 

» Extreme minimum minor diameter produced by a new threading tool having a minimum flat of p/12 (=0.0023 in.). This minimum diameter is not con¬ 
trolled by gages but by the form of the threading tool. 

b Extreme maximum major diameter produced by a new threading tool having a minimum flat of p/20 (=0.0014 in.). This maximum diameter is not con¬ 
trolled by gages but by the form of the threading tool. 
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Figure XVI.2.—Disposition of tolerances, allowances, and crest clearances for 

0.800—36AMO thread. 

See table XVI.1 for interpretation of symbols. 

6. Limits of Size.—The limits of size for both 
the external and internal thread are given 'in 
table XVI.2. Their application is illustrated in 
figure XVI.2. 

7. Thread Designation.—This thread is to 
be designated on engineering drawings, in specifi¬ 
cations, and on tools and gages by the symbol 
“AMO” preceded by the basic major diameter 
in inches and the number of threads per inch, as 
given below: 

0.800—36AMO. 

3. GAGE DIMENSIONS 

Recommended gage dimensions are listed in 
table XVI.3. 
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4. BRITISH STANDARD FOR MICROSCOPE 

OBJECTIVE AND NOSEPIECE THREADS 

The British and American threads are the same 
with the following exceptions: 

The British thread has a basic and design thread 
form as shown in figure XVI.3 whereas the Amer¬ 
ican thread has truncated crests and roots as 
shown in figure XVI.2. The limits of size of the 
British thread are given in table XVI.4. 

The length of thread on the British objective 
is 0.125 in. (3.175 mm.) whereas the lengths of 
engagement for the American thread may range 
from y8 to % in. However, the length of engage¬ 
ment most generally employed for the American 
thread is Y in. 



Table XVI.3.—Recommended gage dimensions for microscope objective and nosepiece thread, 0. 800—36AMO 

Dimension symbol Description Formula Dimension 

EXTERNAL (OBJECTIVE) THREAD 

“GO” SETTING THREAD PLUG GAGE (A—GO) 

Major diameter, maximum I), Max. ...... 0. 7941 
Dg Min_ _ _ Major diameter, minimum Ds Max —0.0004 _... .7937 
Eg Max___ Pitch diameter, maximum E, Max . .. .7804 
Eg Min_ __- Pitch diameter, minimum Ee Max —0.0002 ... .. _ .. .7802 

“NOT GO” SETTING THREAD PLUG GAGE (A—NOT GO) 

Major diameter, minimum /), Max _ _____ .7941 
Major diameter, maximum Dc Min +0.0004. __ _ .... . . 7945 
Pitch diameter, minimum E, Min ___ ... . _ _ .7774 
Pitch diameter, maximum Ee Min +0.0002. __ _ _ .7776 

“GO” THREAD RING GAGE 

Pitch diameter, maximum E. Max “Go” A Plug- - __ .7804 
Pitch diameter, minimum Eg Min “Go” A Plug . _ __ .7802 
Minor diameter, maximum D„ Min —2hb. . _ _ .7644 

Kg Min___ Minor diameter, minimum Ks Max —0.0004... _ .7640 

“NOT GO” THREAD RING GAGE 

Es Min . . Pitch diameter, minimum Eg Min “Not Go” A Plug . __ .7774 
Pitch diameter, maximum Eg Max “Not Go” A Plug. _ _ .7776 

Kg Min Minor diameter, minimum Es Min —p/3_ __ _ __ __ .7681 
Minor diameter, maximum KB Min +0.0004.__ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ .7685 

INTERNAL (NOSEPIECE) THREAD 

“GO” THREAD PLUG GAGE 

J)g Min___ _______ _ Major diameter, minimum Dn Min_ __ _ 0. 8000 
Major diameter, maximum Dg Min +0.0004_ ____ .8004 
Pitch diameter, minimum En Min_ _ _______ __ .7822 

Eg Max __ _ __ Pitch diameter, maximum Eg Min -{-0.0002__ .7824 

“NOT GO” THREAD PLUG GAGE 

Dg Max__ Major diameter, maximum En Max -\-p/S.____ _ _ .7945 
Major diameter, minimum Dg Max— 6.0004_ _ _ _ _ _ _ .7941 

Eg Max__ __ Pitch diameter, maximum En Max__ __ _ __ _ _ _ .7852 
Eg Min_ ___ Pitch diameter, minimum Eg Max —0.0002_ __ _ _ _ .7850 

Tolerance on lead_____ ±0.0002 in. 
Tolerance on half-angle of thread___ ±0 deg 20 min 

Table XVI.4.—Limits of size for the British microscope 
objective and nosepiece thread 

Diameter 

External (objective) thread Internal (nosepiece) thread 

Maximum Minimum Minimum Maximum 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

in. 
0. 7982 

.7804 

.7626 

mm 
20. 274 

19. 822 
19.370 

in. 
0. 7952 

.7774 

mm 
20.198 

19.746 

in. 
0.8000 

. 7822 

.7644 

mm 
20.320 

19.868 
19. 416 

in. mm 

Simple effec¬ 
tive_ 0. 7852 

.7674 
19. 944 
19. 492 

Figure XVI.3.—Basic form of Whitworth thread. 

fl=0.960491p 
ft=2/3iT=0.640327p 

P//6=0.160082p 
r=0.137329p 
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SECTION XVII. SURVEYING INSTRUMENT 
MOUNTING THREADS8 

with standard practice the thread designation is: 
“3}$—8 SPECIAL FORM, 60° thread” followed 
by all limits of size. 

1. GENERAL AND HISTORICAL 

In 1927 a manufacturers’ subcommittee working 
with the Division of Simplified Practice of the 
National Bureau of Standards prepared a specifi¬ 
cation for a tripod thread having a 60° thread 
angle and a nominal diameter of 3}{ inches, 8 
threads per inch. This thread was considered 
suitable for use with transits having horizontal 
limbs 4% inches or more in diameter at the edge 
of graduation, and also for all engineers’ levels. It 
was considered for adoption as a commercial 
standard, but as all the makers of surveying in¬ 
struments did not agree to its adoption, it does not 
have this official status at the present time. 
However, on March 6, 1958 Subcommittee No. 4 
on Miniature, Microscope Objective, and Sur¬ 
veying Instrument Threads of ASA Sectional 
Committee Bl, passed a resolution recommending 
that this thread be adopted as an American 
Standard. The dimensions of this thread were 
first circulated in 1927 as NBS Drawing B-1180. 

1. Scope.—This section covers the nominal 
dimensions and limits of size of the threaded 
portions of the base plate and the tripod head 
used for securing a surveying instrument to its 
tripod or other base of support. 

2. Definitions.— (a) Surveying instrument.— 
The term “surveying instrument” shall be deemed 
to apply to transits, levels, and similar types of 
apparatus most commonly used when mounted 
on a tripod. 

(6) Tripod head.—The tripod head is that 
portion of the tripod or other means of support 
to which the surveying instrument is affixed when 
in use. (See fig. XVII.1.) 

(c) Base plate.—The base plate is that por¬ 
tion of the surveying instrument which contains 
the thread used for fastening it to the tripod head. 
(See fig. XVII.l.) 

3. GAGE DIMENSIONS 

Recommended gage dimensions are listed in 
table XVII.2. 

INTERNAL THREAD 

(TRIPOD HEAD) 

INTERNAL 

THREAD 

EXTERNAL 

THREAD 

ALTERNATE DESIGN WITH 

CHAMFERED THREADS 

Figure XVII.l.—Surveying instrument tripod head and 
base plate. 

See table XVII.l for thread dimensions. 

2. SPECIFICATIONS 

1. Form of Thread.—The form of thread 
profile shall be the American National form as 
shown in appendix 1 of Part I of Handbook H28. 

2. Dimensions.—The thread shall have a basic 
major diameter of o}{ in. and 8 threads per inch. 
The thread dimensions are shown in table XVII.l. 

The tripod head anti base plate shall be in ac¬ 
cordance with the dimensions shown on figure 
XVII.l. 

3. Designation.—As the limits of size and 
tolerances do not correspond to a standard Unified 
or American National thread class, in accordance 

8 This section is in substantial agreement with the March 1948 proposed 
draft of the American Standards Association bearing the same title. This 
thread is specified in Federal Specification GG-T-621, Transits one-minute; 
and transit tripods. 

Table XVII.l.—Limits of size, tolerances, and allowances, 
surveying instrument mounting threads 

Diameter 

Tripod head (external) thread Base plate (internal) 
thread 

Maxi¬ 
mum 

Mini¬ 
mum 

Toler¬ 
ance 

Allow¬ 
ance 

Mini¬ 
mum 

Maxi¬ 
mum 

Toler¬ 
ance 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Major_ 
Pitch_ 
Minor_ 

in. 
3.4966 
3.4154 
3. 3432 

in. 
3.4804 
3.4110 
3.3298 

in. 
0.0162 

.0044 

.0134 

in. 
0.0034 

.0034 

.0215 

in. 
3. 5000 
3.4188 
3.3647 

in. 

3.4232 
3. 3792 

in. 

0.0044 
.0145 
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Table XVIT.2.—Recommended gage dimensions for survey¬ 
ing instrument mounting threads 

TRIPOD HEAD (EXTERNAL) THREAD 

Major diameter, max_____ 
Major diameter, min _ ... . 
Pitch diameter, max.. _ _ ... 
Pitch diameter, min_ . .. 

“Go” setting 
thread plug 

gage 

“Not go” 
setting thread 

plug gage 

in. 
3.4966 
3.4959 
3.4154 
3. 4150 

in. 
3.4811 
3.4804 
3.4114 
3. 4110 

Pitch diameter, max.... .. 
Pitch diameter, min... _ 
Minor diameter, max. 
Minor diameter, min_ . __ . 

“Go" thread 
ring gage 

“Not go” 
thread ring 

gage 

in. 
3. 4154 
3.4150 
3. 3647 
3. 3640 

in. 
3.4114 
3.4110 
3.3910 
3.3917 

BASE PLATE (INTERNAL) THREAD 

Major diameter, max._.. 
Major diameter, min. 
Pitch diameter, max_ - ... __ 
Pitch diameter, min _ __ ... _ 

“Go” thread 
plug gage 

“Not go” 
thread plug 

gage » 

in. 
3. 5007 
3. 5000 
3.4192 
3.4188 

in. 
3. 4736 
3.4729 
3. 4232 
3. 4228 

Tolerance on lead: ±0.0004 in. 
Tolerance on half-angle of thread: ±0° 5 min. 

a It will be noted that the “not go” thread plug gage is truncated on the 
major diameter below the corresponding dimension of the “go” plug gage. 
This is to insure noninterference of the “not go” gage at the major diameter. 

SECTION XVIII. PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIP¬ 
MENT THREADS9 

1. TRIPOD CONNECTIONS FOR AMERICAN CAM¬ 

ERAS; 1/4—20 UNC—1A/1B THREADS (PH3.6)9 

1. Scope.—This subsection describes the screw 
commonly used on American photographic tripods, 
and the corresponding threaded socket in cameras, 
in sufficient detail to promote the interchange- 
ability of cameras on tripods. It is not intended 
to prescribe design except for the dimensions 
affecting interchangeability. For this reason, the 
screw and socket specified herein indicate two of 
many possible general designs. 

2. Tripod Screw.—The tripod screw shall be 
in accordance with figure XVIII. 1. The screw 
shall have —20 UNC—1A threads in accordance 
with part I, section III. 

»The material included in this section is in substantial agreement with the 
following American Standards Association publications: 

PII3.6 Tripod Connections for American Cameras K-incb-20 thread 
See above. 

PH3.7 Tripod Connections for Heavy-Duty or European Cameras 
iit-inch-16 Thread with Adapter for )4-inch-20 Tripod Screws. 
See p. 42. 

PH3.10 Threads for Attaching Mounted Lenses to Photographic 
Equipment. See p. 42. 

PH3.12 Attachment Threads for Lens Accessories. See p. 42. 
PH3.23 Shutter Cable Release Tip and Socket With Taper (European) 

Thread. See p. 45. 
PH3.24 Shutter Cable Release Tip and Socket With Straight (Amer¬ 

ican) Thread. See p. 45. 
These standards are published by the American Standards Association, 
Inc., 10 E. 40th St., New York 16, N.Y. The latest revisions should be 
consulted when referring to these ASA documents. 

Figure XVIII. 1.— Tripod screw, I//—20 UNC—1A. 

The undercut in the tripod top around the base of the screw provides clear¬ 
ance for the flange found around the tripod socket in some cameras. The 
dimensions, including thread dimensions, include all plating or other finish. 

The thread dimensions are: 
Max Min 

Major diameter_ 0. 2489 in. 0. 2367 in. 
Pitch diameter_ . 2164 . 2108 
Minor diameter_ . 1876 _ 

3. Tripod Socket in Camera.10—The tripod 
socket in the camera shall be in accordance with 
figure XVIII.2. The socket shall have }{—-20 
UNC—IB threads in accordance with part I, 
section III. 

Figure XVIII.2.— Tripod socket in camera, 1/4—20 
UNC—IB. 

It is recommended that a clear area, free from obstructions, at least 2 in. 
in diameter, surround the socket in the camera. The dimensions, including 
thread dimensions, include all plating or other finish. 

The thread dimensions are: 
Min Max 

Major diameter_ 0. 2500 in. _ 
Pitch diameter_ . 2175 0. 2248 in. 
Minor diameter_ . 196 . 207 

4. Spacer.—On tripods having a screw 0.340 
in. long, it is recommended that a spacer be sup¬ 
plied for use with cameras having shallow sockets. 
The spacer shall be in accordance with figure 
XVIII.3. The threads shall be as specified in the 
preceding paragraph for the tripod socket. 

5. Heavy-Duty Applications.—For heavy- 
duty applications, it is recommended that the 
tripod connections shown in the following sub¬ 
section be used. 

10 It is recognized that some nonstandard tripod screws (probably as a 
result of plating build-up over threads machined to standard tolerances) 
have been made oversize. Where accommodation of such a nonstandard 
screw has been considered important, '%4-in. sockets have been produced 
to the following dimensions: Min Max 

Major diameter_ 0.266 in. _ 
Pitch diameter_ . 233 0.237 in. 
Minor diameter_ .211 .217 
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Figure XVIII.3.—Spacer for use on tripod with 0.840-in. 
length screw, 114—80 UNC—IB. 

The outside diameter of the spacer shall conform to that of the tripod head. 

2. TRIPOD CONNECTIONS FOR EUROPEAN CAM¬ 

ERAS (HEAVY-DUTY APPLICATIONS); 3/8—16 

UNC—1A/1B THREADS (PH3.79) 

1. Scope.—This subsection describes the screw 
used on some European photographic tripods, the 
corresponding threaded socket in cameras, and 
the bushing to adapt American tripods to Euro¬ 
pean cameras, in sufficient detail to promote the 
interchangeability of cameras on tripods. It is 
not intended to prescribe design except for the 
dimensions effecting interchangeability. For this 
reason, the screw and socket specified herein 
indicate two of many possible general designs. 

2. Tripod Screw.—The tripod screw shall be 
in accordance with figure XVIII.4. The screw 
shall have %—16 UNC—1A threads in accordance 
with part I, Section III. The thread dimensions 
are: 

Max Min 

Major diameter_ 0. 3737 in. 0. 3595 in. 
Pitch diameter_ . 3331 . 3266 
Minor diameter_ . 2970 _ 

Figure XVIII.4—Tripod screw, 818—16 UNC—1A 

The undercut in the tripod top around the base of the screw provides 
clearance for the flange found around the tripod socket in some cameras. 
The dimensions, including thread dimensions, include all plating or other 
finish. 

3. Tripod Socket in Camera.—The tripod 
socket in the camera shall be in accordance with 
figure XVIII.5. The socket shall have %—16 
UNC—IB threads in accordance with part I, 
section III. The thread dimensions are: 

Min Max 

Major diameter_ 0. 3750 in. _ 
Pitch diameter_ . 3344 0. 3429 in. 
Minor diameter_ . 307 . 321 

4. Adapter^—To adapt a tripod having a screw 
with a y4—20 UNC—1A thread as specified in 
subsection 1, above, to a camera having a tripod 
socket with a %—16 UNC—IB thread, a threaded 
bushing as shown in figure XVIII.6 is recom¬ 

mended. The bushing shall have a %—16 
UNC—1A external thread as specified in paragraph 
2 of this subsection and a %—20 UNC—IB internal 
thread as specified in paragraph 3 of subsection 1, 
page 41. 

5. For the dimensions of the —20 tripod 
screws and sockets used on American cameras, see 
subsection 1 on page 41. 

Figure XVIII.5.— Tripod socket in camera, 8/18—16 
UNC—IB. 

It is recommended that a clear area, free from obstructions, at least 2 in. 
in diameter, surround the socket in the camera. The dimensions, including 
thread dimensions, include all plating or other finish. 

Figure XVIII.6.—Adapter: 3/8—16 UNC—1A external 
thread, 1/4—20 UNC—IB internal thread. 

The dimensions, including thread dimensions, include all plating or other 
finish. 

3. THREADS FOR ATTACHING MOUNTED LENSES 

TO PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT (PH3.109) 

1. Scope.—This subsection consists of the spec¬ 
ifications for the threads used for attaching 
mounted lenses to photographic equipment, for 
example, for attaching lens barrels to lens boards 
as in the case where flanges are employed. 

2. Thread Form.—The Unified form of thread 
profile as specified in section III, part I, shall be 
used. 

3. Limits of Size, Tolerances, and Lengths 
of Threads.—The limits of size, tolerances, and 
lengths of the threads in common usage for attach¬ 
ing mounted lenses to photographic equipment 
are listed in table XVIII. 1. For sizes larger than 
shown in table XVIII.1, see footnote a to the table. 
The dimensions given in this table are not intended 
to preclude the use of threads specified by the 
Royal Microscopical Society. 

4. ATTACHMENT THREADS FOR LENS 

ACCESSORIES (PH3.129) 

1. Scope.—This subsection consists of the spec¬ 
ifications for the attachment threads for lens 
accessories. The lens accessories have an external 
thread which mates with an internal thread in the 
lens mount. 
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Table XVIII. 1.—Limits of size, tolerances, and lengths of threads for threads for attaching mounted lenses to photographic 
equipment, classes 3A/3B, UNS a 

External thread, 3Ab Internal thread, 3B b 
Maximum 

Nominal size length from 
and threads Major diameter Pitch diameter Minor Minor diameter Pitch diameter Major shoulder to 

per inch diameter diameter end of ex- 
ternal thread, 
A(Seesketch) 

Max Min Max Min Tolerance Max Min Max Min Max Tolerance Min 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
M-48_ 0. 5000 0. 4955 0. 4865 0. 4843 0. 0022 0. 4744 0. 4774 0. 4795 0. 4865 0.4894 0. 0029 0. 5000 0.156 
9i~32“_ .6250 .0190 .6047 . 6020 . 0027 . 5867 . 5910 .5969 .6047 .6082 .0035 . 6250 . 115 
24-32°_ .7500 .7440 . 7297 .7270 .0027 . 7117 . 7160 . 7219 . 7297 . 7333 . 0036 . 7500 .156 
%-32°_ .8750 .8690 .8547 .8520 .0027 .8367 .8410 .8469 .8547 .8583 .0036 .8750 .156 

1-32 °_ 1.0000 . 9940 . 9797 . 9769 .0028 .9617 .9660 .9719 .9797 . 9834 .0037 1. 0000 .160 
154-32_ 1. 1250 1. 1190 1.1047 1.1019 .0028 1. 0867 1.0912 1. 0941 1. 1047 1.1084 . 0037 1.1250 .187 
114-32_ 1. 2500 1. 2440 1.2297 1. 2268 .0029 1. 2117 1. 2162 1. 2191 1. 2297 1.2335 . 0038 1. 2500 . 187 
124-32_ 1.3750 1. 3690 1. 3547 1.3518 .0029 1. 3367 1.3412 1. 3441 1. 3547 1. 3585 .0038 1. 3750 . 187 

1)4-32_ 1. 5000 1. 4940 1.4797 1. 4767 .0030 1. 4617 1. 4662 1. 4691 1. 4797 1. 4836 .0039 1. 5000 .187 
124-32_ 1. 7500 1. 7440 1.7297 1. 7266 .0031 1.7117 1.7162 1. 7191 1. 7297 1. 7337 .0040 1. 7500 . 218 
2-24_ 2. 0000 1. 9928 1. 9729 1. 9694 . 0035 1. 9489 1.9549 1.9584 1.9729 1.9774 .0045 2. 0000 .218 
2)4-24_ 2. 2500 2. 2428 2. 2229 2. 2194 .0035 2.1989 2. 2049 2. 2084 2. 2229 2. 2274 . 0045 2. 2500 .218 

2)4-24_ 2. 5000 2. 4928 2. 4729 2. 4693 . 0036 2. 4489 2. 4549 2. 4584 2. 4729 2. 4775 .0046 2. 5000 .250 
224-24_ 2. 7500 2. 7428 2. 7229 2. 7193 . 0036 2. 6989 2. 7049 2. 7084 2. 7229 2. 7275 .0046 2. 7500 .250 
3-24_ 3. 0000 2. 9928 2. 9729 2. 9692 . 0037 2. 9489 2. 9549 2. 9584 2. 9729 2. 9777 .0048 3. 0000 .250 
314-24... 3. 5000 3. 4928 3. 4729 3. 4692 .0037 3. 4489 3. 4549 3. 4584 3. 4729 3. 4778 .0049 3. 5000 .375 

» Larger sizes than shown in the table may be specified by increments of J4 in., such larger sizes to have 24 threads per inch. Limits of size and tolerances for 
these larger sizes are to be calculated in accordance with table IV.13 of part I (class 3A/3B threads). The limits of size are to include plating, lacquer, or other 
finish. 

b Values shown are based on table IV.13 of part I. The limits of size are to include plating, lacquer, or other finish. 
” These are standard sizes of the Unified 32-thread series as given in tables 1 and 2.1 of ASA Bl. 1-1960. The standard designation for these is “UN.” 



2. Thread Form.—The American National 
thread form as specified in appendix 1, part I, 
shall be used. An example of the thread desig¬ 
nation is as follows: 0.5906-36 NS-2. 

3. Pitch.—All threads covered by this subsec¬ 
tion shall have a pitch of 0.705555 mm (0.027778 
in.). This is equivalent to 36 tpi. 

4. Thread Size.—The basic major diameters 
for these threads are shown in tables XVIII.2 
and XVIII.3 

5. Length of Threads.—See figure XVIII.7 
for the length of the threaded portion of the lens 
accessory, the length of the pilot, and the undercut 
of the thread. 

UNDERCUT, 1.30 MM 
10. OSIZ IN.) MUX 

Figure XVIII.7.—Length, pilot, and undercut of attachment 
threads for lens accessories. 

The length of the threaded portion of the lens accessory, dimension A, 
shall be 4.25 ±0.10 mm (0.1673 ±0.004 in.) for all sizes up to and including 
45.5 mm (1.7913 in.) in diameter, and 4.75 ±0.10 mm (0.1870 ±0.004 in.) for 
larger sizes. 

Table XVIII.2.—Basic major diameters of threads 

Preferred standard Secondary standard 

mm in. mm in. 
15.0 0. 5906 12.0 0. 4724 
18.0 . 7087 13.5 . 5315 
19. 5 . 7677 16. 5 . 6496 
22.0 .8061 20.5 .8071 

23.5 .9252 25.0 .9843 
26.5 1. 0433 28. 0 1. 1024 
30.0 1.1811 31.0 1.2205 
34. 5 1.3583 32. 5 1. 2795 
39. 5 1. 5551 33. 5 1.3189 

36. 5 1.4370 
38.0 1. 4961 
42. 5 1.6732 
45. 5 1.7913 

48.5 1. 9094 
51. 5 2. 0276 
54. 5 2. 1457 
57.0 2. 2441 

Table XVIII.3.—Basic major diameters of threads for 
retaining rings for series designation of filters a 

Series 
designation 

Major 
diameter 

mm in. 
IV 23. 5 0. 9252 
V 33. 346 1. 3128 

VI 44. 346 1. 7459 

VII 54. 346 2.1396 
VIII 66. 846 2. 6317 

IX 87.0 3. 4252 

“ Series is that specified by American 
Standard specification PH3.17, Photo¬ 
graphic Filter Sizes. 

a Larger sizes (62.0 mm, 67.0 mm, etc.) are to be 
by increments of 5.0 mm (0.1969 in.). 
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5. SHUTTER CABLE RELEASE TIP AND SOCKET 

WITH TAPER (EUROPEAN) THREAD (PH3.230) 

1. Scope.—-This subsection consists of the 
thread specifications for the shutter cable release 
tip and socket with taper (European) thread. 

2. Thread.—The American National thread 
form as specified in part I of Handbook H28 shall 
be used. The thread shall be 50 tpi and shall be 
adapted for taper tolerances that are the same as 
for a class 2. The thread dimensions are shown 
on figures XVIII.8 and XVIII.9. 

3. Shutter Cable Release Tip and Socket 

With Straight (American) Thread.—For the 
thread specifications of the shutter cable release 
tip and socket with straight (American) thread, 
see subsection 6 immediately following. 

Figure XVIII.8.—Shutter cable release tip with taper 
(European) thread (50 tpi). 

Figure XVIII.9.— Thread details for shutter cable release 
tip and socket with taper (European) thread (50 tpi). 

6. SHUTTER CABLE RELEASE TIP AND SOCKET 

WITH STRAIGHT (AMERICAN) THREAD 

(PH3.249) 

1. Scope.—This subsection consists of the 
thread specifications for the shutter cable release 
tip and socket with straight (American) thread 

2. Thread.—The thread shall be No. 5(.125)— 
44 NF-2 in accordance with part I of Handbook 
H28. The thread dimensions are shown in figures 
XVIII. 10 and XVIII.ll. 

3. Shutter Cable Release Tip and Socket 

With Taper (European) Thread.—For the 
thread specifications of the shutter cable release 
tip and socket with taper (European) thread, see 
subsection 5 immediately preceding this sub¬ 
section. 

Figure XVIII. 10.—Shutter cable release tip with straight 
(American) thread. 

—► -m—0.055 

MIN 

Figure XVIII.ll.—Open type shutter cable socket with 
straight (American) thread. 

SECTION XIX. MISCELLANEOUS 
THREADS 

1. 60° STUB THREADS 

The angle between the flanks of the thread is 
60°. The threads are truncated top and bottom, 
have a basic height of 0.433^, a basic thickness 
of 0.50p, and are symmetrical about a line perpen¬ 
dicular to the axis of the screw. Basic dimensions 
of the 60° stub thread are given in table XIX. 1. 
In accordance with standard practice this thread 
is designated as follows, for example: “1%—9 
SPECIAL FORM, 60° thread,” followed by all 
limits of size. 

2. MODIFIED SQUARE THREADS 

The angle between the flanks of the thread is 
10°. The threads are truncated top and bottom, 
have a basic height of 0.50^>, a basic thread thick¬ 
ness of 0.50p, and are symmetrical about a line 
perpendicular to the axis of the external thread. 
The angle of 10° results in a thread which is the 
equivalent of a “square thread” in so far as all 
practical considerations are concerned, and yet is 
capable of economical production. This thread 
form is illustrated in figure XIX. 1. In accordance 
with standard practice this thread is designated 
as follows, for example: “1%—6 SPECIAL 
FORM, 10° thread,” followed by all limits of 
size. 

Multiple thread milling cutters and ground 
thread taps should not be specified for modified 
square threads of steep lead angle without con¬ 
sulting the cutting tool manufacturer. 
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3. THREADS FOR DAIRY SANITARY FITTINGS 

Drawings showing threaded “3A” standard 
sanitary fittings for dairy applications are avail¬ 
able from the Dairy Industries Supply Association, 
1145 19th St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. These 
are Acme threads, 8 tpi. 

4. GLASS BOTTLE AND JAR THREADS 

Industry standard glass finishes, including 
standard thread profiles and pitches, for bottles 
and jars are presented on drawings available 
from the Glass Container Manufacturers Institute, 
Inc., 1625 K St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. 

Table XIX. 1.—Basic dimensions of 60° stub threads 

Figure XIX.l.—Modified square thread (10° included 
angle), basic proportions. 

p=pitch in inches 
h (basic height of thread) =0.5p 
H (total height of thread) =0.5p+clearance 
t (thickness of thread) =0.5p 
F, (flat at root of thread) =0.4563p-0.17Xclearance 
F (basic width of flat at crest of thread) =0.4563p 

Note.—A clearance should be added to h to produce extra height, thus 
avoiding interference with threads of mating parts at minor or major diam¬ 
eters . The amount of this clearance must be determined from the application 
of the thread assembly. 

Threads 
per inch 

Pitch, p 

Height 
of thread 
(basic), 

/i=0.433p 

Total a 
height of 
thread, 

(A+ 
0.02p) 

Thread 
thick¬ 
ness 

(basic), 
f=0.5p 

Width 

Crest of 
screw 

(basic), 
f=0.250p 

;f flat at 

Root of 
screw 
Fr = 

0.227p 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

in. in. in. in. in. in. 
16_ 0. 06250 0. 0271 0. 0283 0.0313 0. 0156 0.0142 
14_ .07143 . 0309 .0324 . 0357 . 0179 .0162 
12_ .08333 . 0361 .0378 .0417 . 0208 . 0189 
10_ .10000 .0433 . 0453 . 0500 .0250 .0227 
9_ . 11111 .0481 .0503 .0556 .0278 .0252 

8_ . 12500 .0541 .0566 .0625 .0313 .0284 
7... . 14286 .0619 . 0647 . 0714 .0357 .0324 
6_ . 16667 .0722 . 0755 .0833 .0417 .0378 
5_ . 20000 .0866 .0906 . 1000 .0500 .0454 
4_ . 25000 . 1083 .1133 . 1250 .0625 .0567 

aA clearance of at least 0.02p is added to h to produce extra height, thus 
avoiding interference with threads of mating part at minor or major diameters. 
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APPENDIX 10. WRENCH OPENINGS 

Table 10.1.—Standard wrench openings 

Nominal size of wrench, 
also basic or maximum 

width across flats of 
bolt and screw heads 

and nuts 

Allow¬ 
ance 

between 
bolt heads 

or nuts 
and jaws 
of wrench 

Nuts Bolts and screws Nuts 

Wl 

Min. 

ench open 

Tol. 

ings 

Max. 

Finished 
hex, 

hex-jam, 
hex- 

slotted, 
hex-thick, 
hex-thick 
slotted, 
and hex- 

castle 

Regular 
square, 

hex, 
hex-jam, 
semi-fin. 

hex, 
hex-jam, 
and hex- 
slotted 

Heavy 
square, 

hex, 
hex-jam, 
semi-fin. 

hex, 
hex-jam, 
and hex- 
slotted 

Finished 
and 

regular 
bolts, 

square, 
hex, 

semi-fin. 
hex, 

hex head 
cap 

screws 

Heavy 
bolts, 
hex, 

semi-fin. 
hex, and 
finished 

hex 

Lag 
bolts, 
square 

Set 
screws, 
square 

Machine screw 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

in. in. mm in. in . in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
0.1562 3. 969 0. 002 0. 158 0. 005 . 0163 No. 0 and No. 1 

Me . 1875 4. 762 . 002 . 190 .005 . 195 No. 10 No. 2 and No. 3 
7/§2 . 2187 5. 556 . 002 .220 .005 .225 No. 12 
H . 2500 6. 350 .002 .252 .005 .257 K No. 4 
%2 . 2812 7.144 .002 .283 .005 .288 No. 10 

. 3125 7.937 .003 .316 .006 .322 No. 5 and No. 6 
'^2 . 3438 8. 731 .003 .347 .006 . 353 No. 8 
n . 3750 9. 525 .003 .378 .006 . 384 a 14 Yi n No. 10 

.4375 11.112 . 003 .440 .006 . 446 14 H 14 He No. 12 and K 

14 .5000 12.700 .004 .504 .006 .510 Me Yi Yz 
Me . 5625 14. 287 .004 .566 .007 .573 n Me Me A n Me Me 
A .6250 15.875 . 004 .629 .007 . 636 34 He He n A 
‘He . 6875 17. 462 . 004 .692 .007 . 699 H 6 

Yz 

n 

u .7500 19.050 .005 .755 .008 .763 He He Yz Yz 3A 
'He .8125 20.637 . 005 .818 .008 . 826 y2 Me 
7/i .8750 22.225 .005 .880 .008 .888 Me Me Yz K 7A 
'Me . 9375 23. 812 .006 .944 .009 . 953 A Me A A 

1 1. 0000 25. 400 . 006 1.006 .009 1. 015 A 1 
lHe 1. 0625 26. 988 .006 1.068 .009 1. 077 a 
m 1.1250 28.575 .007 1.132 .010 1.142 U % 3A M 1!4 
in 1.2500 31.750 .007 1. 257 .010 1. 267 H % IK 

1.3125 33.338 . 008 1.320 .011 1. 331 7A A A 7A 
m 1.3750 34.925 .008 1.383 .011 1.394 m 
lHe 1. 4375 36. 512 .008 1.446 .011 1. 457 7A A 
1)4 1. 5000 38.100 .008 1. 508 .012 1. 520 l 1 1 1 1 Yz 

1H 1.6250 41.275 .009 1.634 .012 1.646 1 1 
l'He 1. 6875 42. 862 . 009 1. 696 .012 1. 708 IK m IK m 
l'Me 1.8125 46.038 .010 1. 822 .013 1. 835 m m 
l7A 1. 8750 47. 625 .010 1. 885 .013 1. 898 m 154 1U IK 

2 2. 0000 50. 800 .011 2.011 .014 2. 025 m IK 
2 Me 2. 0625 52. 388 .011 2. 074 .014 2. 088 m m m 
2Me 2.1875 55. 562 . 012 2. 200 .015 2. 215 m m 
2K 2. 2500 57.150 . 012 2. 262 .015 2. 277 l'/2 m lYz 
2 H 2.3750 60.325 .013 2. 388 .016 2. 404 1 Yz 1 Yz 
27Ae 2. 4375 61. 912 .013 2. 450 .016 2. 466 in m m 
2 Me 2. 5625 65. 088 .014 2. 576 .017 2. 593 \A m 
2H 2. 6250 66. 675 .014 2. 639 .017 2. 656 m m m 
2% 2. 7500 69. 850 .014 2. 766 .017 2. 783 m m 
2 lVi6 2. 8125 71. 438 .015 2. 827 .018 2. 845 m m m 
2l¥l6 2. 9375 74. 612 .016 2. 954 .019 2. 973 i% m 
3 3. 000 76. 200 .016 3. 016 .019 3.035 2 2 2 
3 H 3.125 79. 375 .017 3.142 .020 3.162 2 2 
3H 3. 375 85. 725 .018 3. 393 .021 3. 414 2M 2 H 2 H 
3 Yz 3. 500 88. 900 .019 3. 518 .022 3. 540 2K 2 K 
3 % 3. 750 95. 250 .020 3. 770 . 023 3. 793 2 H 2 H 2 M 
37A 3. 875 98. 425 .020 3.895 .023 3. 918 21/2 2 Yz 

4H 4.125 104.78 .022 4.147 .025 4.172 2 u 2 U 2M 
4H 4. 250 107. 95 . 022 4. 272 .025 4. 297 2% 
414 4 500 114 30 024 4 524 _ 026 4 550 3 3 3 
45/i 4. 625 117. 48 .024 4. 649 . 027 4. 676 3 3 

4. 875 123. 82 .025 4. 900 . 028 4 928 

5 5.000 127 00 . 026 5 026 029 5 055 3M 
5H 5. 250 133. 35 . 027 5 277 . 030 5 307 3y> 
5H 5. 375 136 52 . 028 5. 403 .031 5. 434 3 yz 
5H 5 625 142 88 029 5. 654 . 032 5 686 3M 
5% 5 750 146 05 030 5. 780 033 5 813 3M 

6 6 000 152 40 031 6 031 034 6. 065 4 

6'+ 6.125 155. 58 .032 6.157 .035 6.192 — 4 

• Regular square only. 
Wrenches shall be marked with the “Nominal size of wrench” which is equal to the basic or maximum width across flats of the corresponding bolt head 

or nut. 
Allowance (minimum clearance) between maximum width across flats of nut or bolt head and jaws of wrench equals (1.005 W+0.001). Tolerance on wrench 

opening=plus (0.005 W-(-0.004 from minimum). (W equals nominal size of wrench.) 
This standard is in general agreement with Appendix 1 of American Standard ASA B18.2, “Square and Hexagon Bolts and Nuts,” published by The 

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 29 W. 39th St., New York 18, N.Y. The latest revision should be consulted when referring to such standards. 
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APPENDIX 11. CLASS 5 INTERFERENCE- 
FIT THREADS, TRIAL AMERICAN 
STANDARD 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Interference-fit threads are threads in which the exter¬ 
nally threaded member is larger than the internally 
threaded member when both members are in a free state 
and which, when assembled, become the same size and 
develop a high resistance to any applied unscrewing torque 
through elastic compression, plastic movement of material, 
or both. By custom, these threads are designated class 5. 

The standards previously published in this handbook 
were helpful in stabilizing design; however, in spite of 
restrictive tolerance, loosening or breakage of externally 
threaded members has been all too frequent. They also 
established minimum and maximum torque values, the 
validity of which has been generally accepted in service 
for the past 20 years. 

This trial standard 1 is based on 10 years of research, 
testing, and field study, and represents the first attempt 
to establish an American standard for interference fit 
threads. It is predicated on the following conclusions 
which have been drawn from the research and field 
experience: 

(1) Materials of the external and internal interference 
fit threads comjuress elastically during assembly and when 
assembled. 

(2) During driving, plastic flow of materials occurs, 
resulting in either an increase of the external thread major 
diameter, or a decrease in the internal thread minor 
diameter, or both. 

(3) Relieving the external thread major diameter and 
the internal thread minor diameter to make allowance for 
plastic flow eliminates the main causes of seizing, galling, 
and abnormally high and erratic driving torques. 

(4) Such reliefs require an increase in the pitch diame¬ 
ter interference in order to obtain driving torques within 
the range previously established. (In driving studs, it 
was found that the minimum driving torque should be 
about 50 percent of the torque required to break loose a 
properly tightened nut.) 

(5) Lubricating only the internal thread results in more 
uniform torques than lubricating only the external thread 
and is almost as beneficial as lubricating both external 
and internal threads. 

(6) For threads having truncated profile, torques in¬ 
crease directly as the pitch diameter interference for low 
interferences, but torques soon become practically con¬ 
stant and increase little, if at all, with increases of inter¬ 
ference. Obviously, for uniformity of driving torques, it 
is desirable to work with greater interferences. 

(7) Comparatively large pitch diameter interferences 
can tie tolerated provided that the external thread major 
diameter and internal thread minor diameter are ade¬ 
quately relieved, and proper lubrication is used during 
assembly. 

(8) Driving torque increases directly with turns of en¬ 
gagement. (For thin wall applications, it may be desir¬ 
able to use longer engagement rather than large pitch 
diameter interference to obtain desired driving torque.) 

(9) Studs should be driven to a predetermined depth. 
“Bottoming” or “shouldering” should be avoided. “Bot¬ 
toming,” which is engagement of the threads of the stud 
with the incomplete threads at the bottom of a shallow 
drilled and tapped hole causes the stud to stop suddenly, 
thus inviting failure in torsional shear. “Shouldering,” 
which is the practice of driving the stud until the thread 
runout engages with the top threads of the hole, creates 
radial compressive stresses and upward bulging of the 
material at the top of the hole. This results in erratic 
variations in free stud length after driving. 

As application experience is gained by users of this 

i This trial standard is identical in all technical features with the current 
draft standard developed by Subcommittee No. 10 of ASA Sectional Com¬ 
mittee B1 on the Standardization and Unification of Screw Threads. 

standard, it is urged that results, good or bad, be reported 
to the Industrial Fasteners Institute, 1517 Terminal Tower, 
Cleveland, Ohio, with copy to Standards Department, The 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 29 West 39th 
Street, New York 18, N.Y. Future adjustments to the 
standard will be based largely on such field reports. 

2. SCOPE 

This trial standard 1 provides dimensional tables for 
external and internal interference fit (class 5) threads of 
modified Unified form in the coarse thread series, sizes J4 
to 1 J4 in. It is intended that designs conforming with 
this standard will provide adequate torque conditions 
which fall within the limits shown in table 11.3. These 
torque limits are the same as those in H28(1944) and the 
1950 Supplement. The minimum torques are intended 
to be sufficient to ensure that externally threaded mem¬ 
bers will not loosen in service; the maximum torques 
establish a limit below which seizing, galling or torsional 
failure of the externally threaded components is unlikely. 
See figure 11.1 for conditions of fit. 

3. DESIGN AND APPLICATION DATA 

Following are conditions of usage and inspection on 
which satisfactory application of products made to dimen¬ 
sions in tables 11.1, 11.2, and 11.3 are predicated. 

1. Thread Designations.—(a) The following thread 
designations provide a means of distinguishing the Trial 
American Standard class 5 threads of this standard from 
the tentative class 5 and alternate class 5 threads specified 
previously in Handbook H28. It also distinguishes be¬ 
tween external and internal Trial American Standard 
class 5 threads. 

(b) Trial class 5 external threads are designated as 
follows: 

NC5 HF —For driving in hard ferrous material of 
hardness over 160 BHN. 

NC5 CSF—For driving in copper alloy and soft fer¬ 
rous material of 160 BHN or less. 

NC5 ONF—For driving in other nonferrous material 
(nonferrous materials other than copper 
alloys), any hardness. 

(c) Trial class 5 internal threads are designated as 
follows: 

NC5 IF —Entire ferrous material range. 
NC5 INF—Entire nonferrous material range. 

2. Studs.—(a) Inspection.—Since angle and lead de¬ 
viations are not as critical factors as in free fitting screw 
threads, the controlling element for class 5 threaded pro¬ 
ducts is pitch diameter. This element can be satisfactorily 
checked by an optical comparator, a thread micrometer, or 
thread snap gages having anvils that are not affected by 
lead or angle. For rapid and convenient control in mass 
production, the use of “go” and “not go” snap gages is 
recommended. Ring gages may be used, but their use is 
not primarily recommended. The “not go” ring gage shall 
stop at 1)4 turns or less engagement in order to maintain 
minimum pitch diameter interference. W thread setting 
plugs shall be used for all gages, and tolerances shall be 
applied within the product limits. The maximum major 
diameter of the truncated portion of the truncated setting 
plug should be equal to the minimum major diameter 
of the stud thread. If the threads are zinc, cadmium, or 
copper plated, limits are applicable before plating. 

(6) Points.—Points of externally threaded components 
should be chamfered or otherwise reduced to a diameter 
below the minimum minor diameter of the thread. 

(c) Workmanship.-—Studs should be free from excessive 
nicks, burrs, chips, grit, or other extraneous material before 
driving. 

3. Stud Materials.—The length of engagement, depth 
of thread engagement, and pitch diameter limits in tables 
11.1, 11.2, and 11.3 are designed to produce adequate 
torque conditions when heat-treated medium-carbon steel 
studs, ASTM A-325 (SAE grade 5) or better, are used. 
In many applications, case-carburized studs and unheat- 
treated medium-carbon steel studs, SAE grade 4, are sat¬ 
isfactory. SAE grades 1, 2, and 8 may be desirable under 
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MAX MATERIAL STUD 
(LARGEST STUD) 

MAX MAJOR DIA- 

MAX PITCH DIA - 

MINOR DIA — 

(OESIGN FORM) 

MAXIMUM INTERFERENCE 

MINIMUM INTERFERENCE 

Figure 11.1.—Illustrations showing maximum and minimum interferences, class 5 threads. 
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Table 11.1.—Limits of size, external threads, class 5 

Major diameter 

NC5 HF for driving in NC5 CSF for driving NC5 ONF for driving Pitch diameter, design Minor 
ferrous material with in brass and ferrous in nonferrous except form diameter 

Sizes and threads per inch hardness greater than material with hardness brass (any hardness), 
160 Bhn, Le=1M dia equal to or less than Lt=254 dia 

160 Bhn, Lt—\l/i dia 

Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
H- 20___ 0. 2470 0. 2408 0. 2470 0. 2408 0. 2470 0. 2408 0.2230 0. 2204 0.1932 
(H 6“ 18___ . 3080 . 3020 .3090 .3030 . 3090 . 3030 . 2829 .2799 . 2508 
24-16 ___ _ _ . _ - -- . 3690 . 3626 .3710 .3646 .3710 . 3646 . 3414 .3382 . 3053 
346-14_ ... ... . .. - .4305 .4233 .4330 .4258 .4330 .4258 .3991 .3955 .3579 

1/2-13___ .4920 . 4846 .4950 .4876 .4950 .4876 .4584 .4547 .4140 
9i6-12 _ . 5540 . 5460 . 5580 . 5495 . 5580 . 5495 .5176 . 5136 .4695 
94-11___ . 6140 .6056 . 6195 . 6111 . 6195 . 6111 . 5758 .5716 .5233 
94-10_____ . 7360 . 7270 .7440 .7350 . 7440 . 7350 . 6955 .6910 . 6378 
94-9___ .8600 .8502 .8685 .8587 .8685 .8587 .8144 .8095 .7503 

1-8_______ .9835 .9727 .9935 .9827 . 9935 .9827 .9316 .9262 .8594 
114-7_ 1.1070 1.0952 1. 1180 1.1062 1. 1180 1.1062 1.0465 1.0406 . 9640 
1J4-7--- 1.232 1. 220 1. 2430 1. 2312 1.2430 1. 2312 1.1715 1. 1656 1. 0890 
194-6...____ 1.356 1.341 1. 3680 1. 3538 1.3680 1.3538 1. 2839 1.2768 1.1877 
194-6__- 1.481 1.467 1.4930 1.4788 1. 4930 1. 4788 1. 4089 1.4018 1. 3127 

a This table is based on externally threaded members being steel ASTM A-325 (SAE grade 5) or better. It is for rolled, cut, or ground threads. 

Table 11.2.—Limits of size, internal threads, class 5 a 

Sizes and threads per inch 

NC5 IF Ferrous material NC5 INF Nonferrous material 
Pitch diameter Major 

diameter 
Minor diameter 

Tap drill 
Minor diameter 

Tap drill 

Min Max Min Max Min Max Min 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
H-20----- 0. 196 0. 206 '364 in. 0. 196 0. 206 in. 0. 2175 0. 2201 0. 2500 
516-18_ . 252 . 265 G .252 . 265 G .2764 . 2794 . 3125 
34-16___ . 307 .321 O .307 . 321 O . 3344 . 3376 .3750 
316-14___ .374 .381 34 .360 . 372 U .3911 . 3947 .4375 

5-4-13..... .431 .440 
/ 11.0mm 
1 0.4330 

) . 417 . 429 27A« .4500 .4537 .5000 

346-12..... .488 .497 12. 5mm . 472 . 485 3H 4 . 5084 . 5124 .5625 
34-11_ . 544 . 554 35/64 . 527 . 540 134s . 5660 . 5702 . 6250 
U-io_ .061 . 078 «/64 .642 .655 16. 5mm . 6850 .6895 . 7500 
5-4-9___ . 777 .789 2342 .755 .770 4%4 .8028 . 8077 .8750 

1-8....... .890 . 904 57M .865 .880 34 . 9188 .9242 1. 0000 
1J-4-7—__ 1.000 1.015 1 . 970 . 991 6364 1. 0322 1. 0381 1. 1250 
154-7_ 1. 125 1. 140 134 1.095 1. 115 1364 1. 1572 1. 1631 1. 2500 
134-6___ 1.229 1. 247 l1344 1. 195 1. 213 11364 1.2667 1. 2738 1. 3750 
15-4-6_____ 1.354 1.372 12364 1. 320 1.338 l23fi4 1. 3917 1. 3988 1. 5000 

a This table is based on externally threaded members being steel ASTM A-325 (SAE grade 5) or better. It is for rolled, cut, or ground threads. 
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certain conditions. This trial standard is not intended to 
cover the use of studs made of stainless steel, silicon 
bronze, brass or similar materials. Where such materials 
are used, the dimensions listed herein will probably require 
adjustment based on pilot experimental work with the 
combination of materials involved. 

4. Holes.—(a) Inspection.—Gages in accordance with 
Part I, section VI, shall be used. “Go” plain plug and 
“go” thread plug gages should be inserted to full depth in 
order to detect the effect of excessive drill or tap wear at 
the bottom of the hole. “Not go” thread plug gages 
should not enter more than IV threads. Holes shall be 
clean from grit, chips, oil, or other extraneous material 
prior to gaging. 

(6) Countersinks.—Holes shall be countersunk to a 
diameter greater than the major diameter in order to 
facilitate starting of the studs and to prevent raising a lip 
around the hole after the stud is driven. 

(c) Cleanliness.—Holes shall be free from chips, grit, or 
other foreign material before driving studs. 

5. Lead and Angle Deviations.—This trial standard 
does not provide control for lead and angle deviations. 
Angle and lead deviations are not normally objectionable, 
since they contribute to interference and this is the purpose 
of the class 5 thread. Experience may dictate the need for 
imposing some limits under certain conditions. 

6. Lubrication.— (a) For driving in ferrous material, 
a good lubricant sealer should be used, particularly in the 
hole. A noncarbonizing type of lubricant, (such as a 
rubber-in-water dispersion) is suggested. The lubricant 
shall be applied to the hole and it may also be applied to 
the stud. In applying it to the hole, care must be taken so 
that an excess amount of lubricant will not cause the stud 
to be impeded by hydraulic pressure in a blind hole. 

(b) When class 5 threaded products are driven in non- 
ferrous materials, lubrication may not be needed. Recent 
British research recommends the use of medium gear oil 
for driving in aluminum. In American research it has 
been observed that the minor diameter of lubricated tapped 
holes in nonferrous materials may tend to close in, that is 
be reduced in driving; whereas with an unlubricated hole 
the minor diameter may tend to open up in some cases. 

(c) Where sealing is involved, a lubricant should be 
selected which is insoluble in the medium being sealed. 

7. Driving Speed.—This trial standard makes no 
recommendation for driving speed. Some opinion has 
been advanced that careful selection and control of driving 
speed is desirable to obtain optimum results with various 
combinations of surface hardness and roughness. Field 
experience with threads made to this standard may 
indicate what limitations should be placed on driving 
speeds. 

8. Relation op Driving Torque to Length of 

Engagement.—Torques increase directly as the length 
of engagement. American research indicates that this 
increase is proportionately more rapid as size increases. 

9. Breakloose Torques after Reapplication.— 

This trial standard does not establish recommended re¬ 
application breakloose torques in cases where repeated 
usage is involved. Field experience with a large variety 
of sizes and materials will be needed to establish adequate 
values. 

10. Assembly Torques for Reapplication.—This 
trial standard does not establish assembly torques for 
reapplication. Field experience with a large variety of 
sizes and materials will be necessary to determine the 
torques which will insure the same performance where 
repeated usage is involved. 

Table 11.3.—Interferences, lengths of engagement, and torques, class 5 a 

Sizes and threads per inch 

+-20. 

Vie-18 

54-16. 

Interferences on pitch 
diameter 

Max 

in. 
0. 0055 

.0065 

.0070 

in. 
0.0003 

.0005 

.0006 

Engagement lengths, external thread lengths and tapped hole depths 

In brass and ferrous 

Vie 

25fe 

45fe 

T,o 

in. 

% +•125 
78 -.000 

!5^+-139 
^--.000 
M.+.1S6 
/16-. 000 

77, min d 

45fe 

LA 

In nonferrous except brass 

Tunind 

in. 
11/ +-125 

000 

55/fi4+-139 
/64-.000 

,+■ 156 
2-.000 

life] 

9 

'Vie 

55fe 

life 

Approx, torque at hill 
engagement of 1+D 

in ferrous material 

Max 

ft-lb 

Min 

ft-lb 
3 

6 

10 

+6-14. 
+2-13. 
+6-12. 

.0080 

.0084 

.0092 

.0008 

.0010 

.0012 

3 Vi 

H 

*Vei 

1U.+-179 
T®2—.000 

y.+. 192 
^-.OOO 

25fe 
+.208 
-.000 

2+2 1562 113/ +.179 
1 ?64-.000 

54 154 ,,,+.192 
^-.OOO 

2+S2 l+fe 13S, +.208 
L /64-.000 

45 

75 

90 

15 

20 

30 

54-11- 

Vi-10 

54-9.. 

.0098 

.0105 

.0116 

.0014 

.0015 

.0018 

25fe 1 + 6+'227 1 + 6 
/l6-.000 

1 + 6 m+-250 
i78-.000 

m 

1542 15/.+- 278 
1A 6-.000 

1 + 6 

1+6 ,,,, +.227 
1"/fe-. 000 

i25fe 

m ou +.250 
21^_.000 

2+6 
2+6 913-6 “l-1 278 2 ^2-.000 

2+fe 

120 

190 

250 

37 

60 

90 

1-8... 

m-7. 

1+-7. 

.0128 

.0143 

.0143 

.0020 

.0025 

.0025 

1J4 

145fe 

1+16 

1+2 
+.312 

.000 
ill/ 357 
1 Hel.ooo 

17/+• 357 
1/8-.000 

1 + 2+2 234+' 312 
2/4-. 000 

U + 6 21 + 6 03/-H-- 357 
35fe_ ooo 

m 3+ 07/ -f-. 357 
3/16-.ooo 

254 

35fe 

3+6 

400 

470 

580 

125 

155 

210 

156-6. 

1+-6. 

. 0172 .0030 

. 0172 .0030 

l25fe 

154 

91/ +-417 
2/f6-. 000 

2U+- 417 
7/4-.000 

2+6 

2 Vi 

3+6 

354 

,25,„+. 417 
3%-.000 

4U+-417 

325fe 

4+ 

705 

840 

250 

325 

a This table is based on externally threaded members being ASTM A-325 (SAE grade 5) or better. It is for rolled, cut, or ground threads. 
b I,= Length of engagement. 
0 T„=External thread length. 
d Ti,=Depth of full form thread in hole. 
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4. TABLES OF DIMENSIONS, TORQUES, AND 

INTERFERENCES 

Tables 11.1 and 11.2 of the standard are based on engage¬ 
ment lengths, external thread lengths, and tapping hole 
depths specified in table 11.3 and in compliance with the 
above design and application data. 

Table 11.1 contains the limits of size for external threads. 
(a) For each size, it contains one set of pitch diameter 

limits regardless of material involved. The minimum 
pitch diameter is larger than the basic pitch diameter of 
comparable UNC series threads. 

(b) For driving into brass and into ferrous materials 
having hardness under 160 Bhn, the length of engagement 
is l}i D. For driving into other nonferrous materials, the 
length of engagement is 2)4 D. In both cases, the minimum 
major diameter is approximately that of the minimum 
major diameter for class 2A. 

(c) For driving into ferrous material of 160 Bhn and 
harder, the length of engagement is 1J4 D; however, the 
maximum and minimum major diameter limits are reduced 
to permit plastic flow and to reduce and stabilize driving 
torque. 

Table 11.2 contains the limits of size for internal threads. 
(a) One set of pitch diameter limits is maintained for 

each size regardless of material. 
(b) The hole minor diameter limits are the same as those 

of class 3 for all sizes in nonferrous materials and for sizes 
up to and including % in. in ferrous materials. 

For /in, in. and larger sizes in ferrous materials, the 
minor diameters have been enlarged slightly in order to 
reduce driving torques, and tolerances have been adjusted. 

Table 11.3 gives interferences and engagement lengths. 
For lengths of engagement of l}iD, the external thread 
length and depth of full form threads in tapped holes are 
set at 1 %D with a tolerance of plus 2y2p, minus 0. For 
lengths of engagement of 2y2D, the length of external 
thread and depth of full form thread in the tapped hole 
are set at 2%D with a tolerance of plus 2)4 pitches, minus 0. 

5. EXTENSION OF THE STANDARD 

1. Small Sizes (Under }■{ in.).—By using the new 
principles upon which this standard is based, stud sizes 
may be extended downward. However, adequate data 
are not now (1958) available to permit setting a standard. 
American research indicates that on smaller sizes the main 
reliance for producing adequate breakloose torques should 
be placed on pitch diameter interference and not on in¬ 
creasing the length of engagement. Extension of the 
standard is being investigated further. 

2. Large Sizes (Over 1)4 in.).—Although there is 
some current usage of interference fits on large size threads, 
adequate data is not now (1958) available to permit 
setting a standard on larger sizes. 

3. Fine Thread Series.—Use of the coarse thread series 
is urged unless requirements for strength of the stud make 
a finer pitch necessary. No research data are available 
now (1958) to enable the setting of a trial standard for 
fine thread studs having reduced major diameters. Indica¬ 
tions are, however, that the product of the ratio: 

Class 2A UNF PD tolerance 

Class 2A UNC PD tolerance 

and the following coarse thread characteristics will probably 
work: 

(a) stud major diameter tolerance, 
(b) stud pitch diameter tolerance, 
(c) minimum interference. 

Similarly, the above principles observed in setting the pitch 
and major diameter limits on the fine series class 5 external 
thread may be followed in deriving the pitch and minor 
diameters of the internal thread for the fine series. 

4. 8-Thread Series. The 8-thread series is now (1958) 
being investigated. 

APPENDIX 12. THE TIGHTENING OF 

THREADED FASTENERS TO PROPER 

TENSION 

The effectiveness of a threaded fastener usually depends 
on the degree to which it is initially tightened, and in some 
applications the amount of prestressing within a narrow 
range of tension is critical. For example, sufficient tension 
must be produced in pipe flange bolts to exceed the longi¬ 
tudinal forces caused by the pressure in the piping, so that, 
the flanged connection does not leak. The same problem 
is faced in tightening the nuts on the cylinder head of an 
engine block, so that the studs are all stressed equally and 
to a tension that precludes leakage. In statically loaded 
structures in which there is a clearance between the bolt 
and the members held together the clamping tension is 
important where rigidity of joints is desired to prevent 
relative motion of such members. In structures subjected 
to varying or alternating stresses, the range of the dynamic 
stress in the members varies with the bolt tension, and 
consequently the fatigue strength varies with the bolt 
tension. 

Factors affecting the maintenence of bolt tension are the 
proportion of seating area to thread cross-section, elastic 
properties of the seating material, stretch of the bolt, 
or creep of the bolt under load. The use of washers or 
other springy members in a fastener assembly tends to 
reduce the amount of external load that can be applied to 
a prestressed fastener before the load becomes additive to 
the initial bolt tension. 

In the design of bolted connections, enough experience 
is generally available to determine the amount of the 
required tension. To assure that such tension is actually 
induced in the bolt, screw, or stud when the joint is 
assembled requires a method that either directly or 
indirectly measures or determines the amount of tension. 

In the laboratory the tension induced in a bolt by 
tightening the nut can be accurately determined in a 
tensile testing machine. In the practical application of 
fasteners there are five generally used methods for setting 
bolt tension, as follows: 

1. Micrometer method, in which both ends of the bolt 
must be accessible to measure the change in the overall 
length of the bolt. 

2. “Feel” method, applicable only when the desired 
tensile stress is just beyond the yield point of the bolt 
material. 

3. Torque measurement methods, which require that 
the torque-tension relationship be established for the 
specific conditions of assembly. 

4. Angular turn-of-the-nut method. 
5. Use of special devices for controlling tension. 

1. MICROMETER METHOD 

When a bolt is tightened, it elongates as the tension in 
the bolt is increased. Since the modulus of elasticity is 
practically constant at 29,500,000 psi for all steels at room 
temperature, the following formula applies: 

Desired stress in bolt in psi 

29,500,000 
= elongation in inches per inch 

'f effective length, Le (see 
g. 12.1.) 

Example: For a length Le of 5 in. and a desired stress of 
45,000 psi, 

45,000 . 
Elongation = 2g-^QQ^jQQX5 = 0.0076 in. 

To apply this method, the length of the bolt is measured 
by a micrometer before tightening. The bolt is then 
tightened until it has elongated the required amount. 
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4. ANGULAR TURN OF NUT METHOD 

EQUAL ■EQUAL EQUAL- 

-Le INCHES — 

J 

■ EQUAL 

A procedure that is consistently being used in the in¬ 
stallation of high strength bolts in structures is based on 
the turn-of-the-nut method. The nut is first tightened 
to seat the contacting surfaces firmly. It is then loosened 
sufficiently, if deemed necessary, to just release the bolt 
tension. This nut is then tightened through a specified 
fraction of a turn to produce the required bolt tension. 
The angle through which the nut should be turned will be 
different for each bolt size, length, material, threads per 
inch, and will also vary with the elastic properties of the 
abutting material. 

5. USE OF SPECIAL DEVICES FOR CONTROLLING 

TENSION 

Figure 12.1.—Effective length applicable in elongation 
formula. 

The micrometer method is applicable for bolts that are 
threaded their entire length or for bolts that are so designed 
that the elongation will be uniform throughout the length. 
This method is not practical for general use but may be 
used for spot checking. It may also be applicable in es¬ 
tablishing torque-tension relationships when a tensile 
testing machine is not available. 

2. “FEEL” METHOD 

Authorities agree that when an assembly has been prop¬ 
erly designed, the yield point of the bolt may be slightly 
exceeded without harmful results. When a skilled work¬ 
man is tightening a nut, he can “feel” a very slight yield 
in the bolt when the yield point has been reached, and he 
stops tightening when he feels this yield. 

3. TORQUE MEASUREMENT METHOD 

In most applications of threaded fasteners, it is not 
practicable to measure directly the tension produced in 
each fastener during assembly. Fortunately, for many 
applications the tension may be controlled within satis¬ 
factory limits by applying known torques in tightening 
the nuts on the bolts or studs. Tests in numerous labora¬ 
tories have shown that satisfactory torque-tension rela¬ 
tionships may be established for a given set of conditions, 
but that the change of any one variable may alter the 
relationship markedly. Because of the fact that most of 
the applied torque is absorbed in indeterminate friction, a 
change in the surface roughness of the bearing surfaces or 
of the threads, or a change in lubrication will drastically 
affect the friction and thus the torque-tension relationship. 
Thus, it must be recognized that a given torque will not 
always produce a definite stress in the bolt but will prob¬ 
ably induce a stress that lies in a stress range that is 
satisfactory. 

The torque-tension relationship for a given set of con¬ 
ditions may be established by means of a torque-wrench 
in combination with a tensile testing machine or by the 
micrometer method described above. When both ends of 
a fastener are not accessible for measurement, if the diam¬ 
eter of the bolt or stud is sufficiently large an axial hole 
may be drilled in it, see figure 12.2. By applying a mi¬ 
crometer depth gage to determine the change in depth of 
the hole during tightening of the fastener the tension can 
be determined. 

Figure 12.2.—Drilling for elongation determination when 
one end is not accessible. 

There are some specialized proprietary devices avail¬ 
able whose function is accurately to control the tension 
induced in the bolt. These devices are operative even 
when both ends of the fastener are not available for meas¬ 
urement. They are known as preload indicating washers, 
load sensitive screws, and tru-load bolts. 

(а) Preload indicating washer.—This device consists of 
two concentric steel rings sandwiched between two close- 
tolerance, hardened steel washers. The inner ring is 
smaller in diameter and higher than the outer by a pre¬ 
determined amount. A known preload in the bolt is 
indicated when the inner ring is compressed to the point 
where the outer ring can no longer be moved freely by 
means of a pin inserted into one of the peripheral holes. 

(б) Load sensitive screw.—A screw is made load sensitive 
by having a special resistance-type strain gage potted 
axially at its center. The change in resistance of the strain 
gage is read on a calibrated potentiometer as actual bolt 
tension. 

(c) Tru-load bolt.—The “tru-load” bolt provides a 
positive means for indicating the actual tensile loading 
on a bolt by the amount of elongation. It consists of 
almost any kind of bolt modified to contain a pin inserted 
along the axis of the bolt. The pin is in contact with the 
bolt only at the inner end. The pin usually is made to 
be flush with the bolt head surface before loading. As 
the bolt is loaded, the elongation produced in the bolt 
causes the pin surface to move below the reference surface. 
This change in distance is converted directly into unit 
stress by gaging with a calibrated dial gage. 

For some applications, it may be desirable to have the 
indicating pin extend above the top of the bolt before 
tightening. When the load is applied, the pin withdraws 
into the bolt. The length of the pin is such that when the 
full load has been applied, the pin will be drawn in until it 
is flush with the top of the bolt. A dial depth gage reading 
of zero then indicates full preload. 
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APPENDIX 13. THREE-WIRE METHOD OF 

MEASUREMENT OF PITCH DIAMETER 

OF 29° ACME, 29° STUB ACME, AND 

BUTTRESS THREADS2 

The computed value for the pitch diameter of a screw 
thread gage obtained from readings over wires will depend 
upon the accuracy of the measuring instrument used, 
the contact load, and the value of the diameter of the 
wires used in the computations. In order to measure 
the pitch diameter of a screw-thread gage to an accuracy 
of 0.0001 inch by means of wires, it is necessary to know 
the wire diameters to 0.00002 in. Accordingly, it is 
necessary to use a measuring instrument which reads 
accurately to 0.00001 in. 

Variations in diameter around the wire should be deter¬ 
mined by rotating the wire between a measuring contact 
and an anvil having the form of a V-groove cut on a 
cylinder and having the same flank angles, 14°30', as the 
thread to be measured. As thus measured the limit on 
roundness deviation shall be 0.00005 in. 

To avoid a permanent deformation of the material of 
the wires and gages it is necessary to limit the contact 
load, and for consistent results a standard practice as to 
contact load in making wire measurements of hardened 
screw thread gages is necessary. 

In the case of Acme threads the wire presses against 
the sides of the thread with a pressure of approximately 
twice that of the measuring instrument. This would 
indicate that the diameter of the wires should be measured 
against a hardened cylinder having a radius equal to the 
radius of curvature of the helical surface of the thread 
at the point of contact, using approximately twice the 
load to be used in making pitch diameter readings. As 
with 60° threads it is not practical to use such a variety 
of sizes, and it is recommended that the measurements of 
wire diameter be made between a flat contact and a 
0.750-in. hardened and accurately finished steel cylinder. 
To limit the tendency of the wires to wedge in and deform 
the sides of an Acme thread, it is recommended that pitch 
diameter measurements on 8 tpi and finer be made at 
1 lb. For coarser pitches and larger wires the deformation 
of wires and threads is less than for finer pitches. Further¬ 
more, the coarser pitches are used on larger and heavier 
product, on which the pitch diameter tolerance is greater 
and a larger measuring load may be required to make 
satisfactory measurements. It is, therefore, recommended 
that for tpi coarser than 8, the pitch diameter be 
measured at 2lb. 

The standard specification for wires and standard 
practice in the measurement of wires stated in H28 (1957) 
Part I, Appendix 4, p. 196, are applicable to wires for 
Acme, Stub Acme, and Buttress threads, with the above- 
stated exceptions as to angle of V-groove and limit on 
roundness. 

2 See Appendix 4, Part I, parts of which are applicable to this appendix. 
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1. ACME AND STUB ACME THREADS (29°) 

The combination of small flank angle and large lead 
angle that is characteristic of Acme threads results in 
a relatively large lead-angle correction to be applied in 
wire measurements of pitch diameter of such threads. In 
the case of multiple-start threads the geometry is such 
that it is no longer feasible to make the usual simplifying 
assumptions as to the positions of contact of the wire in 
the thread. Accordingly, in this appendix measurements 
of single-start threads (with lead angles generally less 
than 5°) are treated as they were in the 1950 Supplement 
to H28 (1944), w’hereas for threads having lead angles 
greater than 5° the necessary refinements in the calculations 
are presented. 

(a) SINGLE-START EXTERNAL THREADS 

The general formula 3 is: 

r»ot (Y 

E = Mw + -(1 + cosec a') (1) 

in which 

E= pitch diameter, 
Mw=measurement over wires, 

a=balf-angle of thread, 
n=threads per inch= 1/pitch, 
w = wire diameter, 
a' = tan_1 (tan a cos X) 
\=lead angle at pitch diameter. 

For a half-angle of 14°30', formula (1) takes the form 

„ 1.933 357 ,, . 
E = MW-1-w(l+cosec a') (2) 

n 

The diameter, w, of the wires used should be as close as 
practicable to the size that will contact the flanks of the 
thread at the pitch line, to minimize errors caused by 
deviations of the flank angle from nominal value. The 
best-size wire, to be applied only where the lead angle does 
not exceed approximately 5°, may be taken as 

sec a 0.516 450 

for wrhich values are tabulated in table 13.1. 

Table 13.1.—Wire sizes and constants, single-start Acme 
and Stub-Acme threads (29°) 

Threads per inch 

Pitch, 
1 

P = n 

Wire sizes a 

Best, 
0.516450p 

Maximum, 
0.650013p 

Minimum, 
0.487263p 

1 2 3 4 5 

in. in. in. in. 
16_ 0. 06250 0. 03228 0. 04063 0. 03045 
14_ .07143 . 03689 . 04643 .03480 
12_ .08333 . 04304 .05417 . 04061 
10_ . 10000 .05164 .06500 . 04873 

9_ .11111 .05738 .07222 .05414 
8_ .12500 .06456 . 08125 . 06091 
7_ .14286 .07378 . 09286 .06961 
6_ . 16667 .08608 .10834 . 08121 

5_ .20000 .10329 . 13000 .09745 
4 _ .25000 .12911 .16250 .12182 
3 VS_ . 28571 . 14756 .18572 . 13922 
3 _ . 33333 . 17215 .21667 .16242 

2 VS__ .40000 . 20658 . 26001 .19491 
2 .50000 . 25822 . 32501 . 24363 
1 VS__ . 66667 . 34430 . 43334 . 32484 

1VS_ .75000 .38734 .48751 . 36545 
1 _ 1. 00000 . 51645 . 65001 . 48726 

Based on zero lead angle. 

2 Equation (2), 1128 (1957) Part I, p. 197. 



For standard diameter-pitch combinations of Acme or 
Stub Acme threads, and if the best-size wire is used, the 
computations are simplified by the use of tables 13.2 or 
13.3, thus 

E=MW-col. 7, (4) 

or, if E differs appreciably from the basic value given in 
column 3, 

E=MW-col. 7-100 (col. 3-Fi) col. 8, (5) 

where E1 = MW— col. 7. 
If the measured wire diameter, w', differs slightly (not 

more than 0.0003 in.) from the best size, w, shown in 
column 4 

E—Mw— col. 7 — 5 («/ — w) —100 (col. 3 — Ef) col. 8. (6) 

However, the correction derived from column 8 is seldom 
significant in amount for standard diameter-pitch com¬ 
binations. 

Values of the term (1 + cosec a') are given in tal 
for use when threads of other than standard diametd 
combinations are to be measured. Values for 
mediate lead angles may be determined by interpa 

The three-wire measurement of Stub Acme tLieacis 
corresponds to that of 29° Acme threads. However, 
because of the shallower root on the Stub Acme threads, 
no smaller wire than the best-size wire given in table 13.3 
shall be used. There can be instances when the best-size 
wire will touch the thread root. Hence, a check should 
always be made to ensure that the wires do not touch the 
thread root. 

(b) MULTIPLE-START EXTERNAL THREADS 

Multiple-start threads commonly have lead angles 
greater than 5°. In those exceptional cases that have 
smaller lead angles the procedures described above may 
be applied. For larger lead angles there are two pro¬ 
cedures available that give almost identical results; that 
is the discrepency between the values obtained for the 

Table 13.2.—Values for wire measurements of single-start standard Acme threads (39°) 

Sizes Threads 
per inch 

Basic pitch 
diameter 

Best wire size, 
0.516450 

w — -- 
n 

cot 14°30' 

In 
a>(l-(-coseca') Col. 6 minus 

col. 5 a 

Change in 
cols. 6 and 7 
per 0.01 in. 
change in 

pitch diame¬ 
ter (col. 3) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

All general purpose and classes 2C, 3C, and 40 centralizing 

in. 
H___ 16 

in. 
0. 2188 

in. 
0. 03228 0.120835 

in. 
0.161704 

in. 
0. 040869 

in. 
0. 000049 

- 14 .2768 .03689 . 138097 . 184692 . 046595 . 000036 

U—-... 12 . 3333 .04304 . 161113 . 215448 .054335 . 000032 

Me- 12 .3958 . 04304 . 161113 . 215300 . 054187 .000019 

H—-. 10 .4500 .05104 . 193336 . 258370 .065034 . 000022 

%...... 8 .5625 .06456 . 241670 . 323013 . 081343 . 000022 

U___ 6 .6667 . 08608 . 322226 . 430898 . 108672 .000030 
___-.. 6 . 7917 .08608 . 322226 . 430601 . 108375 .000022 
l_ 5 .9000 . 10329 .386671 . 516791 . 130120 .000019 

m___ 5 1.0250 .10329 . 386671 . 516567 . 129896 .000014 
14___ 5 1.1500 . 10329 . 386671 .516412 . 129741 .000011 

m_ 4 1. 2500 . 12911 . 483339 . 645744 .162405 .000014 

m_ 4 1. 3750 . 12911 . 483339 . 645575 . 162236 .000014 

m__—. 4 1. 6250 . 12911 . 483339 . 645346 .162007 .000006 
2_ 4 1. 8750 .12911 . 483339 . 645202 . 161863 . 000005 
214_ 3 2. 0833 .17215 .644452 . 860541 . 216089 . 000007 
2H_ 3 2. 3333 .17215 .644452 . 860368 . 215916 . 000005 
214--- 3 2. 5833 .17215 . 644452 . 860247 . 215795 . 000003 

3_ 2 2. 7500 . 25822 . 966678 1. 291149 . 324471 . 000010 
3H_____ 2 3. 2500 . 25822 . 966678 1.290694 . 324016 . 000008 
4_ 2 3. 7500 . 25822 .966678 1.290403 . 323725 . 000004 

4M___ 2 4. 2500 . 25822 .966678 1. 290210 . 323532 . 000004 
5__ 2 4. 7500 . 25822 . 966678 1. 290075 . 323395 . 000003 

Classes 5C and 6C centralizing 

H- 10 .4323 .05164 . 193336 . 258410 .065074 . 000022 
H... 8 .5427 .06456 . 241670 . 323057 . 081387 . 000022 

H--- 6 . 6451 .08608 . 322226 . 430964 .108738 . 000030 
li--- 6 .7683 .08608 . 322226 . 430653 . 108427 . 000022 
1__ 5 .8750 .10329 .386671 . 516846 .130175 . 000019 

l H___ 5 .9985 . 10329 .386671 . 516606 . 129935 . 000015 
in___ 5 1. 1220 . 10329 . 386671 . 516443 .129772 .000011 
m___ 4 1. 2207 .12911 . 483339 . 645774 . 162435 .000014 
1M—.-.. 4 1. 3444 .12911 .483339 . 645618 . 162279 . 000014 

m--- 4 1.5919 .12911 . 483339 .645366 . 162027 .000006 
2______ 4 1. 8396 . 12911 . 483339 . 645221 . 161882 . 000005 
2H_____ 3 2. 0458 . 17215 . 644452 . 860570 . 216118 .000007 
2V4-.-.-.-. 3 2. 2938 . 17215 . 644452 . 860389 . 215937 . 000005 
2 u______ 3 2. 5418 . 17215 . 644452 . 860260 . 215808 . 000003 

3_ 2 2. 7067 . 25822 . 966678 1. 291198 . 324520 .000010 
3M_ 2 3. 2032 . 25822 . 966678 1.290733 . 324055 . 000008 
4_ 2 3. 7000 . 25822 . 966678 1. 290422 . 323744 . 000004 
4M_ 2 4.1970 . 25822 . 966678 1.290229 . 323551 .000004 
5__ 2 4. 6941 . 25822 . 966678 1. 290093 . 323415 . 000003 

a Given to six decimal places for purposes of computation. After subtracting from Mw the final result should be rounded to four places. 
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Table 13.3.—Values for wire measurements of single-start standard Stub Acme threads (29°) 

Sizes Threads 
per inch 

Basic pitch 
diameter 

Best wire size, 
0.516450 

cot 14°30' 

2 n 
«)(l+coseca'i Col. 6 minus 

col. 5 “ 

Change in 
cols. 6 and 7 
per 0.01 in. 
change in 

pitch diame¬ 
ter (col. 3, 

n 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

in. in. in. in. in. in. 
Vt_ 16 0. 2312 0. 03228 0.120835 0. 161422 0. 040587 0.000044 
V\6- --- 14 . 2911 . 03689 . 138097 . 184647 .046550 . 000031 

H-—__ 12 .3500 . 04304 . 161113 . 215407 . 054294 . 000025 
7/ie- — 12 .4125 . 04304 . 161113 . 215477 . 054364 . 000018 
V._ 10 .4700 .05164 . 193336 258329 . 064993 .000021 
H_ 8 .5875 .06456 . 241670 . 322961 . 081291 . 000021 
U_ 6 .7000 .08608 . 322226 .430800 108574 .000030 
7/i---- 6 .8250 .08608 . 322226 . 430542 . 108316 . 000019 
1_ 5 .9400 .10329 . 386671 . 516707 . 130036 . 000021 

ns_ 5 1. 0650 . 10329 . 386671 . 516620 . 129949 . 000014 
1 Vi_ 5 1.1900 . 10329 . 386671 . 516356 . 129685 . 000014 
LM_ 4 1. 3000 .12911 . 483339 . 645669 . 162330 .000014 
1H___ 4 1. 4250 . 12911 . 483339 . 645518 . 162179 .000012 

m_ 4 1. 6750 . 12911 . 483339 . 645310 . 161971 . 000007 
2_ 4 1.9250 .12911 . 483339 . 645178 . 161839 000005 
214___ 3 2.1500 .17215 . 644452 . 860533 . 216081 . 000004 
2 H_ 3 2. 4000 .17215 .644452 . 860332 . 215880 . 000005 
214..--- 3 2. 6500 .17215 . 644452 . 860218 . 215766 .000004 

3___ 2 2. 8500 . 25822 . 966678 1.291035 . 324357 .000011 
3H__-__ 2 3. 3500 . 25822 . 966678 1.290620 . 3213942 . 000007 
4_ 2 3. 8500 . 25822 .966678 1.290356 .323678 .000004 
iV_ 2 4. 3500 . 25822 . 966678 1. 290176 .323498 .000003 
5___ 2 4. 8500 . 25822 . 966678 1.290049 .323371 . 000003 

» Given to six decimal places for purposes of computation. After subtracting from -MV the final result should be rounded to four places. 

lead angle correction, c, is well within the possible observa¬ 
tional error in making the measurement of pitch diameter. 
The methods are those of Marriner and Wood [26],4 based 
on the analytical approach of Gary [22] and of Vogel [21]. 

It is necessary to determine the best-wire size for the 
individual thread, as this size is dependent on the lead 
angle of the thread. This determination is simplified by 
extracting from table 13.5 the wire diameter (interpolating 
if necessary) for a 1-in. axial pitch screw and dividing by 
the threads per inch [15]. Thus, 

w = Wiln (7) 

The pitch diameter is given by formulas, as follows: 

E=Mw-(C+e) (8) 

where E=pitch diameter 

Mw=measurement over wires 
C=w(l +cosec a) — (cot a)l2n (9) 

= 4.993 929u>- 1.933 357/n 

c=2(OP — 00) of figure 13.1 (10) 

Tabular values for (C+c)i for a 1-in. axial pitch screw are 
also given in table 13.5 and references [15] and [21], which 
should be divided by the threads per inch for a given case. 

In figure 13.1 the actual points of contact of the wire 
with the thread flanks are at A and B. Under certain 
conditions a wire may contact one flank at two points, in 
which case it is advisable to use a ball, equal in diameter 
to the wire. The value of c is the same for a ball as for 
a wire. The conditions determining single or double 
contact are dealt with below. 

4 See references listed in the bibliography at the end of this appendix. 

Table 13.4—Values of (l+cosec a') for a=14°30' and 
lead angles from 0 to 5° 

Lead l+cosec a’ Difference Lead l+cosec a Difference 
angle, X angle, X 

1 2 3 1 2 3 

den rain den win 
0 0 4. 99393 0 

1 
2 30 4.99748 

24 
25 
26 
27 
27 
28 

5 393 35 772 
10 394 40 797 
15 396 45 823 
20 399 50 850 
25 403 

4 
55 877 

3 0 905 29 
30 
31 
31 
32 
33 

30 407 5 934 
35 412 

0 10 964 
40 418 15 995 
45 425 20 5. 00026 
50 
55 

432 
440 

8 25 058 

30 091 
34 
35 
35 
36 
37 
38 

35 125 
1 0 449 10 

11 
11 
12 
13 
14 

40 160 
5 459 45 195 

10 470 50 231 
15 
20 

481 
493 

55 268 

25 506 4 0 
5 

10 
306 
345 
384 

39 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 

30 520 
15 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

15 424 
35 535 20 465 
40 
45 

550 
566 

25 507 

50 583 30 550 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 

55 601 35 
40 

593 
637 

45 682 
2 0 620 

19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
23 

50 728 
5 

10 
639 
659 

55 775 

15 680 5 0 823 
48 
49 20 702 5 871 

25 725 10 920 
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To evaluate c 

w(Jr sin 0 + 7 sin a cos /3^ 
OP= y cos a cos /3 + -L (H) 

VMs)’ 
'll) 

OQ=R+r,cosec a (12) 

7 = distance from contact point A to a point L on 
the thread axis, measured parallel to an element 
of the thread flank, in the axial plane containing 
LA. 

/?= (designated the “key angle” by Vogel) angle in 
a plane perpendicular to the thread axis between 
lines connecting the point 0 on the thread axis, 
to the axis of the wire (or center of the ball) and 
to the point of contact of the wire and thread 
flank, respectively. 

The values of (3 and y are determined by the following 
equations: 

w ( l cos (3 . \ 
7T 1 ~-tan a sm 13 ) 
2 V^rcosa_/ (13) 

(rJ 

R , 

V 
(j, 7 cot a ) 

"'VMS 
+; 

IP 
2 Z7T sm a 

(14) 

These are simultaneous equations in 3 and y which cannot 
be solved directly but can be solved by iteration. Letting 
(3=0, the first approximation for y is 

w 
70 = R sec a + -^ cot a (15) 

Table 13.5.—Best wire diameters and constants for large lead angles, 1-in. axial pitch Acme and Stub Acme threads {29°) 

Lead 
angle, X 

1-start threads 2-start threads 
Lead 

angle, X 

2-start threads 3-start threads 

W\ (C+ch W\ (C+c), w 1 (C+c)i Wi (C+c), 

1 2 3 4 5 1 4 5 6 7 

deg in. in. in. in. deg in. in. in. in. 
5.0 0.51450 0.64311 0.51443 0. 64280 10.0 0.50864 0.63518 0.50847 0.63463 
5.1 .51442 . 64301 .51435 . 64279 10.1 . 50849 . 63498 .50831 .63442 
5.2 .51435 . 64291 .51427 . 64268 10.2 . 50834 . 63478 .50815 . 63420 
5.3 .51427 . 64282 .51418 . 64256 10.3 . 50818 . 63457 .50800 .63399 
5.4 .51419 .64272 .51410 . 64245 10.4 .50802 . 63436 .50784 .63378 

5.5 .51411 .64261 .51401 . 64233 10.5 .50786 . 63416 .50768 .63356 
5.6 . 51403 . 64251 .51393 .64221 10.6 .50771 . 63395 .50751 . 63333 
5. 7 .51395 . 64240 .51384 .64209 10.7 . ,50755 .63375 .50735 .63311 
5.8 .51386 . 64229 .51375 .64196 10.8 .50739 . 63354 .50718 . 63288 
5.9 .51377 .64218 .51366 .64184 10.9 .50723 . 63333 .50701 . 63265 

6.0 .51368 . 64207 .51356 .64171 11.0 .50707 .63313 .50684 .63242 
6.1 .51359 . 64195 .51346 .64157 11.1 .50691 . 63292 .50667 .63219 
6.2 .51350 .64184 .51336 .64144 11.2 .50674 . 63271 .50649 .63195 
6.3 .51340 . 64172 .51327 .64131 11.3 .50658 .63250 .50632 .63172 
6.4 .51330 .64160 .51317 .64117 11.4 .50641 .63228 .50615 .63149 

6.5 .51320 .64147 .51306 .64103 11.5 .50623 .63206 .50597 .63126 
6.6 .51310 .64134 .51296 .64089 11.6 .50606 .63184 .50579 . 63102 
6.7 .51300 .64122 .51285 .64075 11.7 .50589 . 63162 .50561 . 63078 
6.8 .51290 .64110 .51275 .64061 11.8 .50571 .63140 .50544 . 63055 
6.9 .51280 .64097 .51264 .64046 11.9 .50553 .63117 .50526 .63031 

7.0 .51270 .64085 .51254 .64032 12.0 .50535 . 63095 .50507 .63006 
7.1 .51259 . 64072 .51243 .64017 12.1 .50517 . 63072 .50488 . 62981 
7.2 .51249 .64060 .51232 .64002 12.2 .50500 .63050 .50470 .62956 
7.3 .51238 .64047 .51221 . 63987 12.3 . 50482 .63027 .50451 . 62931 
7.4 .51227 .64034 .51209 . 63972 12.4 .50464 .63004 .50432 . 62906 

7.5 .51217 .64021 .51198 . 63957 12.5 .50445 .62981 . 50413 . 62881 
7.6 .51206 .64008 .51186 . 63941 12.6 .50427 . 62958 .50394 . 62856 
7.7 .51196 . 63996 .51174 . 63925 12.7 .50408 . 62934 .50375 . 62830 
7.8 .51186 . 63983 .51162 . 63909 12.8 . 50389 .62911 .50356 . 62805 
7.9 .51175 .63970 .51150 . 63892 12.9 .50371 . 62888 .50336 . 62779 

8.0 .51164 . 63957 .51138 . 63876 13.0 .50352 . 62865 .50316 . 62752 

8.1 .51153 . 63944 .51125 .63859 13.1 .50333 . 62841 .50295 . 62725 
8.2 .51142 . 63930 .51113 . 63843 13.2 .50313 .62817 .50275 . 62699 
8.3 .51130 .63916 .51101 . 63827 13.3 50293 . 62792 .50255 .62672 
8.4 .51118 . 63902 .51088 . 63810 13.4 . 50274 . 62768 .50235 . 62646 

8.5 .51105 . 63887 .51075 . 63793 13.5 .50254 . 62743 .50214 .62619 
8.6 .51093 . 63873 .51062 . 63775 13.6 .50234 . 62718 .50194 . 62592 
8.7 . 51081 . 63859 .51049 .63758 13.7 .50215 . 62694 .50173 . 62564 

8.8 .51069 .63845 .51035 . 63740 13.8 .50195 . 62670 . 50152 . 62537 
8.9 .51057 . 63831 .51022 . 63722 13.9 . 50175 .62645 .50131 .62509 

9.0 .51044 .63817 . 51008 . 63704 14.0 . 50155 .62621 .50110 .62481 
9.1 . 51032 .63802 .50993 . 63685 14.1 .50135 .62596 .50089 . 62453 
9.2 .51019 . 63788 .50979 . 63667 14.2 .50115 .62571 .50068 . 62425 
9.3 .51006 . 63774 .50965 .63649 14.3 .50094 .62546 .50046 . 62397 
9.4 .50993 . 63759 .50951 . 63630 14.4 .50073 .62520 .50024 .62368 

9.5 .50981 . 63744 .50937 . 63612 14.5 .50051 . 62494 .50003 . 62340 
9.6 .50968 . 63730 .50922 . 63593 14.6 .50030 .62468 . 49981 . 62312 
9.7 .50955 .63715 .50908 . 63574 14.7 .50009 . 62442 . 49959 . 62283 
9.8 .50941 . 63700 .50893 . 63555 14.8 . 49988 .62417 . 49936 .62253 
9.9 . 50927 . 63685 .50879 . 63537 14.9 . 49966 . 62391 .49914 .62224 

10.0 . 50913 63670 .50864 .63518 15.0 . 49945 . 62365 .49891 . 62195 
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This approximate value of y is entered in the right-hand 
side of eq (13) to obtain a new value of /3=/3i. Then this 
new value of /3 is entered in the right-hand side of eq (14), 
together with the first approximation of y to obtain a new 
value of y=yj. Then yi and /Sx are entered in eq (13) to 
obtain a new |8=/32. This process is repeated until the 
values of /3 and y repeat themselves to the required degree 
of accuracy. Their final values are then entered in eq 
(11) and (12) to obtain the lead angle correction given by 
eq (10). 

The following calculation exemplifies the process, and 
the result may be compared with that obtained for the 
same example by the Vogel method [21] or the Van Keuren 
method utilizing tables [15, 21], 

lVs" — 5, 4 start 29° Acme screw thread 
E= 1.025, nominal, 

Z = 0.800, 

v- 
X = 

w~- 
a- 

sin a = 
COS a- 

tan a- 
cot ct- 
sec a- 

cosec a- 
1/tt = 

R = 
H2tv-- 

m*)2-- 

Z/(27rsin a) = 
1/ (27rcos a) = 

R/COS <x = 

7o = 

= 0.200, 

= 13.951927°, 
= 0.10020 (from table 13.5, p. 57, [15, 21], 
= 14.5° 
= 0.25038 00041, 
= .96814 76404, 
= .25861 75844, 
=3.86671 30949, 
=1.03290 03122, 
= 3.99392 91629, 
= .31830 98862, 
= .31916 43455, 
= .12732 39545, 
= .01621 13939, 
= .50852 28550, 
= .13151 29523, 
= .32966 49520, 
= .27393 42429. 

Table 13.5.—Best wire diameters and constants for large lead angles, 1-in. axial pitch Acme and Stub Acme threads (29°)—Con. 

Lead 
angle, X 

3-start threads 4-start threads 
Lead 

angle, X 

3-start threads 4-start threads 

W\ (C+c)i w 1 (C+c), Wi (C+c), Wi (C+c)i 

1 6 7 8 9 1 6 7 8 9 

deo in. in. in. in. deg in. in. in. in. 
13.0 0.50316 0.62752 0.50297 0.62694 18.0 0.49154 0.61250 0.49109 0.61109 
13.1 .50295 .62725 .50277 . 62667 18.1 .49127 .61216 .49082 .61073 
13.2 .50275 .62699 .50256 .62639 18.2 .49101 .61182 .49054 .61037 
13.3 . 50255 .62672 .50235 .62611 18.3 .49074 .61148 .49027 .61001 
13.4 . 50235 .62646 .50215 .62583 18.4 .49047 .61114 . 48999 .60964 

13. 5 .50214 .62619 .50194 .62555 18.5 .49020 .61080 . 48971 .60928 
13.6 .50194 .62592 . 50173 .62526 18.6 . 48992 .61045 . 48943 .60891 
13.7 .50173 .62564 .50152 . 62498 18.7 .48965 .61011 .48915 .60854 
13.8 .50152 .62537 .50131 .62469 18.8 .48938 .60976 . 48887 .60817 
13.9 .50131 .62509 .50109 .62440 18.9 .48910 .60941 .48859 . 60780 

14.0 .50110 .62481 .50087 .62411 19.0 .48882 .60906 . 48830 .60742 
14. 1 .500S9 .62453 .50065 .62381 19.1 . 48854 .60871 . 48800 .60704 
14.2 .50068 .62425 .50043 .62351 19.2 . 48825 .60835 .48771 .60666 
14.3 .50046 .62397 .50021 . 62321 19.3 . 48797 .60799 . 48742 .60628 
14.4 .50024 . 62368 . 49999 . 62291 19.4 .48769 .60764 .48713 .60590 

14. 5 .50003 . 62340 . 49977 . 62262 19.5 .48741 .60729 .48684 . 60552 
14.6 .49981 .62312 . 49955 .62232 19.6 .48712 .60693 .48655 .60514 
14. 7 . 49959 . 62283 . 49932 .62202 19.7 .48683 . 60657 .48625 . 60475 
14. 8 . 49936 . 62253 . 49910 .62172 19.8 .48655 .60621 .48596 .60437 
14.9 . 49914 . 62224 .49887 . 62141 19.9 .48626 . 60585 . 48566 .60398 

15.0 . 49891 . 62195 . 49864 . 62110 20.0 . 48597 . 60549 .48536 .60359 
15.1 .49S69 .62166 .49842 .02080 20 1 .48506 .60320 
15. 2 .49846 .62137 .49819 .62049 20 2 .48476 .60281 
15.3 . 49824 .62108 . 49795 .62017 20. 3 .48445 .60241 
15.4 . 49801 .62078 .49771 .61985 20. 4 .48415 .60202 

15. 5 .49778 .62048 . 49747 . 61953 20. 5 .48384 .60162 
15.6 . 49754 .62017 .49723 .61921 20. 6 .48354 .60123 
15.7 .49731 .61987 .49699 .61889 20. 7 .48323 .60083 
15.8 .49707 .61956 .49675 .61857 20 8 .48292 .60042 
15.9 .49683 .61926 . 49651 .61825 20 9 .48261 .60002 

16.0 . 49659 .61895 .49627 .61793 21 0 .48230 . 59961 
16.1 .49635 .61864 .49602 .61760 21.1 .48198 . 59920 
16.2 .49611 .61833 .49577 .61727 21 2 .48166 . 59879 
16.3 . 49586 .61801 . 49552 . 61694 21 3 .48134 . 59838 
16.4 .49562 .61770 .49527 61661 21 4 .48103 . 59797 

16. 5 .49537 .61738 .49502 .61628 21 5 .48071 . 59756 
10.6 .49512 .61706 .49476 .61594 21. 6 .48040 . 59715 
16.7 . 49488 .49451 .61560 21.7 .48008 .59674 
16.8 .49463 .61643 .49425 .61526 21.8 .47975 .59632 
16.9 .49438 .61611 .49400 .61492 21. 9 .47943 . 59590 

17.0 .49414 .61580 .49375 .61458 22.0 .47910 .59548 
17.1 .49389 .61548 .49349 .61424 22.1 .47878 .59507 
17.2 .49303 .61515 .49322 .61389 22.2 .47845 . 59465 
17.3 .49337 .61482 .49296 .61354 22.3 .47812 .59422 
17.4 .49311 .61449 .49269 .61319 22. 4 .47778 .59379 

17. 5 . 49285 .61416 .49243 .61284 22. 5 .47745 .59336 
17.6 .49259 .61383 .49217 .61250 22. 6 .47711 .59293 
17.7 . 49233 .61350 .49191 .61215 22. 7 .47677 .59250 
17.8 . 49206 .61316 . 49164 .61180 22. 8 .47643 
17.9 .49180 .61283 .49137 .61144 22. 9 . 47610 .59164 

23.0 47577 .59121 

Note—This table courtesy of the Van Keuren Co. 
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i/z-plane 
y — LA (with lead) 
7 = LA' (with no lead) 

zj/-plane with lead 
(with no lead, 0=0) 

Figure 13.1.—Basis of lead angle conection for external 
thread. 

V~(s)‘ 
sin 0 0 (radians) COS 0 7 

0. 53865 168 0. 02337 088 0.02337 301 0.99972 686 0. 52978 325 
. 54486 850 . 02226 331 .02226 515 . 99975 214 . 52934 621 
. 54444 357 . 02232 647 .02232 833 . 99975 073 . 52936 984 
. 54446 655 . 02232 298 .02232 483 .99975 081 . 52936 853 
. 54446 526 .02232 317 .02232 502 . 99975 081 . 52936 860 
. 54446 5336 .02232 3160 . 02232 5012 . 99975 0807 . 52936 8598 

OP=0.52483 3962 
00=0.51926 0196 

C=0.01114 8 
2 Of’=1.04966 79=nominal measurement between centers of wires 
Mw=2 OP+w=1.149 868 in.=nominal measurement over wires 
M„=l.liO 868=aet.ual measurement over wires 

£=1.149 868—(C+c), (see equations 8 and 9) 
C=4.993 929X0.100 20-1.933 357/5=0.113 720 

C+c = 0.113 720+0.011 148 = 0.124 868 
E= 1.149 868—0.124 868=1.025 000 (as measured) 

tan a^^-y/1 cos a cot a^ —4/D2, (17) 

in which 

a = half angle of thread in an axial plane 
/ = lead 

R = distance from thread axis to sharp root (see fig. 
13.1) 

w = diameter of measuring wires 
D= major diameter of thread 

If best-size wires are used, so that contact is near the pitch 
line, the condition for single contact simplifies to: 

tan“>fV5nS' (i8) 

On account of the approximate nature of the above for¬ 
mulas, double contact does not necessarily occur when 
these formulas are not satisfied. If not satisfied the follow¬ 
ing formula can be used for a more precise determination: 

~2 tan a~yA sin “ + 2^: (/S.4. — 0p) sin a sin &A 

— cos fti^Xsec Pp sin (pA — 0p)>O (19) 

in which, 

yA = final value for y in the correction calculation 
(0.52936 8598 would be the yA for sample calcu¬ 
lation, the results of which are shown above. 

0.4 = final value for 0 in the correction calculation. 
0p = cos-1 (2yA cos a cos j3A/D) and is a negative angle. 

If the formula is satisfied, double contact does not occur. 

If instead of the Marriner and Wood equations those of 
Vogel are applied we have 

o- —0= 
cot2 X 

cot 0 — 
tan a 

tan X 

where 

(16) 

7r 

Ns = number of starts 
X = lead angle at pitch line 
a=half angle of thread in axial plane. 

This equation may likewise be solved for 0 by iteration, 
but various short cuts are presented in reference [21], 
including a short, highly accurate, and nontranscendent 
formula for 0. The value of 0 in the above example which 
satisfies this equation is 0.02232 480 radian, as compared 
with 0.02232 501 obtained with the Marriner and Wood 
formulas. The measurement to the center of the wires is 
given by the Vogel formula 

2 OP = E tarn X(<r — 0) cosec 0=1.0496 522 in., 

which is 0.0000 157 smaller than the value (1.0496 679) 
obtained by the Marriner and Wood formulas. As this 
discrepancy is small compared with the possible error in 
measurement of Mw, either set of formulas is applicable. 
Also, the discrepancy between the value of (C+c) by the 
Marriner and Wood formulas and that extracted from 
table 13.5 is only 0.000 018 in. 

2. BUTTRESS THREADS 

Two optional procedures are used in determining the 
pitch diameter of external threads from the reading over 
the wires, Mw. The comparator reading Mw over the 
wires is checked using a gage block or combination as a 
master. Then, using the average diameter of the wires, 
w, the pitch diameter, E, is computed using the formula 

E=MW V 
tan a] tan aj 

—w ^ 
«i — a2 ctl—a2 1+cosec —-— cos — 

When ai = 45° and a2 = 7°, this formula reduces to 
(20) 

E= Af„+0.89064p-3.15689 w-c. 

In the optional method, a reading MD is taken over the 
wires placed on either side of a plain cylindrical plug gage 
of known diameter D. Then, the distance T between the 
wires as seated in the threads of the thread plug is com¬ 
puted by formula 

T=D-Md+Mw 

and the formula for pitch diameter E becomes 

E = T + V ( «i+<*2 aq — a2 ,\ 
— w ( cosec —^— cos —2-* I — c tan oq + tan a2 \ 

E= T+0.S9064p-1.15689w-c. 

(21) 

(c) LIMITATIONS ON THREE-WIRE MEASUREMENT OF EX¬ 

TERNAL THREADS 

When the lead angle and diameter of a thread are such 
that double contact of the measuring wires occurs, it will 
be necessary to check the pitch diameter by means of balls 
rather than wires. 

For accurate measurement with wires single contact on 
each flank must occur. Measuring wires can be used if the 
following formula [26] is satisfied for a specific thread: 

D should be slightly smaller than the major diameter of 
the thread plug gage to be measured. 

In both formulas 20 and 21, c is a correction depending 
on the angle the wires make with a plane perpendicular to 
the axis of the thread plug gage. For all possible single¬ 
start combinations of diameters and pitches listed in tables 
XIV.2, XIV.3, and XIV.4, c is less than 0.0004 in. As 
Buttress threads are designed to avoid metal-to-metal 
fits in all cases, it is not essential that the absolute value 
of the pitch diameter be accurately determined by applying 
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the correction c. Accordingly, it is recommended that 
the wire angle correction be neglected for these combina¬ 
tions and all other single-start buttress thread plug gages. 

However, if it is desired to take the lead-angle correction 
into account, the following formula to determine pitch 
diameter derived in reference [3] may be applied where the 
lead angle does not exceed 5°: 

E = M„+p-c.—) l+V(l + tan2 X) cot2 «,+ l 
sin (aI+a2) ( 

COS O'! sin a2 r /.. , . 5—rr-tv-r“i 
-:--—;- V(l+tan2 X) cot2 ai + 1 

Sill (ai-|-<*2) 

— V(l + tan2 X) cot2 a2+l] | (22) 

where 
aj = flank angle of pressure flank, 
a2=flank angle of trailing flank, 
X=lead angle at pitch line. 

For the 7°, 45° Buttress thread this formula becomes 

H=Mu, + 0.890643p —u>{ 1+V66.330378 (1 + tan2 X) + 1 

— 0.890643[V66.330378( 1 + tan2X) + 1 - Vtan2X+ 2]} 
(23) 

For larger lead angles formulas may be applied that are 
derived in reference [22]. 

1. Wire Sizes.--In order to eliminate the effect of 
deviations of the thread form on the calculated pitch 
diameter, the “best size” wires, for symmetrical threads, 
should contact the flanks of the thread at the pitch line. 
Because of the wide difference in the flank angles of a 
buttress thread it is impossible for the thread measuring 
wires to contact both flanks simultaneously at the pitch 
line. 

A deviation in the angle ax of the trailing flank has ap¬ 
proximately twice the effect on the pitch diameter calcu¬ 
lated from readings over wires than the same angle devi¬ 
ation on the pressure flank angle, a2. For this reason it 
was decided that the diameter of the “best size” wire 
should be such that it will contact the pressure flank at a 
point twice the distance above the pitch line that the con¬ 
tact point on the trailing flank is below the pitch line. 
This wire diameter for flank angles 7°, 45° is given by 

Wi, = 0.54147p. (24) 

As shown in figure 13.2, the “best” size wire will contact 
the pressure flank of a thread of basic form 0.1944p 
below the thread crest, and the wire will project above 
the crest 0.1094p. If this wire fails to project above the 
crest of the thread in an actual case, a larger wire must 
be used. For such a case the maximum wire, having a 
diameter of 0.61433p, which contacts the trailing flank 
at the pitch line should be used. The relation of the 
“best” and “max” size wires to the flanks and crests of 
the 7°, 45° Buttress thread is shown in figure 13.2. The 
diameters of “best” and “max” wires and the projection 
above the crest of the thread are shown in table 13.6. 

Because of the small pressure flank angle of 7° there 
may be double contact of the wire on this flank if the lead 
angle is more than a few degrees. Such double contact 
will introduce on error into the measurement of pitch 
diameter. Double contact is less likely with the “max” 
wire than with the “best” wire, as the former contacts this 
flank nearer the thread crest. Therefore, it is desirable 
in such cases to check the pitch diameter measurement 
obtained with “best” wires by measurement with “max” 
wires also. With large lead angles a further check should 
be made using balls instead of wires. Inconsistencies in 
results may indicate double contact of wires. If double 
contact occurs with max wires it will be necessary to make 
pitch diameter measurements by means of balls. 

An alternative method for determining whether or not 
single contact occurs is to apply the Marriner and Wood 
[26] formula 19, p. 59, for the exact condition for single 
contact. 

Figure 13.2.—Diameters of “best” and “maximum” thread 
wires for Buttress threads. 

Table 13.6.—Wire sizes and constants, single-start Buttress 
threads (7°, 4-5°) 

Threads 
per 

inch 
Pitch, 

V 

“Best” wire 
diameter, 

w=0.54147p 

Projection, 

a=0.1094p 

“Max” wire 
diameter, 

jn=0.61433p 

Projection, 

a'=0.2244p 

in. in. in. in. in. 
20_ 0. 05000 0. 02707 0. 0055 0. 03072 0.0112 
16_ . 06250 .03384 . 0068 . 03840 .0140 
12_ .08333 .04512 .0091 .05119 .0187 
10_ .10000 .05415 .0109 .06143 .0224 
8_ .12500 .06768 .0137 . 07679 .0280 

6_ .16667 .09024 .0182 . 10239 .0374 
5_ .20000 .10829 .0219 . 12287 .0449 
4_ .25000 .13537 .0274 . 15358 .0561 
3_ .33333 .18049 .0364 .20478 .0747 
214- . 40000 . 21659 .0438 . 24573 .0898 

2_ .50000 27074 . 0547 . 30716 .1122 

114_ .66667 . 36098 .0729 . 40955 . 1496 
Hi_ . 80000 .43318 .0875 .49146 .1795 
1... 1. 00000 . 54147 .1094 .61433 .2244 
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APPENDIX 14. METRIC SCREW THREAD 

STANDARDS 

Metric-thread systems have been used in European 
Continental countries since 1848, particularly in France, 
Germany, and Switzerland. Efforts toward international 
unification of these systems led in 1898 to a conference in 
Zurich, Switzerland, which was attended by representatives 
from engineering societies and other technical organiza¬ 
tions in France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, and 
Switzerland. Organizations in other countries such as 
the United States and Great Britain, were also invited 
but did not send delegates. 

The Zurich Conference of 1898 adopted a system of 
metric threads which was practically the same as that 
previously developed in France by the Societe d’Encour¬ 

agement pour l’lndustrie Nationale in 1894. This system 
became known as the “International System” and is 
usually designated as the “SI System” (from the French 
name, “Systhme Internationale”). This system was 
recommended for adoption by all countries where metric 
threads were used and covered a range of nominal diam¬ 
eters from 6 to 80 mm, inclusive, with associated (coarse) 
pitches. The threads were intended for use as fastening 
threads in machine construction and hence for application 
to the general types of screws, bolts, and nuts. 

The need for metric coarse threads in sizes smaller than 
6 mm and larger than 80 mm, and of metric fine threads, 
led a number of Continental European countries to extend 
the original SI series. However, these additional series 
showed differences in respect to nominal diameters, 
pitches, and diameter-pitch combinations. National 
standardizing bodies, organized in Europe during and 
after the first World War, made an effort to bring some 
order in these additional series. In 1926 the International 
Standards Association (ISA) was founded and one of its 
first technical committees dealt with metric threads. 

At a conference held in Copenhagen in 1931, this com¬ 
mittee succeeded in getting agreement in principle on 
five recommended series of metric threads, designated by 
the letters A to E. It took several more years to put the 
final touches on this unification plan, and ISA Bulletin 
26, in which the recommended ISA series are listed, was 
not published until September, 1940. The original series 
of SI coarse threads was extended to diameters as large 
as 600 mm (about 24 in.), the pitch being 6 mm for all 
sizes above 80 mm. Therefore, the term “coarse” threads 
was avoided and the original SI series, with its upward 
and downward extensions, was designated as “ISA Series 
A.” However, ISA Bulletin 26 and the national stand¬ 
ards set up in accordance with it, explicitly refer to the 
ISA Series B to E, inclusive, as “fine threads.” 

The ISA became inactive in 1942 as a result of the second 
world war. Following the war the International Organi¬ 
zation for Standardization (ISO) was established, and 
ISO/TCl, Screw Threads, held its first meeting at Paris 
in 1949. This technical committee subsequently devel¬ 
oped recommendations for basic and design thread profiles, 
and standard series for metric and inch screw threads. 

1. ISO THREAD PROFILES 

The ISO basic profile for screw threads is shown on 
fig. 14.1. The ISO design profiles of external and internal 

Figure 14.1.—ISO basic profile for inch and metric screw 
threads. 

11=0.86603p 

X=0.21651p The Basic Profile is the profile to which the allowances and 
,t tolerances, which define the limits of the external and inter- 
— =0.l0825p nal threads, are applied. 

§-H=0.54127p 
O 
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threads, with and without an allowance, are shown on 
figures 14.2 and 14.3. These ISO basic and design pro¬ 
files apply to inch as well as metric threads. 

2. STANDARD SERIES FOR ISO METRIC 

THREADS 

Shown in tables 14.1 and 14.2 are the standard series 
for ISO metric threads. Table 14.1 covers metric screw 
threads for general use. Table 14.2 covers metric screw 
threads for screws, bolts, and nuts. 

3. DESIGNATIONS FOR ISO METRIC THREADS 

ISO metric threads are designated by a letter followed 
by the size and the pitch as shown below. Where there 
is no indication of pitch, the coarse pitch is implied. For 
coarse threads with diameters up to and including 5 mm, 
the letter is S. For all other threads shown in the tables, 
the letter is M. 

Examples: 

M6X1 (indicates 6-mm diameter, 1-mm pitch) 
SO.8 (indicates 0.8 diameter, coarse pitch). 

Figure 14.2.—ISO design profile of external and internal threads with an 
allowance for inch and metric screw threads. 

(ISO Basic Profile shown by a thick line.) 

AND CLEARED BELOW DIAMETER dx 

AXIS OF SCREW THREAD _ _ 

Figure 14.3.—ISO design profile of external and internal threads without an 
allowance for inch and metric screw threads. 

(ISO Basic Profile shown by a thick line.) 
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Table 14.1.—ISO metric screw threads for general use, 0.25 to 300 mm diameter 

Size (basic major diameter) Pitch 

Basie 
major Fine 

rimary Secondary Tertiary diameter Coarse 

6 4 3 2 1.5 1.25 i 0.75 0.5 0.35 0.25 0.2 

mm mm mm in. mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm m m mm mm mm m m 
0. 25 0. 0098 0. 075 

. 3 .0118 .08 
0. 35 . 0138 . 09 

.4 . 0157 . 1 
. 45 .0177 . 1 

.5 . 0197 . 125 
. 55 . 0217 . 125 

.6 . 0236 . 15 
.0276 . 175 

.8 . 0315 . 2 

. 9 . 0354 . 225 
1 . 0394 . 25 0. 2 

1.1 . 0433 . 25 _2 
1.2 . 0472 . 25 . 2 

1. 4 . 0551 . 3 . 2 

1.6 . 0630 . 35 . 2 
1. 8 .0709 . 35 . 2 

2 . 0787 . 4 0. 25 
2. 2 . 0866 . 45 .25 

2.5 . 0984 . 45 0. 35 

3 . 1181 . 5 . 35 
3.5 . 1378 . 6 . 35 

4 . 1575 0. 5 
4.5 . 1772 . 75 . 5 

5 . 1969 8 . 5 

5.5 . 2165 . 5 
6 . 236 1. 0 0. 75 

7 . 276 1. 0 . 75 
8 . 315 1. 25 1 . 75 

9 . 354 1. 25 1 . 75 

10 . 394 1. 5 1.25 1 . 75 
11 . 433 1. 5 1 . 75 

12 479 1. 75 1. 5 1. 25 1 
14 . 551 2.0 1. 5 a 1. 25 1 

15 . 591 1. 5 1 

16 . 630 2. 0 1 
17 . 669 1. 5 1 

18 70Q 2 5 2 1. 5 1 
20 . 787 2. 5 2 1. 5 1 

22 . 866 2. 5 2 1. 5 1 

24 . 945 3. 0 2 1. 5 1 
25 984 2 1. 5 1 
26 1. 02 1. 5 

27 1 06 3.0 2 1. 5 1 
28 1. 10 2 1. 5 1 

30 1. 18 3. 5 b(3) 2 1. 5 1 
32 1 26 2 1. 5 

33 1. 30 3. 5 b (3) 2 1. 5 
o 35 1. 38 1. 5 

36 1. 42 4.0 3 2 1. 5 

38 1. 50 1. 5 
39 1. 54 4. 0 3 2 1. 5 

40 1. 57 3 2 1. 5 
42 4. 5 4 3 2 1. 5 

45 1. 77 4. 5 4 3 2 1. 5 

48 1. 89 5. 0 4 3 2 1. 5 
50 1. 97 3 2 1. 5 

52 2. 05 5.0 4 3 2 1. 5 
55 2. 17 4 3 2 1. 5 

56 2. 20 5. 5 4 3 2 1. 5 

58 2. 28 4 3 2 1. 5 
60 2. 36 5. 5 4 3 2 1. 5 

62 2. 44 4 3 2 1. 5 
64 2. 52 6. 0 4 3 2 1. 5 

65 2. 56 4 3 2 1. 5 

68 2. 68 6.0 4 3 o 1. 5 
70 2. 76 6 4 3 2 1. 5 

72 2. 83 6 4 3 2 1. 5 
75 2. 95 4 3 2 1. 5 

76 2. 99 6 4 3 2 1. 5 

78 3. 07 2 
80 3. 15 6 4 3 2 1. 5 

82 3. 23 2 
85 3. 35 6 4 3 2 

90 3.54 6 4 3 2 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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Table 14.1.— ISO metric screw threads for general use, 0.25 to 300 nun diameter—Continued 

Size (basic major diameter) Pitch 

B asic 
major Fine 

Primary Secondary Tertiary diameter Coarse 

6 4 3 2 1.5 1.25 i 0.75 0.5 0.35 0.25 0.2 

mm mm mm in. mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm 
95 3. 74 6 4 3 2 

100 3. 94 6 4 3 2 
105 4.13 6 4 3 2 

110 4. 33 6 4 3 2 
115 4. 53 6 4 3 2 

120 4. 72 6 4 3 9 

125 4. 92 6 4 3 2 
130 5.12 6 4 3 2 

135 5. 31 6 4 3 
140 5. 51 6 4 3 2 

145 5. 71 6 4 3 2 
150 5. 91 6 4 3 2 

155 6.10 6 4 3 
160 6. 30 6 4 3 

165 6. 50 6 4 3 

170 6. 69 6 4 3 
175 6. 89 6 4 3 

180 7. 09 6 4 3 
185 7. 28 6 4 3 

190 7. 48 6 4 3 

195 7. 68 6 4 3 
200 7. 87 6 4 3 

205 8.07 6 4 3 
210 8. 27 6 4 3 

215 8. 46 6 4 3 

220 8. 66 6 4 3 
225 8. 86 6 4 3 
230 9. 06 6 4 3 
235 9. 25 6 4 3 

240 9.4,5 6 4 3 

245 9.65 6 4 3 
250 9. 84 6 4 3 

255 10. 04 6 4 
260 10. 24 6 4 

265 10.43 6 4 
270 10. 63 6 4 
275 10. 83 6 4 

280 11. 02 6 4 

285 11. 22 6 4 
290 11. 42 6 4 
295 11. 61 6 4 

300 11. 81 6 4 

a Pitch 1.25 of size 14 to be used only for spark plugs. 
b Pitches in parentheses not to be used unless necessary. 
° Size 35 to be used for ball bearing lock nuts. 

Sizes 0.3 through 1.4 mm with coarse pitches shown are covered by Section V, Unified miniature screw threads of Handbook 1128 (1957), Part I. 
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Table 14.2.— ISO metric screw threads for screws, bolts, and 
nuts, 0.25 to 39 mm diameter 

Size (basic major 
diameter) 

Basic 
major 

diameter 

Coarse Fine 

Primary Secondary Pitch 
Threads 
per inch, 
approxi¬ 

mate 

Pitch 
Threads 
per inch, 
approxi¬ 

mate 

mm mm in. mm mm 
0. 25 0. 0098 0. 075 339 
.3 .0118 .08 318 

0. 35 .0138 .09 282 
.4 .0157 . 1 254 

.45 .0177 . 1 254 

.5 .0197 . 125 203 
.55 .0217 . 125 203 

.6 .0236 . 15 169 
.7 .0276 . 175 145 

.8 .0315 .2 127 

.9 .0354 .225 113 
1 .0394 .25 102 

1.1 .0433 .25 102 
1. 2 .0472 .25 102 

1. 4 .0551 .3 85 

1. 6 . 0630 .35 73 
1. 8 .0709 .35 73 

2 .0787 . 4 64 
2. 2 .0866 .45 56 

2.5 .0984 .45 56 

3 . 1181 . 5 51 
3. 5 . 1378 .6 42 

4 . 1575 .7 36 
4.5 . 1772 .75 34 

5 . 1969 .8 32 

6 .236 1.0 25 
7 .276 1.0 25 

8 .315 1.25 20 1.0 25 
10 .394 1.5 17 1.25 20 
12 .472 1.75 15 1.25 20 

14 .551 2.0 13 1.5 17 
16 . 630 2.0 13 1.5 17 

18 .709 2.5 10 1.5 17 

20 .787 2.5 10 1.5 17 
22 .866 2.5 10 1.5 17 

24 .945 3.0 8 2.0 13 
27 1.06 3.0 8 2.0 13 

30 1.18 3.5 7 2.0 13 
33 1.30 3.5 7 2.0 13 

36 1.42 4.0 6 3.0 8 
39 1.54 4.0 6 3.0 8 

Sizes 0.3 through 1.4 mm are covered by Section V, Unified miniature 
screw threads of Handbook H28 (1957), Part I. 
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